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U/NiTIEID STATES IENV~RONMIENTAl/PIRlOTIECIIUllN Cl\G!EU\!ICY 
REGION 4 


ATLANTA FEDERAL CENTER 

61 FORSYTH STREET 


ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-8960 


District Engineer 

Attn: Dr. Jon Moulding 

Army Corps ofEngineers 

P.O. Box 4970 

Ja~1csonvill~, FL }2232-0019 


Subj: 	 Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) on the Interim 

Operational Plan (lOP) for Protection ofthe Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow 


Dear Dr. Moulding: 

Pursuant to Section 102(2) (C) ofthe National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
has reviewed the referenced U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers (COE) Draft Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) describing environmental impacts associated 
with water controJJpumping/management strategies comprising preferred alternative "Alt. 
7R". This alternative modifies a previously-implemented Interim Operational Plan 
designed to protect the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow (CSSS), an endangered species 
living in and near Taylor Slough and in Big Cypress Swamp situated in southern Florida. 

:Background- In 1905 the Florida legislature passed the first comprehensive 
drainage law creating a board with authority to construct a system ofcanals designed to 
drain and reclaim swamp land (Tebeau, 1974). Following the genesis of the initial 
drainage law, a number ofsurface water drafuage and diversion projects have been built 
which, although met the original design goals ofthe project, had unintended 
consequences adversely impacting wildlife species, a situation that became more evident 
in the 1960's and 1970's. In attempts to ameliorate the disruption ofprotected species 
and their habitats, more recent water management strategies attempted the restoration of 
more nati1Ial flows through the Everglades. These strategies included the Experimental 
Program, allowing the COE (in 1983) to deviate from minimum water deliveries to 
improve conditions within the ENP; the more recent Modified Water Deliveries plan, of 
which the final Tamiami Trail segment is scheduled for completion in 2008; and the C
111 Project which calls for five pump stations and levee-bounded retention structures to 
be built to control seepage out ofthe ENP, and at the same time, providing flood control 
protection to agricultural lands situated between Lake Okeechobee and the ENP. 

In February 19, 1999, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife (FWS) released a Biological 
Opinion (BO) documenting the decline ofthe CSSS and identified the greatest threats to 
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its continued survival being vegetation changes, fire, development, and hydrologic 
alteration. The BO implicates controlling water levels within the Florida Everglades as 
having affected this species, which is dependent upon natural level fluctuation. The 
sparrow's breeding season typically extends over nearly half ofthe year (February
August), and depends on the characteristics of individual rainy seasons. Nesting activity 
decreases abruptly when the marsh they depend on becomes flooded. The BO 
determined that elements ofthe Experimental Program's hydrologic regimes caused 
jeopardy and adverse modification ofspanow critical habitat, and that incidental takes 
were anticipated. Similarly, operational modes of C-111 also were anticipated to cause 
sparrow incidental takes. fu January, 2000, the Experimental Program was terminated 
and replaced "\xJit"h an Tnteri..m St..n~c!J..rr::~l and Operation~l Plan (ISOP) designed to meet 
FWS conditions c;le:fining the most reasonable alternative articulated in the B.O. 

).n FEIS) prepared by the COE in May, 2002, identified the environmental 
consequences ofthe on-going modifications in water management practices being 
implemented to benefit portions of the CSSS habitat in the ENP. These modifications, 
designed to prevent jeopardy to the continued existence ofthe endangered CSSS, also 
provided additional flood protection capability for development in lands east of the L
31N Canal. The COE proposed construction of an additional pump station (S-332C) and 
reservoirs designed to intercept seepage losses from ENP along the L-31N Canal. The 
pump station and seepage reservoirs are to supplement the capacity ofthe existing pu:rb.p 
station (S-332B) to lower canal and groundwater levels in anticipation ofsignificant 
storm events. In addition, a previously-authorized pUiilp station, S-356, in the Tamiami 
Cimal has been added as part ofthe water management plan. This will return seepage 
from the northern reach ofthe L-31N Canal to the Northeast Shark River Slough. 

Comments on Subject Document- The subjectDSEIS provides a :final revised 
water mamagement plan, known as Alt. 7R to be implemented as the Interim Operational 
Plan for the protection ofthe CSSS. Alt. 7R is the end product of a mediation process 
between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Nap.onal Park Service, Corps ofEngineers, 
and Soutb. Florida Water Management District. The additional components associated 
with Alt. 7R, notably the inclusion ofa second seepage reservoir and the addition of 
Pump Station S-332C and the removal ofthe southern four miles ofLevee 67 Extension 
and canal., should address the water quality concerns expressed in EPA's previous 
comments, reiterated below, about discharges into ENP. 

Vvrater delivered to ENP must meet stringent water quality requirements. First, a 
U.S. Disilrict Court Settlement Agreement Consent Decree identified that an annual . 
phosphoms long-term limit of 11 parts per billion must be met at inflows to the Taylor 
Slough/C-111 Basin. In addition, under the Consent Decree, if research were to 
determine the numeric value for the Class ill narrative nutrient criteria results in a more 
stringent phosphorus limit for the ENP, then the more stringent limit shall apply. Florida 
has adopted and EPA approved a 10 ppb total phosphorus criterion for the Everglades 
Protection Area. Lastly, ENP is afforded a more stringent level of water quality 
protectiolJl as an Outstanding Florida Water. 
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We note that water quality concerns continue to echo in this document. Once the 
selected alternative has been constmcted, future operations are critical in determining the 
quality.ofwater that is delivered to the detention reservoirs, and subsequently, the ENP. 
Any water quality operational plan must also factor in Lake Okeechobee, with its 
enormous internal reservoir nutrient load accumulat~d during prior decades that will take 
a significant period, possibly on the order of20 years according to the SDEIS, to be 
removed and/or stabili~ed. Most recently, the 2005 hunicanes have resuspended the 
nutrient rich sediments in the Lake such that average phosphorus levels in the lake are in 
the 200-300 ppb range. Although nutrients from Lake Okeechobee are not likely to be 
quicldy reduced in the near term, some progress is evident. For example, the DSEIS (pg 
"'7\ c+-=-+Prl thot +h~ f1n,'1TC" Pn+s=orinrr +}u:~t. ~"'R ~ 11nrler TiYP c.!ln,-.p ')()()') h~\JP. l;~p.n in r-,-lt-nt=sli::it'il-:P.
..J I j l.)l.(..LL\..J~ L1..J.I-LI.. L.LLV ..L..LV rY tJ V.L.1L'-'.L~5 \-.\..A.V ,._,_._,._._. "-'-1.1.'\..2. $. ..1..."-'..1.. U..t.JU..'-"- ..~....!>'-" ~""-' .LL...._ •-' "-''-'-~ ~ ,._,_..............__t".........._-....... _;,.t 


with interim limits ofphosphorus, and the yearly interim concentration was 9.4 ppb, 
which is the same as calculated in the Settlement Agreement. From a water quality 
perspeciive, this is a positive development. 

EPA supports implementation of this lOP as it appears to be the best practicable 
solution to the CSSS issue. Additional information, ifavailable, would impn?Ve the 
DSEIS. 

also. 
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EPA-7~ We•cpll1q11ott:ffid~~BtPJi#c~·st~J?~J~FW~ ~1()11J:lvjELte~ .f1iscl1crrges~.soeiatr~witli 
construction arid op¢r~tio..Il ()f nevy ecnri.IJID.erit~ .or thf? removaloffour miles ofihe . 
leve.e••·~t.•tlie·.·souili.•~l14 t>~•.~~vee §1E:ict~J:lS16~¥a•call.81.• •. we..a.S&U:lle·•mat•coE·. 
andtheir d()llstrt:tctiol1 contractor :willbe 'requii-ed to ·file Notices· ofintentto use ail. 
EPA()rf'l_;inEP. 8~J:l~J:~I>~@tfo~~t9~~~fdrdisch~ges·fronTbotli 1he•·.····· ···· ·· ····· ...· 
2onsh-uct1ol1 @4 op~ra.tiC>#S of'tl:tf#eY?,fa9ilities,fJ!ongWit1l·preparation oNt 
Stoffilvvat.er Poll~ti~l1:P£eyentimi:£lan tJ:ia1: irJ1piel11ents.ilie appropriate.Best··• 
I\lf~age1Ileilt:J:)ia_ctic~s @lVIf's). · · · · · · · 

EPA reiterates that operational procedures should maximize the delivery of 

cleaner water to ENP and minimi7eS the influence of seepage water from 

urban/agricultural areas. Lessons have already been learned from operation of the S-9 

struch1re, that is, use of appropriately sized pumps, for maintaining water quality which 

can be applied in the C-111 basin. Ifthe subject system is initially designed to minimize 

the transport and influence of degraded water, this can greatly decrease the need for 

subsequent treatment prior to discharge into ENP. It should be noted that ifAlt. 7R does 

not deliver the necessary quality ofwater, additional treatment costs may be incurred. 


The water quality monitoring that has been initiated is a very positive step and 
must be continued long-term to verify that project waters comply with state/federal 
standardls. The water quality monitoring should include mercury qn.d pesticides that are 
currently in use in the a~cultural watershed. f\Mftli]_-egardtoall parameters: bp_1: ..· . . . . . . EPA-8 
e~P,eciaJ1y~t()tilJ,.ppqr:;pl:u:>Jjs,•'ifji~;p]JJic,att4~t <;l~ta .~f~()'Nll'and docmnent.ed qlliility·be .. 
prqduce4~ This requires appropriate field sampling methods, and planning such that 
laboratory analytical methods, precision or accuracy are not in dispute. This would help 
to minimize future disputes about data quality. 

Notwithstanding our concerns about the potential long-term impacts ofpoor water 
quality on the ENP, EPA supports implementation ofthis lOP as it appears to be the best 
practicable solution to the CSSS issue. This document was rated EC-2, Environmental 
Concerns, with suggestions for additional information on water quality. Thank you for 
the opportunity to comment on this action. Ifwe can be offurther assistance or ifa 
meeting :is desirable to discuss this and/or related water delivery projects, Richard Harvey 
(561-615-5292) and Dan Scheidt (706-355-8724) will serve as initial points ofcontact; 
for NEPA-related concerns please contact John Hamilton (404) 562-9617.' 

Sincerely, 

~Ml_JL_, 
Heinz J. Mueller, Chief , 

Office ofEnvironmental Assessment 


http:docmnent.ed
http:Stoffilvvat.er
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United States Department of the Interior 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WJshington, D.C. 20240 


August 1 0, 2006 

Colonel Paul Grosslcruger 

Commander 

United States Army Corps ofEngineers 

Jacksonville District 

P.O. Box 4970 

Jacksonvillt:, FL 32~01fj /J 


Dear Colon,~sslfulger~ 
/ 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide comments on the Draft Supplemental 

Impact Stat,~ment (DSEIS) for the Interim Operating Plan (lOP) for Protection ofthe Cape Sable 

Seaside Sparrow, Everglades National Park, Miami Dade County, FL. We appreciate the efforts 

ofyour staff to resolve many difficult issues in producing this report and look forward to 

working with you as we seek to improve it. 


·In general, the Department's ·interest is to resolve the lOP. issues quickly and 111ove to . . 
implementationofthe Combined Structural and Operating Pian (CSOP) as soon as possible. We 001-1 
.have no specific cormnents on the DSEIS at this tiille, butthe U.S'FiShand Wildlife Service will 
provide additional input as part of its Section 7 consultationfor the project 

Sincerely,
;;? 

~ulkt-
Verrence C. Salt 

Director ofEverglades Restoration Initiatives 




LEHTINEN VARGAS &RIEDI 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION 

August 14, 2006 

Colonel Paul L. Grosskruger 
c/o Jon Moulding 
United States Army Corps of Engineers 
701 San Marco Blvd. 
The Prudential Building 
Jacksonville,. Florida 32207-8175 
Via Fax and. U.S. Mail; E-Mail; and Express Mail 

Re: OBJECTIONS BY MICCOSUKEE TRIBE OF INDIANS TO THE JUNE 6 2006, 
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENT ALIMPACT STATEMENT ("SEIS") ON THE 
INTERIM OPERATIONAL PLAN ("lOP") ALTERNATIVE 7R 

Attention: D:r. John Moulding at iopcomments@saj02.usace.army.mil 

Dear Colonel Grosskruger, 

I. OVERVIEW 

The Draft SEIS Does Not Comply with NEPA or the Court's March 24, 2006 Order 

The Miccosukee Tribe of Indians objects to the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) Draft 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) on the Interim Operational Plan (lOP), 
Alternative 7R and contends that it does not comply with the National Environmental Policy Act 
("NEP A") artd other federal law, or the Court's March 24, 2006, Order. 1 The Draft SEIS states that, 
"Pursuant to a March 14, 2006 order by the United States District Court for the Southern District of 
Florida, the Corps is now supplementing its 2002 lOP EIS," and that it has been ordered to prepare 
an SEIS and include modeling results for the recommended plan. Draft SEIS at p. 2 and 79. 
Nowhere does the Draft SEIS divulge that the Judge Moore's Order in Case No. 00-22778-Civ
Moore was the result ofa case brought by the Miccouskee Tribe oflndians, and that the Court found 

MIT-1~'IileTnh~ i1lcorporates its co111111~ntso!l'ili§:E1~~g:;~pfjj~.tlie~l~l EIS 'anq.Dr~ft< .. ,... 
Sup!Jlementa.LEI~J~EIS)dated}\Jovep1ber.26,;2QQl;;Jll~~Ift.ft'~J~•.Jlat~dApri1.~,2QOl,·alQng 

~r~~,~~~j~ti;:~;J%~~~·.f~~t~~~lll~l~~t~Ji~~¥?~~.;rsom, ··. 
meeting and ~L9t11er public meetings con,cemingt11eiQE;incluqing.thce ·May 21, 2002.meeting.·· 
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Court agrees with Intervenors and Plaintiff [Tribe] that the failure of the Corps to prepare a SEIS, 
with hydrologic modeling results and the inter:pretation of the modeling stemming from the 
introduction of Alternative 7R, was arbitrary and capricious. Accordinglv, for the reason stated 
above, tins Couti finds that Defendants [Corps] violated NEPA." Order at page 13.The Corps MIT-2 

'should disCICtSe to the publieth(lt it VV~§~e ¢otfu'cs;#J.l<:!in~fofa. N~:P:A viol~t1ol1 that resulted ina 
rn(llld(lte·totl1e C()rps t() }ir:epaJ:f! a.n ~:§~~~ :J)le §dlll:t fqlitl,4~ ':It is cl~ar to the·'Court that tl1e Co ips 
vioiatedNEPAby'failingtdissueaTI.'s:Ersafi&Fad0J)tifigAiferila1:1ve7R."'ill1d'orclerdi.fl1e.corpsto 
issue ail SEfS ol1 lOP.'' Order at pages 32"33. NEPA mandates that an EIS be a full disclosure 
document, and the Corps is required to divulge the details of the Court's March 14,2006, Order in 
the SEJS. 

The Tribe contends that th~ Qotps'faiJ.~i~f(}fqiJ{)wtJi~r~quire!Tients ofNEPA,the ESAancl MIT-3 
.. other federal lawfor tlielasteighfye~S, .lia,~'re~til_ie,4g1 P1~·4ii:~.~1tliatic}~thfit•existstodayon.Tribal 
E.~e~glactes.in·wa.ier.cohse&atidhi.Afe~3A1 (~'\¥tii-\H3:-A''):f'WhifH:1~aisdtliecrhica.fnabitai·-rorthe 
endangeredSnail Kite th,~pop~Iat{~~.~f~N9~~~~-~~!l~§G~l1ig~g}Q~~l!l·d~rthese lll1analyzed· 
water management actions. A r(!vie~'()ftli<::;[)r@.~:g!S.. atp~~ 68~69 is proof of the agency's 
.8ngbing :faill:lfe t{) coiic1l1Cfthe aiiaiysf~feci~ir~(i'li~4~r~IiP:A.·~a:ilie}:~A::t:hebraft: sF:is·confirms 
t~atWCA 31\:, which th~ goy~fl1ItlPQ-\~~()~~~1~~#,f#§¥.-o/cj~lCi;B~ preseryeci ill its natural state in 
perpetuity, has severely deterioratedunderiQ}l op¢i~tio1W>"The principal concern is that the habitat 
quality, and thus the carrying capacity of, WCA 3A is already seriously degraded." Draft SEIS at p. 
69. "Habitat quality in WCA 3A is changing progressively and dramatically to less desirable habitat 
in this area, .:md this conversion is rapid, with changes even after a year." I d. at p. 69. There is also 
very bad news for the endangered Snail Kite. The Draft SEIS states that, "The snail kite population 
in Florida progressively and dramatically decreased between 1999 and 2002." ld. At 68. "Since 
2002, kite production in WCA 3A has dramatically dropped, having produced no kites in 2005."Id. 
At69. 

The Tribe is perplexed how the Corps can admit all the devastation in WCA 3A wrought 
by its failure to follow NEPA and lOP, yet continue to recommend the same operating plan that is 
devastating Tribal Everglades and the endangered Snail Kite and its critical habitat. The Tribe is 
more perplexed that the Draft SElS can detail such damage, while at the same time claiming that, 
"The Corps has not identified any adverse effects on the species or their critical habitats resulting 
from the water management operations during the period from August 2002 to the present." 
Compare Draft SEIS at pp. 68-69 with Draft SEIS at pp. 77-78. This contradictory information is 
a classic example of arbitrary and capricious behavior by the Corps. Indeed, the Draft SEIS at the 
same time admits that Dr. Wiley Kitchens believes that "this trend oflowered reproduction is a cause 
of concern regarding the sustainability of the [Snail Kite1 population." Id. at p. 68. The Tribe has 
attached the 2005 Snail Kite Demography Annual Report on which many of the Corps statements 
are based as a warning to the Corps that the Tribe will continue to pursue violations of the 
Endangered Species Act ("ESA") against both the Corps and Fish and Wildlife Service ("FWS") 
should this i:tTesponsible neglect ofthe decline ofthe Snail Kite, and its critical habitat in WCA 3A, 
continue. Attachment A. This 2005 Report prepared for FWS states that Snail Kite researchers are 
very concerned about the alarmingly high water levels that have existed in WCA 3A. Id. at p. 19. 
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A review of the cursory, and contradictory nature, of the Draft SEIS shows that the Corps 
is still failing to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), the Administrative 
Procedures Act ("AP A"), the Endangered Species Act (ESA), and the Corps' trust responsibility to 
the Tribe (in eluding their responsibility to protect the Tribe's reservation and leased lands in WCA
3A), and the U.S. Constitution, along with implementing regulations. A review ofthis perfimctory 
document shows that it was hastily put together, contradicts itself in many instances, and does not 
contain the modeling results for Altemative 7R for WCA 3A and other portions ofthe Everglades, 
which the Court ordered. Obviously, the Corps did not want the public to see that the Tribe has been 

a~~oll1telycorrecta~outthe.l1igh.\¥at~rin:tpa~~s.g~.'},lgA}A.~~:?.!!l.~~P~S.<?f~~.~cgs,ys,t~111:·TllGre 
is~ ~911y~rogra_p11, .~I1YW11ere in the · Sf:IS that •S.llOWS. t11~·i:tppa9ts.·.!4Li!2,A.lt~~11#tiX~ ~7E-;·l1~ipg 71\· 
n:locl~lpg,· ~vill)1aye.()!l ',\TCA3A.or•the high w~t~fc;fit~r!e>~afe~~·iniil1.c#cll.t()f;r~~c)11s.14 ffi14 ·19. 
speC1fied•ll.1he.Iildaen.tit•tctk:e stateillent:fortfle$i1a1FKiiea~·~oi11.P~e<li().'fe§i.7ah.d1s9i>.~Both 
NEPA and 1he Court's Order dictate that the modeling results for all areas of the Everglades 
impacted by lOP, including Lake Okeechobee and the estuaries, be included in the Draft SEIS for 
public comment. The Corps must include these modeling results under NEPA. Sin1ply stating that 
there are figures that would be of interest on the Corps web site does not comply with the Court's 
Order or the NEPA requirement that an EIS be a full disclosure document. Draft SEIS at p. 43. 
Directing people, some who may not have a computer, to a complicated Corps web site is not 
sufficient under the statute or the Corps regulations. 

While the Court mandated the Corps was to analyze the new structural components ofiOP 
Alternative 7R as a result of the lawsuit the Tribe filed, that the Corps Draft SEIS still contains 
misleading, and in some cases untrue, statements about these temporar-y lOP compone11ts, whichare 
not part of the C-111 and Modified Water Deliveries Projects. "Jh~3~gffi§}S, ..W~JLaw?i-et6~tt~e 

(!~~;~~~[~~!f~¥Fii~R~r~~~~~~i1~~~~~,J~~~~~~[~~~~l~~·

(OfAJ.t~rli;;i!i~ie.7RU:sirtg·thesestructuresimpC1ct~·oll.tli~W~~ei•<2ori§~iy~ti9ilM~~~9rNJ:i~hEtl"eas;In 
fact, many places in the Draft SEIS contain the exact san1ei~gua~ethat\¥a~ inthe.FEISeven 
though the documents allegedly used different modeling. 'N,o}Yl1~ie"i~.fb.~ ~(J~fll11~:tit'~(jesit,eipl$rl 
''Wlll.cll.'W.()~~Jtqriwl:tSlJ.sed. It has now been eight years since the Corps began closing the S-12 gates 
and backing up water on Tribal Everglades in WCA 3A. The Tribe warned that the Corps' actions 
would be devastating for the Everglades and the Snail Kite, but the Corps, in blissful disregard of 
NEPA, ignored these warnings. Sadly, pages 68-69 ofthe Draft SEIS contains evidence that Tribe's 
warnings have become reality. Yet, despite acknowledging that the alarming decline in WCA 3A and 
the Snail Kite population, the Corps continues to plan to operate lOP contrary to NEPA and the ESA. 

ili~ii~i{l~~~~~I~~lii~1liJ~111~Jtf~~i~

(w.·hicll5discl.il:;ses 'ilieTdownwards iral.in•WCA 3A\;'tliEla&umeiit bizklriet:·ciaim.S tliat'J\.ltei:i1aiive.·.·.·.. 

.•.•.. ! ................ ! ......................................... ! ............... P.· ' ........ ! .............u ...................................................L._ ................... Y....................................................... . 

tzR_J,'':\V6ui<l,.~9f~~Y;¥~<f\re£Se.e£fects•on•vegetht1c)l:l;t:l¥9~@9~t.lW'¢f\::~~:"~·1t40~1;p.f§),:: 

MIT-4 


MIT-5 


MIT-6 


MIT-7 


MIT-8 
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tJiej'>ubliC,Inaill§er i11whldiiliey cail.reviewthe•impacts that the sustffirt~ci,b1ih,-watei l~y~Is.· 
causedbyiOJ> ~~ve ~ausedt() V{CA_ ?Aand other areas ofthe Everglade~~ Thef~ ~~n() pro()ffodhe MIT-1 o 
1Jllf()und~cl st:~te!l'leritthatA1te111~tiY~'7R:wouldnot have adverse. ~ffects on WCA.3A. or tlmtin1pacts 
to tre~ islandls, tiiere have been fu1J)imfZed; Draft SElS at p.61. These arbitrary and capricious 
statements are contradicted by the facts in the record collected over the past four. years oflC)p 
oper~ti?ns, vvhichare ~etailed at pa~e 68- 69 oftheDraft SElS itself. ·j\q<litiQ4l:tll)', th,(;:'rie~· MIT-11 

info!111~tiQrt)oll_W¢~'3,A.rul<i.·th§.spail •. k1t~···contrC1dicts ...the.•arbitr~y.aQ.d •.c~p~i~i9tl~ .•flil9irig•·h1•.~n~•.• 
fa@t)T:f\YS.~:q9?-·A#lehci~ci,J3iR~()gis~PP4Y()n ~1f1tWeciegr,ad~~()I1.()f8~;3qg.~~ie,s,,#q/()rl:Q:~g,to 
ofS]l~il KJte•:,ilj';'W9f\.:.3f\.,causeqbyAltemative•7R,wouldriotresultinth,e·de~truc,tion.or•actv~t~~··• 
·m()c11:fi()~#oi{grifS'~i1.!1,c~Ehabit~U Draft SEIS at 68-69; Attachment A. The data in the 2003, 2004, 
and 2005 Snail Kite Demography Annual Reports shows that lOP has done just that. Id. 

In short, the Draft SEIS contains errors, inaccurate statements, and misrepresentation offacts 
and data. A review of this perfunctory document, masquerading as an SEIS, shows that the Corps 
has treated the IOP SEIS ordered by the Court as yet another case of"frrst the verdict-then the trial." 
Both the lOP NEPA process, and the Draft SElS, fail to meet the requirements ofNEPA and other 
federal law. Alternative 7R, which was devised and adopted "behind closed doors" by an illegal 
advisory group that failed to comply with F ACA, has once again been rubber stamped in the Draft 
SElS. Draft SEIS at p. 5. The Corps says it welcomes public comment, but in reality the decision 
was long ago made outside ofthe public process. ld. The sole purpose of the Draft SEIS is to be a 
mere paperwork exercise to comply with the Court's Order while rubber stamping Alternative 7R 
which has caused the progressive degradation ofTribal Everglades in WCA 3A; has degraded the 
Snail Kite's critical habitat and caused an alarming 50% decline in its population which threateris 
its very sustainability; and which continues to cause irreparable damage to the Miccosukee Tribe's 
entire culture and way of life. ld. at 68-69. 

II. SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT SEIS DOCUMENT. AND PROCESS 

A. DRAFT SEIS IS IMPROPERLY BASED ON A FAULTY BIOLOGICAL OPINION 

itlle.JStafKS:Efs"6nfOP 1~ fciill.t)Zbecauseitls based on the eqlitiii~ faiTit:YFebttifu.)rii999"'fuia MIT -12 

13~fi~$~~~¢!i!~il~~~t~~~~i~~~~~~~¢~m~~~l-f~{~1~~' MIT

7Js;m"9~i~~~~tCi~~9"\€~CJJ:ffi9t¥·~~~gs:J.§fs#~~~ilJ.eq•J#gl1.·•%'~1:erlli.•~h§tl!'f§t(~B!i.s~IJi~lj!f~t:;.)"~tf:.~~~•·, 
q~l'P,~:!~~~~)l~;,!~~i~~t§:i~~,t~:gf#:i#~.~8#~~!~Hon~tilfoUJ:1Ilg#iJls.~tt~~@eC;()t@{8'0i4~i~~h:ci'?ft~r· 
tliepra,f(~gi$'o/~i!t}gu(forp1J'Qli~coJ:1:1bieiit[The alarming decline ofthe Snail Kite documented at 
page 68-69 of the Draft SElS and in the 2005 Snail Kite Report, is proof that the FWS biological 
opinions are faulty. New information on the Snail Kite dictates a new biological opinion, which is 
not yet complete. The Tribe has long argued that neither the 1999 nor the 2002 biological opinions 

The Miccosukee Tribe has sued the FWS for violations of the ESA, including its faulty 
Biological Opinion and failure to reinitiate consultation on the decline in the Snail Kite in Case 
No. 05-23045-Civ-Moore. 
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are based on the best scientific information available and neither have been subject to NEP A review. 
Thus, they can not be the basis for the proposed lOP Alternative 7R action. Bothth¢ Corps and.the 
•FWS haveviolatedthef:SA.byfailingto.use Alt~rnative7Rfi1odelingtopredictiQP'sirnpacts.on
theenclangeJ:,edSna1fk_ite8.ndits criticalhabifutmthePraftSf:JSi antf~y.fa11]igtorell:4tiatesection 
c7co~stHtationimfi1~diB:telywhen.the·2003·sfia11Ki~eRep§rtsho~~cl.cln.a1arlliing5Q%decline·il1• 
the Snail l(j_te'popuiafion~The fact contained in the 2005 Snail Kite report that no young fledged out 
ofWCA 3A last year, required the Corps to reinitiate consultation with FWS in 2005, and also on 
the Draft SETS. Thus, a new FWS draft biological opinion should have been included in the Draft 
SEIS, but was not. Attachment A at p. 10. 

.... ··.· .... ···.····· .....Jll,~..'99IJ?~ ~§§§lt{11o(r~ly .on F\VS's .selec;~iye use..pf~~!~ri~e aiid7qri}ierr ''re~oneible ·ancl 
pru.dentalternatives'' (RPA,s) that violate the ESA.The Draft SEIS contains evidence that the Corps 
water management actions taken in response to the FWS BO has caused, and will continue to cause, 
irreversible destruction ofTribal Everglades in WCA 3A, and has adversely affected the Snail Kite 
and its there. Draft SEIS at 68-69; Attachment A. The document admits: "The principal concern is 
that the habitat quality, and thus the carrying capacity of, WCA 3A is already seriously degraded." 
Draft SEIS at p. 69. Habitat quality in WCA 3A is changing progressively and dramatically to less 
desirable habitat in tlus area, and this conversion is rapid, with changes even after a year." ld. at p. 
69. "The snail kite population in Florida progressively and dramatically decreased between 1999 and 
2002." Id. At 68. "Since 2002, kite production in WCA 3A has dramatically dropped, having 
produced no kites in 2005."Id. at p. 69. It further admits that Dr. Wiley Kitchens believes that "this 
trend of lowered reproduction is a cause ofconcern regarding the sustainability of the population." 
Id. at p. 68. The Tribe warned that Alternative 7R modeling showed that Alternative 7R would 
exacerbate the flooding in WCA-3A but neither the Corps nor FWS cared. The Corps still refuses 
to put hydrographs that show the results of7R modeling compared to ISOP and Test 7, and which 
looks at indkators regions 14 and 19, which does not comply with NEPA or the Com1's Order. 

etlie t:Bfj;n~ aishcontinues to refuse to take an mdepeildenfhariiloh.k attl11;{ SparrQ:wsCience.
:IDlcfrefti~d¥~~~:M.~1Y:~g;ci~~ori~l:>f~~teri1~ti"es··~ugg~~t~-a~y-$p'~ci~'~¥iJ~rt~'~~84~'c:~liii'{;~J:~ri!-1I1g,• 
rpl'~~~tp(69ni~oi•:~Pcl. Pil\eri()ealizeq•a~tions.ihat•.\Y§ill,4:~ihf)·~$.itlr.i}i_fu:~~.~~y~·:s~~g~s!9·i11~. ~~tt!t. 
·~rffi~~~~.~rit~i~t~ffi~·:iiR-e~t~~pfj_vate•.andpu~lic}Jrop~l"tY.@ii.~~\is~ig~y~f"s1~i~4~~tru~~io~to<}tl1er.• 
:parts()f:tlie~yerglades,including WCA-3A. See, Tribe's Comments on Draft EIS (April9, 2001): 
Attachment 2, paper of Dr. Will Post and Dr. Jolm Greenlaw). Now, despite its admissions about 
the devastation to WCA 3A, and the alarming decline of the Snail Kite under lOP, the Corps 
continues to recommend Alternative 7R that will continue to adverse! y impact the ofthe endangered 
Snail Kite and the Tribal culture by closing the S-12 gates.tT~¥:'d.~4'1Ii_1:I~ep~~SElSs~oWsthat 
'fueboiliiSOP_ :ili.diOP..................................haVelJ.otliel, .... ed sub- b tifai:iolfAoftb.e'§'aifowi·)Draft_ -.. P,............... SE:IS at . 66. Like......... ....... , .... , ........._ P ......... P.P.............. ......... ,..... P 

the Snail Kite, the western sub-population A has declined since 1999. Id. This spanow sub
population fared better under Test 7 operations. Id. Also, the population figures disprove the Corps 
assertion that flows through the S-12 gates caused the decline of the sparrow. The population 
estimates show that sparrow sub-population fared quite well with the gates open in 1981 and in 1992 
until Hurricane Andrew hit. Id. In fact, the sub-population A estimates show that the Corps' actions 
under ISOP Emd IO P have actually caused sub-population to decline, which would be in keeping with 
Dr. Post and Greenlaw's warnings that the actions being taken are "simplistic." Id. The Corps must 
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analyze tlus data in its SEIS and reinitiate consultation with FWS on the drop in population .. The 
Corps should also acknowledge the fact that water will be higher under Everglades Restoration in 
this area than FWS is insisting it be kept now. 

The Corps has long known that the closing of the S-12s would cause the damage that is 
reported on page 68-69 of the Draft SEIS. On page 3 of appendix E, to the February 5, 1999letter 
from the Cmps to Sam ·Hanlilton of FWS, it states that actions requested such as limiting flow 
through the S-12s "may cause adverse environmental impacts in the WCAs as well as adverse 
impacts upon tribal interests." (emphasis added). FWS also stated at page 82, item 9 ofthe 1999 BO 
that: "Excessive water storage in WCA -3A, above the current operating schedule, adversely impacts 
the endangered Wood Stork .. the endangered Snail Kite, and designated Snail Kite ." (emphasis 
added). In 2006, and only as a result of a Court Order, the Corps is finally reporting the devastating 
impact that dosing these gates has had on WCA 3A and the endangered Snail Kite. Draft SEIS at 
pp. 68-69. NJEPA and the ESA require an analysis prior to the action being taken. Unfortunately for 
the Tribe and the Snail Kite, the Corps and FWS's continuing failure to comply with the law, 
including the ongoing failure to analyze the cumulative impacts of the past, present, and future 
impacts on the Snail Kite and its, has had (and will continue to have) dire results. 

B. USING THE SPARROW TO EVADE THE LAW AND CONTROL WATER 

For over eight years now, four ofthem under lOP, the Corps has failed to follow NEPA and 
the Indian Tmst Doctrine. The Corps has yet to analyze the cumulative adverse impacts oftheir 
actions on the environment and other endangered and threatened species, as required by NEP A and 
the ESA. Until their belated March 15,2002, request for formal consultation with FWS, the Corps 
had never conducted formal consultation on the impact that their actions would have on the Snail 
Kite and its , even while fully aware that its actions created detrimental high water conditions in 
WCA 3A. Pmd, even though it knew since March 15, 2002, that lOP would adversely impact the 
Snail Kite, th.e Corps did not reinitiate consultation with FWS on the Draft SEIS ordered by the 
Court until the Tribe sued FWS and FWS demanded that the Corps do so. Still the results of this 
consultation are not included in the Draft SETS, as required under NEP A. In the Draft SEIS, the 
Corps attempts to create the illusion ofNEPA and ESA compliance by releasing a hastily prepared 
and legally insufficient Draft SEIS that continues to fail to analyze the cumulative impacts that its 
past and present deviations, and IOP, will have on the human environment and endangered species. 
The Draft SETS does not even attempt to conduct such analysis but instead simply states: " 
Cumulative impacts were previously described inthe 2002 FElS." Draft SElS at p. 73, Section 4.19. 
It is impossible for the FElS to contain a cumulative impact analysis of IOP Alternative 7R 
modeling, since it did not use 7R modeling. Moreover, the lOP Draft SETS predicts an additional 
four years more of lOP operations that were not analyzed in the lOP FEIS. The Corps is required 
to conduct a cumulative impacts analysis in the SEIS, and the failure to do so violates NEP A. 

For the past eight years, the Corps has used the sparrow to evade the law, and the FWS has 
used the sparrow to control the water to its liking without having to assess the damage inflicted on 
other endangered species and other parts ofthe Everglades. The Tribe has suffered much devastation 
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from the Corps' water management actions. On February 13, 1998, the Chairman ofthe Miccosukee 
Tribe, Billy Cypress, declared an Emergency in WCA-3A. That emergency still exists. In fact, the 
Draft SEIS shows that WCA 3A has become so degraded that it may have reached its canying 
capacity and be in danger of crashing. Draft SEIS at p. 69. Sadly, this is proof that the Tribe was 
right all along about the damage that the Corps' actions were causing to WCA-3A, the Snail Kite 
and the Tribe's lands, religion and culture and way oflife. It is time for the Corps to analyze other 
reasonable allternatives that will protect both the Sparrow and the Snail Kite and WCA 3A. 

C.IOP DRAFT SEIS PROCESS VIOLATES NEPA 

1. The NEP A Ruse and Blatant Rubber Stamping of Alternative 7R: 

The Tribe protested the fact that IOP (Alternative 7R) was developed in closed door meetings 
without complying with F ACA, and constructed prior to the NEP A process being completed. As 
a result of a lawsuit filed by the Tribe, the Comi found that the Corps had violated NEPA and 
ordered the agency to conduct an SEIS using the 7R modeling in its analysis. The Tribe hoped that 
the Corps would in conduct the in depth analysis ordered by the Court. A review ofthe perfunctory 
Draft SEIS shows that it has not. Not only do many of the unproven assumptions and conclusions 
remain from the previous FEIS, there is no detailed analysis of modeling results, including 
hydro graphs and stage duration curves(i.e. number of weeks high/low water depth exceeded) that 
show the impacts caused by Alternative 7R on areas such as WCA 3A using the 7R modeling. 

~z:~fJ~e~th~~s~~~~~~a~~~~~~~~~11R~~~t~~~~;®s~~d1to:f~:~::a;:tJ~ 

charts on theL':3i Cahal and§ arrow'fia'61ta~:lli~se'are n8iaae bate. there should be h dro ... a . b.s 
al1ci stage'd11Jr~ti~n:~~~~t<if,~r'm~·,~9~:~~I~~~).()g~~s~bB~~q~~;ilieeshlctries. E~el11hp~l~e 
~~T~~~{1\Z4~1i~~1~1lt~~~,~:l£f~~¥~~~~~~~~~~~~n~~!~7~~i~
at pp. 6~-69. 'I}le C::()ffiSj :P:t;M§f:l~.g§~§\,P.RJ:~Y~ri.'c.!~s~iJ~s frlttig?,tio1l e}(cept to say,tlie .S-J2D gate, 
whicliisreqlilrec:ft(>b~~epf5rp~~;;{~l1}"'Jl~:~~P~,gp~H~~In short, the Draft SEIS is nothing more than 
a rubber stamp ofa preordained decision that was made in a process that violated NEP A and FA CA. 
The Draft SEIS also continues to violate NEP A, and the Court's Order, by failing to provide the 
results for Alternative 7R modeling in a hydro graph form for WCA 3A and the other WCAs, so that 
the Tribe carl compare the impacts ofiOP with ISOP and Test 7, especially in terms ofthe number 
of extra weeks of sustained high water. While the Draft SEIS discusses the importance of this 
performance measme, it does not appear to include an analysis in hydrograph form for WCA 3A 
using Alternative 7R. Draft SEIS at p. 43. The Draft SEIS also fails to comply with NEPA because 
it does NOT contain any analysis at all of cumulative impacts. Id. at p.73, Section 4.19. 

The Corps is violating its solemn Trust responsibility to the Tribe by continuing to 
recommend Alternative 7Rwhileackno\Vled&ing thedaJ1l~gethathas ~een do.ne to \VCf\3}\.pra,ft 

~#~~;t~·~6i~*~i~~~iBt~~~fJ~~~t~i~r~~i~f~f£ig¥~1~~¥tau~et~~~~~~~l1°6%~tfut~~; 
tii~~Il'i~~<)nP:i~it~f~tB.~t:wqi,im'~dy~f~~iY.'~jp.P'~~~<ili~t#'l~'fi(i'\ifu.(it\litfu:e. It is even more tragic that 
the Corps has taken actions for the past eight years, four of them under lOP, that have caused, and 
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will continue to cause, irreversible destruction to federal trust lands, and the Tribe's culture and way 
oflife and have now predetermined the selection ofan alternative that will escalate that damage for 
four additional years without conducting the adequate analysis required by law. Id. 

2. Tribe Proven Correct Right That Alternative 7R Required An SEIS: 

In the: Tribe's lawsuit against the Corps (Case No. 02-22778-Civ-Moore) it argued that the 
IOP Alternative 7R was a new alternative that contains new structural components, which were not 
analyzed in the prior DEIS or SEIS and, thus, the Corps was required to issue another SEIS. The 
Court agreed with the Tribe that theCorps yiolated NEP A and wasrequired to iss~e an SEIS under 
NEPA.. ComtOrder at p. 32-33. 'fhe'ff11Je,{;Ontilll:tes to contend that these newteinp()I·arypm~ps MIT-22 

andstiT1s~~¢~9~11tl()fB~ aRaiy~~ci ~P'l,11.fr(}~tgt!rcmproJeytand that these stl"ud:mes .cliin9tMWD ·. 
or(2,..lllProj~ctcon1p~p~n#~~stl1~§()1])8.1~J.:p!<?l1~rlysuggests~ Draft SEIS at pp. 14-17. The Corps 
should divulge that the features constructed for lOP are "temporary'' in nature and are not the 
permanent C-111 and Mod Waters features. 

3. S-356-like Pump Experiment in the Field Violated NEP A 

The Draft SEIS discusses a proposed pump test with the S-356-like tempormy pump 
station that was hurriedly constructed at great expense (including a million dollar bonus for the 
contractor) in 2002 but which never operated under IOP. The so-called test is neither "proposed"(it 
has already happened) nor is it an IOP test. In fact, while this Draft SEIS was out for public 
comment, on August 1, 2006, the Corps began conducting this experiment in the field to gather 
information for future Combined StJ.uctural and Operational Plan ("CSOP") operations. The Tribe 
filed a motio111 for preliminary injunction to stop this test claiming that it violated NEP A. The Corps 
suspended the test. The Tribe continues to contend that this IOP temporary pump, which virtually 
has no way of operating under lOP, has any authorization under CSOP, which has NO EIS. This 
experiment in the field is yet just another example o,f!he Corps taking unanalyzed ~ctioJ1~ that i111pact 
the human·envir~nmel1t .• befor~ cmnpleting.1-ffi}>A.;~ye.n.1fthe.operationoftge;S-:35?~Jikepjuhp.~~s0 MIT-23 

p~gpe~I)'JClii~t~~:q.'?~!tlq~:11:•~i~c~£~·•·g~~Pr;;.~~i(.~~~)r.si•~·.~oll1d .•slimy..p}~f•.trr~~~B·<~~·rw~wg•··· 
tregt~J:J.4C?H:~t@lg9nt§ :<>f~gl@<:{ w?:~~r;,illiq .• (:li~fliElJ.'g!J1g .. it in.. violation of.F;lo#c!!i' s :W~terQll£11ity 
Siffil(lilf(jsJ:A rapid lowering of ground water levels was observed in several ground water wells 
located many miles from the S-3 56 during the unlawful test conducted this month. Pumping ground 
water and reintroducing those waters to surface waters amounts to pumping in a circle. The results 
ofthe Corps unlawful pump test calls into question the very usefulness ofthe hastily constructed lOP 
temporary S-356-like pump station to control seepage in the L-31 canal since thetestresults indicate 
that.hug~volumes ofgro~d\Vater are being PUJ11Ped.when.itis in .operation.'lii1ciertJiel\tf9.~i~~t~{s• 	 MIT-23 

cont.~~!!lll!l~~~~ifi~~~tJ~e~~~t?h~#iM~1~~i~~~lf~: 
4. lOP Alternative 7R, the Action, Is An Improper No Action Alternative: 
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According to the Draft SEIS the No Action alternative is the current lOP Alternative 7R 
action. Draft SEIS at p. 13.tt is ilnptopet touse Aitemative 7R~ whlcllis "Ul~;clirrentplanii1 effect, MIT-24 

l1.n~•-wl1~ j.rpi>,l~~enteq yyitho~t, w~ ~ysis required· und~r NEPi\~ l1S.<t,~~~Q A~#:().~'.fllt~mlltive .. 
Altermttiye 'ZRcan11ot hethe l{eco1IUllen~edAltemative. and. also the I\foj\cg<n1Alternl1tiyeagainst 
·w~1di.il11p.ac;fsife,.measll1-eti.:'I't1is ..lsl1misensical•.and• turi1SN.Ei?i\•o#iisliea~.·•t4eNoAction• 
l1gtrRl1!tY~ ~~B~!<! B~ .Ql~;}l1~!ill1~ Water Control. Plan ancl reglllati()ll. sc11~c.it.il~ .t11atgas. g()ne 
;tfuouglfth~ reviews required by Jaw~ 

5. Draft SEIS Fails to Analyze Cumulative Impacts: 

Neither the 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 or 2002 "emergency" deviations taken by the Corps 
were ever subject to the requisite EIS, and both ISOP and the after-the-fact FEIS on lOP was fotmd 
to be not in compliance with NEP A. Thus, the Corps has now taken unanalyzed actions that have 
unknown environmental impacts for eight years. More chilling, the Corps has NEVER conducted 
a cumulative impact analysis that analyzes the combined impact that the past eight years of water 
management operations have had on the human environment and listed species, along with the 
predicted four more years of future impacts from the lOP. NEPA requires that federal agencies 
consider "cumulative actions, which when viewed with other proposed actions have cumulatively 
significant impacts" should be discussed in the same impact statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25. In 
addition, 40 C.F.R. §1508.7 defines a "cumulative impact" as the "impact on the enviromnent which 
results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present and other 
reasonable foreseeable future action" and thus requires analysis. :Tlie''Q.fa.{f$f;;!$I~QA!~!P:s NO MIT-25 
t:AN:A.1l¥sls 9rt.J:i~,cofll.bined•h!lpaci:s ofthe 1999 ,·1998, l999/20oo, 2bo1.ari<f;2ooz d.~viations,t1le 
'fd~ty~iJ!#'ci~·tq'~ qp¥r~~9~§:~1ld pf¢4i9t~d'fourrnore. years·~fio:P[oD.ffi_d'b,:~~.~~\1tq@~rit:· The 
Corps can not rely on the prior one paragraph faulty analysis in the lOP FEIS that is based on 
different modeling and less years ofiOP operations, but instead must conduct a cumulative impacts 
analysis ofAlternative 7R in the Draft SEIS, which it has failed to do. Draft SEIS at p. 74, Section 
4.19. This is especially true in light ofthe devastating impacts to WCA 3A reported at page 69 of 

the Draft SEIS, which is proof that Corps' statement in its faulty FEIS that cumulative effects of 

these actions are "mostly positive" is incorrect. 


Addiitionally,t~1~Rra£t~~X~•c9f,rtin~estC>rely.on·t11efauit)rF:W$GM\lli~£·~~§n9Eb~s~d MIT-26 

W£!\~£~~~~~~t~~~~~~t~~f~.s~~l,l:J'tu~1~~~rrd~n~~&0l~~r~:,~~~!~?k£~Y~~~i 
'~f~"~~$P:~.l1I<ife'/~~!~~q~if&i.ul1(te~~gth'NE:PAm1d:the:ES.Alsection 50 C.F.R. §402.02 states 
that the environmental baseline includes "the past and present impacts ofall Federal, state or private 
actions and other human activities in the proposed action area." Since the FWS did not use IOP 7R 
modeling, neither the Draft SEIS nor the CAR contain an adequate analysis of the cumulative 
impacts on endangered species and their critical habitats. Moreover, the current population estimates 
for the Snail Kite that are detailed on page 68-69 of the Draft SEIS disprove the prior unsupported 
assertion that the Snail Kite would not be adversely impacted by Alternative 7R. 

MIT-27 
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Everglcides inV/CA~3A, decrease in Everglades biodiversity, des1:roct{Ot1 ofEverglailes tree Islands, 
injUry to wildlifeand· incr~ased flood risk. The Corps has violated NEPA for over eight years by 
failing to adequately analyze the impact that its emergency actions, ISOP, and lOP have had on the 
human environment. The Draft SEIS continues to violate NEPA by failing to assess the cumulative 
impacts of their past and present operations, along with the impact of four more years of the lOP 
action on the human envirorunent. 

6. Draft SEIS Fails to Contain A Health and Safety Analysis of High Water 

'1Jie.IQPDr@S.EIS,1ikethe F~ISk¢.foi-~it•.il~o·~p~tiri~~~:}S).ie,i,l:i~·~sl,ieiitqrltJlepublic MIT-28 

.he~lthan.dsafeij aspectsthat .were addressediilth~f:i#al:Ek6#~t~e'i9~8-sd2.c~leclefli~rgency. The 
·¢ow~ •• 4oes.•sq• .. 4espi~e..the:fact that.it .• k11o\\Ts•that.IQP&~.~g~;PP·~~t~J:·.·~··w~·~y~tel1J.~cr.that,i1:.11a~ 
p(.)il;l~ llil.der fire.latel:Y· about concm~lsf()r<tlie.hJ.!egrifY (.).fQI.~t(ii.lf~;S,Wl:()lll1cHI1gt~e· okeechobee 
Cf.i~sedbyhfgh\Ya,tercol1ditions~ Page C-7 of the 1998 Final EA states, 

[t]he continued deviation from established water regulation schedules in order to 

minimize discharges south would increasingly tax the operation and capability ofthe 

system, especially for the upcoming wet season. Target elevations for the beginning 

of the wet season would probably be exceeded, even further reducing the system's 

ability to respond to events. There is an issue of increased risk to human safety due 

to high water levels in both Lake Okeechobee and the WCAs. Higher water levels 

during the wet season reduce the flood control capacity of the system. 


The 1998 Final EA also states, under section 4.07, the consequences of extending the emergency 
that, 

Observations ofthe 1994-95 high water events have shown that if high water levels 
are maintained through the dry season, then water levels in WCA-3A remain 
excessively high during the following season, thereby reducing the overall storage 
capaeity of the WCAs. Not only would this situation have exacerbated recent 
damage to the native upland communities in WCA-3A, but it could have also set the 
stage for reenactment of the current emergency next year. 

The Draft SEIS fails to address the issue ofwhether the resulting reduction in storage in the 
W CAs caused byI0 P exacerbates the impacts that hurricanes and storms have had, and will continue 
to have, on the environment and urban and agricultural interests. Nor does it conduct the required 
analysis using Alternative 7R modeling to show the high water impacts on the WCAs, Lake 
Okeechobee, and the St. Lucie and Caloosahatchee estuaries, as required byNEPA. The Miccosukee 
Tribe is especially concerned by the Corps' refusal to address the health and safety issue, as they 
have faced an imminent threat in the past when a hurricane threatened at a time when the Corps had 
closed the S-12A structure and water threatened to overflow the structure. The perfunctory language 
on pre-storm operations in the Draft SEIS does not address the health and safety concerns raised by 
the Tribe. Draft SEIS at p. 40. Nor does it address the integrity ofthe levee concerns that have been 
raised concerning Lake Okeechobee which result from high water. 
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7. The Draft SEIS Ignores the Devastating Damage in WCA 3A and Does Not 
Contain Alternative 7R Modeling Results for WCA 3A That Would Show It: 

Jhei002Alternative.?Riilo~~~hlgl)ViP.9iJ.ij{~Qpffi§f,~lie~tql.i~e1l'ltheiQf!·FEI~ and.was MIT-29 

.~ugseq~egtly •• o!dered to ·tis~ by th.e~So.ti,it;·i~~()~~4 ~~~!~.?,i~·~g~I~ ~~~~~':~~til119re -weeks•.of 
s~stained high waterinWG_t\.3A.. [)l"Clft~~I~·at.79; :• S~¢; ~!¥cl11~ent:~;_Now.~¢spite the .C:ourt' s 
OrgertO'conduct its. anhlysis A11 tne ~gts ll$ipg SlJ.CM·ffi9~~1ip~;tile <fpptlll1.ent ccmtains.no actual 
p}odelingresults for w01A3A or()~l~r Clre,fi§ oftJ\e gyefglA~~s~fdr Pl.lblicto:r~vie\v.. For instance, 
the Draft SEIS states that "one of the performance measures of interest in the WCA is the number 
of weeks the water would be above 2.5 feet." Draft SEIS at p. 43. It goes on to say that lillder 
RP A02, for example, there were 566 weeks with deptl1s greater than 2.5 feet as compared to 519 for 
the 95 Base Mod 2 condition and 475 weeks for Alternative 1 condition in southem WCA 3A. Id. 
The document appears to state that RP A02 was never implemented and does not even explain what 
Alternative 1 is (which appears to be ISOP 9dR) in section 4.3. More important, no hydro graphs for 
WCA 3A are contained in the Draft SEIS that compares Alternative 7R with ISOP and Test 7 
operations that were in effect prior to ISOP and IOP, as the Tribe previously uncovered in 2002. 
Attachment B. It is improper under NEP A to not divulge these modeling results to the public so that 
it can see the additional number ofweeks of sustained high water being caused by lOP. The Draft 
SEIS should contain model comparisons between ISOP, IOP Alternative 7R and Test 7, so tl1at the 
public can see the differences and comment on them. Failure to do so, violates both the Court's 
March 14,2006 Order and NEPA. 

•Thestatement.in theFEIStl1at ''!"rl1i16r ad,v§r~eeffeetsdue;tQ'r¥:secl'w~t~r.Iev~ls could·occur MIT-30 

JP..jhe.'Bciru~y•ofthe•~eeislaP.cis••wth¥·s8~ili~i11:~.~$~ri~;.b,£"i't~A-t1!4¥.~iiaJ.~jd.~btsl1pportedbythe 

~b~~~1iWtih~!~~~~~t~~~~f~~t~~'i1f~1!~~i~~,~h~~~~~~!~~~
1ossofsome.wetlandvegetatiofl.irl.weA:2k:1ancf·3.:AJ:~;.weir:as;tipiafiif·iregetation·(iilcluding•tree 

!fi~jt~~;~~~liJ~illllit(~l~~~~;s
rthis.crftiCa1·.area.il1tt•thls··coilversl611I~n:a:p1<l0'W1tH'Elianges''eveif~:ffer'aye&t~~·;tff¥iih~r~a~lJ1its·tl1at, 
·~the iinci ·al:conceniis that the hri.Bltkt' ililif"'iah 'ih.tb:&i''it1Lca. a6i·····.6£:wcA3A is 

~~~~~~~~l~'kiii\~l!itJI~IE~i~~~~;
·#f:Pi6JH 

The Co},"Ps has known since at least 1997 that closing the gates would cause high water in 

WCA 3A to the detriment ofthe Tribe, the Everglades, and endangered species. Some ofthese letters 

were attached as Exhibit G to the Tribe's comments on Draft EISon lOP and include: 


December 24, 1997 letter from FWS and ENP states, "Moreover, our agencies cannot concur with 
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any water management actions that would increase the current risk of extinction to the Cape sable 
seaside spanow or result in tmacceptable environmental damage to the Water Conservation Areas, 
Everglades National Park, Big Cypress National Preserve or other regional natural resources. Also, 
the Department ofthe Interior cam1ot concur with actions that dan1age or inflict unacceptable harm 
to other areas in the South Florida ecosystem, particularly the Water Conservation Areas." (emphasis 
added). 

January 14, 1998, letter from the FloddaFreshwater Fish Commission details the dan1age that high 
water levels have had on the WCAs. 

January 15, 1998 letter from FWS states, "Because of these inm1ediate adverse impacts on 
endangered wood storks, snail kites, and other federal trust resources, we do not endorse any water 
management actions that artificially increase water levels in the WCAs ... We have never 
recommended actions that protect the endangered Cape Sable seaside sparrow at the expense ofother 
portions of the historic Everglades ecosystem." (emphasis added). 

January 23, 1998, letter from the FGFWFC states, "observations during the 1994-95 high water 
events have shown that ifhigh water levels in WCA-3A are maintained through the dry season, then 
the water levels in WCA-3A remain excessively high dudng the following wet season, thereby 
reducing the overall storage capacity ofthe WCA." (emphasis added). 

February 2, 1998, letter from FWS "the proposed action may result in adverse effects on the 
endangered Snail Kite and Wood Stork, we agreed to complete an after-the-fact consultation per 50 
CFR 402.05 .. " (emphasis added). (Note: The after-the-fact consultation was never done.) 

February 9, 1998, letter from Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission discusses the impact 
that high water from 1998 emergency will have on WCAs and states that the actions proposed in that 
Draft EA will cause significant impacts and requires an EIS. (Note: an EIS was not done.) 

February 13, 1998, letter from FWS to Colonel Miller, "Portions of WCA-3A are designated as 
critical habitat for the endangered snail kite. Maintaining high water levels during the dry season in 
WCA-3A may adversely modify the snail kite's critical habitat ... Maintaining high water levels in 
WCA-3A may adversely affect wood stork by delaying or precluding the initiating ofnesting ... High 
water levels during the dry season are associated with reduced nesting effort and reduced nesting 
success for wood storks." (emphasis added). 

Additional letters and documents include: 

June 5, 1998:, letter from FWS to Dexter Lehtinen states, " ... we indicated to the Corps that holding 
high water levels in Water Conservation Area 3A to the possible detriment ofthe snail kite and the 
wood stork was not an acceptable option." 

January 27, 1999, letter to SERA from the Flodda Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission 
concerning the FWS draft B.O. states, "we remain adan1a.ntly opposed to the management of the 
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Water Conservation Areas in such a way that artificially extends the six years ofhigh water that have 
damaged tree islands and destroyed willow stands since 1993." (emphasis added) 

The Tribe submitted an affidavit by Dr. Ron Jones to the SEIS comments that says that even a few 
days of sustained high water in an area that has been severely stressed by years ofhigh water, will 
cause irreparable harm to the tree islands; along with an affidavit by Colonel Terry Rice that 
contains a letter by FWS and a document by the SFWMD that shows that high water has reduced the 
tree island acreage in WCA-3A by 60%. (See, Tribe's comments on SEIS). 

The FWS March 28,2002 Amended Biological Opinion states: "lOP Altemative 7Risnot predicted 
to provide the same relief to the southern and eastern portions of WCA 3A as would the original 
RPA. ..The disturbance intensity, or amount of snail kite critical habitat that could potentially be 
disturbed in southern and eastem WCA-3A, would be approximately 88,300 acres out ofa total841, 
600 acres of designated critical habitat, or approximately 10.5 percent of the available designated 
critical habitat." 

Army Corps ofEngineers Draft SEIS on lOP dated June 2006: "The principal concem is that the 
habitat quality, and thus the carrying capacity of, WCA 3A is already seriously degraded." Draft 
SEIS at p. 69. Habitat quality in WCA 3A is changing progressively and dramatically to less 
desirable habitat in this area, and this conversion is rapid, with changes even after a year." Id .. 
"Since 2002 .. kite production in WCA 3A has dramatically dropped, having produced no kites in 
2005 ."Id. at p. 69. "In 2005, nesting success was lower than during any year between I 992 and 2005. 
Historically nests in WCA 3A have fledged proportionallythe large majority ofyoung in the region." 
ld. at p. 68. Dr. Wiley Kitchens believes that "this trend of lowered reproduction is a cause of 
concern regarding the sustainability of the population." Id. at p. 68. 

MIT-31 

The Draft SEIS acknowledges that Alternative 7R does not provide the same relief in terms 
ofhydrologie improvements to the southern and eastem portions of WCA 3A as would the original 
RP A, which was never implemented. Draft SEIS at p. 67. The Corps now contends without having 
completed the reinitiation of consultation required under the ESA, and based on a faulty BO that 
does not anallyze the new information on the alarming decline of the Snail Kite, that lOP 7R is not 
likely to jeopardize the species or modify its critical habitat even while acknowledging that Dr. 
Wiley Kitchens has stated that the sustainability ofthe population is threatened. Draft SEIS at 68-69. 
Despite acknowledging the alarming decline in the Snail Kite population and its critical habitat in 
WCA 3A under lOP, the Draft SEIS fails to contain any analysis of the impacts ofAlternative 7R 
on the Snail Kite and the Snail Kite in WCA-3A, as required under both NEPA and the ESA. Id.; 
See also Snail Kite 2005 Report at Attachment A. 'Ror dd~~it c()11taifiii'"zi~W'~~Ii~~~~'b.iQlpgiq}i_i', MIT-32 

()piij.i()~,'i;l~¥l,g'f7ff'ff!(:;~~ljpg~/~~[f:~a~g~~r@4~rf1i~i:E'$4This is especially disturbing in light of the 
fact that the Draft SEIS admits that the Snail Kite population has progressively and dramatically 
decreased. I d. at 68. Second, the Draft SEIS contains no baseline study and cumulative impacts 
analysis ofpast water management actions coupled with the additional four years that lOP will have 
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on the Snail Kite and its designated critical habitat ..Third, thei)raft. S]tiE) doe~1lqtac1c1rBss howthe MIT-33 

•Coi·}?sisrneetmgtheJ.l.on.:c1iscretio11ary.terms anclcond1tiot1.s{)fthe.:Fwsrf1£ide~taltak"e$tatefi1el1t 
1niight.ofthe alartning thf01J11~tioll. on the. SnailK.ite~ There are no hydrological modeling results 
contained in the Draft SEIS for Indicator Regions 14 and 19 that are supposed to be monitored for 
the Incidental Take Statement for the Snail Kite and should be. 

It is clear from the attached hydrological graph ofWCA 3A for 2005, that water there was 
alarmingly high in the same year that no young fledged out of WCA 3A. Attachment C. Yet, the 
Corps Draft SEIS contains no analysis of these high water levels impact on the Snail Kite using the 
7R modeling. The Corps also ignores that Snail Kite researchers are concerned about the alarmingly 
high water levels in WCA 3A. Attachment A at p. 19. It is the Corps' responsibility to see that their 
IOP meets the requirements of the ESA and a review of the perfunctory Draft SEIS clearly shows 
that they have not done that. Thus, the Corps has no basis for their assertion that none of their 
alternatives, including Alternative 7R, is expected to significantly alter the status ofthe Snail Kites 
or their habitat in WCA 3A. Id. at pp. 66-67. Indeed a review ofthe next few pages ofthe document 
shows that lOP clearly has done just that! Id. at pp. 68-69. 

The Corps can no longer evade the fact that sustained high water in WCA 3Ahas caused, and 
will continue to cause, adverse impacts to the Snail Kite and its designated on Tribal Everglades in 
WCA 3A. The Corps own Draft SElS admits, The principal concern is that the habitat quality., and 
thus the carrying capacity of, WCA 3A is already seriously degraded." Draft SElS at p. 69. Habitat 
quality in WCA 3A is changing progressively and dramatically to less desirable habitat in this area, 
and this conversion is reapid, with changes even after a year." I d. at p. 69. ·"The snail kite popuation 
in Florida progressively and dramtically decreased between 1999 and 2002." I d. At 68. "Since 2002, 
kite production in WCA 3A has dramatically dropped, having produced no kites in 2005."Id. at p. 
69. Indeed, the Draft SElS admits that Dr. Wiley Kitchens believes that "this trend of lowered 
reproduction is a cause of concern regarding the sustainability ofthe population." ld. at p. 68. See 
also, 2005 Snail Kite Report at Attachment A. 

The 2002 Amended BO, which was NOT based on Alternative 7R modeling, found that 
Alternative 7R would adversely impact 88,300 acres of Snail Kite critical habitat and take 
endangered Snail Kites but came to the arbitrary and capricious conclusion that this would not 
jeopardize the Snail Kite or result in adverse modification. The Snail Kite Report's results detailed 
at pages 68-69 is proof that it has caused an alarming decline in the Snail Kite population and has 
devastated its critical habitat in WCA 3A. In fact, there is every reason to believe that the additional 
weeks of sustained high water under lOP are resulting in jeopardy to the Snail Kite and adverse 
modification to its critical habitat. The Corps is required to include these hydrological modeling 
results in the SEIS under NEPA. The Corps is also required to look beyond the obviously faulty 
FWS BO which arbitrarily and capriciously concluded that this immense destruction of critical 
habitat would not jeopardize the Snail Kite or cause adverse modification to detennine ifit has. The 
Corps and FWS experiment in the field in WCA 3A has caused a dramatic decline in the Snail Kite 
as noted in the Draft SElS and the 2005 Snail Kite Report. Draft SElS at pp. 68-69, Attachment A. 

MIT-34 
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•and conditions,; immediate after the Court' sMarch.i4, 2006 Ord~r ar{dpriorto issuing its Draft SEIS 
butfailed to (:(() so: Thus, its Draft SEIS fails to comply with NEPA and its conclusion that "FWS 
concurs that Alternative 7R, the recommended alternative, is acceptable is tmsupported and not 
based on the process the Corps is required to follow under the ESA. Draft SEIS at p. 82, Section 9: 

The Corps can not rely on FWS to meet ESA requirements. The Corps has the duty to show 
that it will notviolatethe ESA, which it has failed ~.o doint11e 1~9all;r (llld f~ctually ina~equateDraft 
SEIS. :(:orp8:1Ilust·.ask •• f\VS ..to reopen .. tlle ~~gto!ii,¢~qp#JJqrr··~Q.L~~yz~.·'tli~.n~;.v Sn,~liqte MIT-35 

.~ot~flti811.·•a#cftl1#•• cU1111llatiye.impacts•that[th~.PE~Y,1§@·~$y~~t~~i~~~~~;~~·.tgfSTI1l.hl:LYb::§11.QHs·. 
·.a,ndgther eqda11gered: speci(!S in.the, action. area:•Jl:le. Qorpsffi@t ~l~{y·.g()}.1d;ll¢ta~:rt;!View;.of"'h.ether 
ithey aJ:e·c<?J:~J>iying.with.the u1clcie11tal···tCl.!{e· ~#t~ifJ:e!it: qht11.¥.:~i¥#l.K~fe:1!1!Ii~ st:rs,incl~d!t1g · 
.throligh mode!mgtesults· that.analyze ·the.in.cli8at6rc.re~Blls·.14i'ciha··r9;":lii. !tight ofthe ·ailli'tnirig 
de~Iii1~ ofthis eridar1gered· spedes. . . . . ... ... .... ... ········ .... .. . .. . . . .. . . 

9. Draft SEIS Fails to Meaningfully Analyze Flooding Impacts: 

the :br~ft SEIS.fails. to adequately.anCl!YZ,et~~·a4v~fs~·ifrtpact~:;fliafr~isi~gthe c@ciljeyels MIT -36 

·.in_L-21.·as require~ linder.Altemative 7R.will hay~·.onirr,~·crQ. a,Il~>agl-ic~(hli~~ #~asin Miami-Dade 
County; The Miami-Dade County Flooding TaskForce has detern1i.ried that the canal levels required 
by Alternative 7R caused increased flooding in Miami-Dade County in Hurricane Irene. A member 
of the publie reviewing the Draft SEIS has no way of determining whether the Corps statements 
concerning the flood risk are accurate. The Draft SEIS should include stage hydrographs for cells 
in the urban and agricultural areas for the modeling period that shows ground elevations and stage 
duration curves. The hydrographs should compare Test 7, ISOP and lOP model results so that the 
public can determine whether lOP 7R increases the flood risk in WCA-3A and to urban and 
agricultural areas. Statements in the Draft SEIS, such as ''the actual flood control capability within 
IOP is consistent with the modeling results" is meaningless without comparing it to previous 
operations. Additionally, simply pointing to high water conditions and labeling it a storm, does not 
give any indication ofwhether lOP has made the antecedent conditions worse as compared to prior 
plans. The Draft SEIS should conclusively state whether or not lOP has increased the risk of 
flooding. 

10. Draft SEIS Glances at Damage to WCA 3A and Ignores What It Sees: 

MIT-37111~f ..~~pb~Ji~}j~;;~i~..fo~::~r~~~ff;~&~~1~~~~~fl~i~~;f£tl~~il~~~~t~~,kfV'VJ~~~~·. 
'.haY~.adyefs~1ffip~c~{)nveget~ticili.thfdli;g~o{tt¥{QA.J~;''Draft SEIS at vi and 61. Moreover, the 
statement that Alternative 7R showed no significant increase over existing conditions is totally 
misleading and can only be made because the Corps is improperly using lOP as both the No Action 
Alternative and the Recommended Plan. Id. at p. 54. Thus, it is arbitrarily and capriciously 
analyzing the impacts of lOP Alternative 7R against itself. There is absolutely no basis for these 
assertions. Indeed, the Draft SElS contains information that shows they are incorrect. Id. at pp. 68
69. In fact, there is also evidence that the requisite "hard look" required by NEP A has not been 

taken. The Draft SEIS admits that, "The principal concern is that the habitat quality, and thus the 
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carrying capacity, ofWCA 3A is already seriously degraded. Although still preliminary. the studies 
tend to confirm these concerns." Id at p. 69.Thus, it is clear that the Draft SEIS requires fmiher 
information. The Corps should not be relying on incomplete information to predict no harm to the 

· human environment. The Tribe has demonstrated that there is ample evidence in the record that such 
harm has oceurred, and will continue to occur. Id. at 68-69 and Attachment A. 

The Corps simply refuses to do the legally required analyses, and publish the modeling 

results, that would demonstrably prove that IOP is drowning WCA 3A and other areas of the 

Everglades. Under NEP A, the Corps is required to take a "hard look" at that damage their lOP action 

is causing. The same failure to look for harm applies to WCA-3B, WCA-2A, Lake Okeechobee, the 

St. Lucie and Caloosahatchee River estuaries and Florida Bay, which have, and will, continue to 

suffer adverse impacts because ofi0 P. It is erroneous for the Corps to state that these areas will not 

be adversely impacted by the lOP without having taken the "hard look" at the cumulative impacts 

of their actions required by NEP A. 


11. Draft SEIS Fails to Conduct an Analysis of Reasonable Alternatives: 

1The Draft SEIS fails. tp, ~~y:z:~!·~~s2:ll~~~e ~li~!D'~t!x~s\_tBl:lt "'qJJJ4 p:rotect .the Cape. Sable MIT -38 
·seaside ·sr;airow•wtih·ra:r· Iess•1tn.i:lac1)<?,il±\1e'.f~S.F5f:i~e'>E::Y~r@~~e~;ari4±1Ie ~il<larigere&silaii.Kiie. 
The only alternatives analyzed in the Draft SEIS are variations ofiOP. This alternatives analysis is 

totally inadequate under NEP A. The Tribe has provide affidavits and articles by Dr. Will Post and 

Dr. Jon Greenlaw, renowned sparrow scientists, that contend that localized strategies such as 

translocation, captive breeding and building dikes around nests that would be a more effective means 

of population recovery for the sparrow and would not cause damage to the other parts of the 

Everglades and the human environment. These alternatives were described in a paper published 

by Dr. Will Post and Dr. John Greenlaw in the Florida Naturalist, which has been provided to the 

Corps. In light ofthe information on the alarming decline in the Snail Kite discussed at page 68-69 

ofthe Draft SEIS, and the decline of sub-population A ofthe Sparrow under lSOP and IOP, the 

Corps has a duty to analyze all reasonably foreseeable alternatives, including those that are not 

within the jurisdiction ofthe lead agency. 40 CFR §1502.14 (c). The Draft SEIS, while making an 

obscure comment that the Corps is considering "whether to implement another alternative,'' fails to 

analyze all reasonable alternatives and must do so. Draft SEIS at p. 5. As the discussion about the 

precipitous decline of WCA 3A at page 69 shows, the Co:rps' continuing failure to conduct the 

requisite alternatives analysis is damaging both to the Everglades and the future of Everglades 

restoration. 


A memo from Richard Punnett of the Corps that was attached to the previous SETS 

concerning the CAR states: "The draft report fails to mention that both the "natural" and "restored" 

conditions will be less conducive to the western sparrow nesting (i.e. more nesting failures) than the 

1995 base, ISOP or lOP conditions." The Corps continues to ignore its expert hydrologist's advice 

and continues to support IOP Alternative 7R which has devastated WCA 3A and continues to keep 

the western area unnaturally dry, which has not even helped the sparrow. 
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12. ][)raft SEIS Fails to Disclose Costs of Destructive lOP aud Otber Alternatives: 

The cost ofimplementing the Corps' prior ISOP was a staggering 9-10 million dollars, which 
was divulged in the so-called EA. Yet, the Draft SElS fails to disclose the approximately $30 
million dollars that lOP cost, as required under NEP A. Nor does the IOP Draft SElS discuss the 
million dollar bonus given to the contractor to expedite the building ofthe S-356Iike pump in 2002, 
which has never operated under IOP since it was constructed. '"[lie<})r@ SElSnoto.nlynegleCts,io MIT-39 

di~lget1lel]lu1t1:.1JliJJ.i9#,c19!I~-~~iJ~fi~1fMI"~fqf,lli~;§fri16tuJ:C1l•~9ml?()il~rit~_9:fA.lierJ:lative•'7f{,ii•<:\()es:' 
notdivulge.tl:lesourf~;f)fW:#:~~B#~Xi~£f,<!8~,~~$~~t;>Y~.§§!§)4;i~9l1~~-YfP;~tl~er_usingtl1i~_n1on~yf~r·· 
~'temporary'~IOP.proj~~fft:!;ittife,S.:.WW;~:;;iil§~~11.¢.(}cjl:p§!t9.e){c~~cl·tll~ir;.projectbudgetsandd~laythe 
¢ort1pietio11.•6:fih.e···iJeitli~~P:ftvf&cHfi~~+"W~f~!iiR~t1?f~li~~•.·ap:aTcat1• :Projeds..·•tlie··top••Gost· 
information for ~8.clJ.lllt~J:I1~#y~ fP.i.isiff~pi6:Yf<l~fi5l!1d,er1:lJ.eft~ll d}scl()sure@d cost benefit analysis 
requirements ofNEPA.~ Moreover, ifthe Corps is using MWD and C-1 I 1 funds for lOP 7R, it has 
exceeded its statutory authority and is violating NEPA by using funds contrary to the projects' 
purpose. 

13. DRAFT SEIS Can Not Mitigate for Adverse Impacts to WCA 3A and Snail Kite: 

The CoJ:ps's~ate111~4tili'ihe:PrMf$~I$!tl1.~t~~~P!~~Fl~I.l()pen#partofAlternative 7R will MIT-40 

providehyctrologf~·.reil~ft(') 'WG~~~JJ~§'~~~l.tiC{I~gfj~Imigidl}e's..:r~•·;strl.lbtrirewhenalif'oill.afe· 
-supposed•to·be.op~nfu§~§~~t~E-#~€~t~8~,::~8~~;g~~-.fl~~W.~.:#!i~~C1tion.•.• .A_dditionally,.inligl1t 
•of the fact that tl1e clo$ing o.f,tlj.¢]gat6,$m14~1" l~Q'P~~i1d·l()P has caused. an • alarming .decline • in the 
·snail· Kitepopillati()n,pr(')ves ..tiiatthl~;@~'O(rti#lg~tj(')tiu 

14. :DRAFT SEIS Fails to Disclose Unavoidable Adverse Impacts As Avoidable: 

The Corpsin~(}ffeP:1:Iy'~f~fDJ:~.fii,~~-!~tli~-(ie!~at~Q~~ gfexbess ""atef inthe WCAscould. also MIT-41 

.occur witli tliea11:~Dfat1§~~,-~~t)¥2llf4I!ig~~YCq(')1Jn~\1~,1D.:t~~ furi.ii~·"Witli9~i#1e fuli•irnplementati(')li,· 

.ofthe ModiJtiedWate.I'beilveiies4ffidj~81:I~'i:f5filliSEISl:ii.74.•iiilie €dfQs•b~ stop this· dete11tiofii()f· 
·.excess.VIater•1lQ\.Y.':ffil~.Jrt~~-.m~~~rN~ti;~~r~~!~l#~#~~~~·~ft~~-MWP'~r8Iectis•tb.e·t~®i~t~' 
•soiutioll,•b1lt.•co~t~~~W.fu~t~~!r~~~m,1~!~~~~·!9",£;gJ.~-:~;2m~'J2)§I~t~ :§~t; ..tJ1~-~~t~n~o~.ofexcess\V~t~r· 
would occur:Witlioutthecom letjon oi:NlWt>',~:Wheiitlie ' IdloWthatitcan berelieved b the o. enin ' .. . .. . .......................,......,......... P............ "··"''·'-- .. "···'·''"·'··"-··.... •,..........JL ... c.c.............. '······"·'·' ........ .. ...Y ..... P ..... g 

oftheS~.l2 Stl119~f~~,"Wllic11'~9ill~iJ?W:~§~9mPHsH~d.I11Ya§§~S,#l1gj~<)~l1ef.reason~bl~.alternative.il1\ 
the lOP Dra:tt$~1s:The irreversible destruction oftree islands and the critical habitat in WCA 3A 
and the devastating impacts on the culture and way oflife ofthe Miccosukee Tribe could be avoided 
by either the expeditious completion ofthe MWD project, or the adoption ofa reasonable alternative 
that did not close the S-12 and other structures. The Corps should analyze another reasonable 
alternative in its FEIS. 

15. SEIS Fails to Address Substantive Tribal Comments and Concerns: 

The body ofthe Corps' SEIS failed to acknowledge comments provided by the Tribe on the 
IOP throughout the lOP NEP A process. ~J\ro[:-q(")~~·~t~:Y.~P,ad.d.t~~s"'tii~{~citft~t the Evergiacl~~hi; MIT-42 
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·~ul1:lJralres6urces•.·arenviromnelitalj1Jstice·•i.Inpacts:••PraftSEIS .at pp.13 .• and••8.0·.•••··rt•'fai}s to•·· 

ackriowledg,~t1l~ttll~']\i~e;•anii1ill.an .• 'fnbe,.is·b~atmg tl1.e disproportionate·~dV~l;se co)lseq4eilqes·· 

ofthe~orps' !()p 6perati()ri$ ~11ichare·a<.lven;~I§itiipactihgWCA3A arid the Trib~'s culture~hd. 

wayoflife.i 


16. Animal Farm Equality for the Everglades and Its Endangered Species: 

'fl1ei>r@§~t$11l.~~sW2I~~r•.tll.aJ:.·inth~eyesof.thecorpsand..:Fw8,·~.9m~•PaJ:ts6f't~e.• MIT-43 
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17. Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources: 

·secti9il.4.73~'9ftJi~J?r~# $:E,Y§0~fib,ri~9~siy8J:ates iliat.ilie C:ori1nlltmel1.t()f~es9U!ces,w()l1i4 MIT-44

1Je· ''teinpor(lty wdi~wf~~,ijl~ft¥we:Ve±-M1~re~~8THJelliev;l->Ie•·~orfullitmeilt o£ies()\lfces-waiiriF~e;
minirriaU't)nutcSEISraf•···•·.:74ik.!eview<bf. k'is·68..69:oftheDraftSEIS;·whichdeia.ilsllie'ai~ .. ; 
··d.ecliri~:6±-fl:t~:rti,~¥!::B:y~]gi,~4~~,iitW:(J'J(:}~·!id'±lier~ii<i~g~r~ci•snairidte~l10~~.tli~t@§-~t~t~¢~~-. 
is ll.ldj,qrq4~~· lOP Alternative 7R has caused irreversible and irrepamble harm to Tribal Everglades 
and Snail Kite, in WCA-3A; caused the endangered Snail Kites population to decline by 50%; cause 
permanent damage to tree islands and incalculable harm to the culture and way of life to the 
Miccosukee Tribe ofindians who call the Everglades home. Id. at 68-69 and Attachment A. 

18. Draft SEIS Fails to Adequately Analyze lOP Impacts on Water Quality 

D. DRAFT SEIS DOES NOT COMPLY WITH THE AP A 
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E. DRAFT SEIS FAILS TO CONSULT UNDER FWCA 

.. ,..•.•.....• T~~.gprps.~~r:~fa_ii~~tpf~gp'Ytlle.Fi§~f:llld.\YiWlife,g,()pr~.i~a.!~.P~.r\§t(]}yg{\),()f.~2?9<t!la.! MIT-48 
:n~ql;lir~s aJ1.··a_geJ1GY .y.rhose aCti011S.·are·likely.to haye • a,dverse impacts.on.the· ~nviromnentand• 
~gq~gg~[~4 ~I>~2i~~.!();~~t~I: irlt<J.con~ulia_tion"Witl1 .. t11e Fl()~ic1~ J3!sh. Cll'ici Wiicii{fe{j()IISefYctt:io!l•
¢o1PP#S,Si.9#{''F:FN¢¢'.')a£parto:fih.eto:P bra;ft $EIS prOc~ss.'• The FFWCC has raised concerns 
in the past about the high water levels in the W CAs being caused by the Corps' operations. The Draft 
SEIS contains no letters to or from the FFWCC seeking such consultation. The FFWCC had raised 
concerns inthe past that no attempt had been made to model the actual water management operations 
that will be employed in Alternative 7R and remain concerned about the deeper water conditions in 
WCA-3A and WCA-3B. The Corps is required to seek the FFWCC's input on the Draft SEIS and 
the IOP 7R modeling results. 

F. DRAFT SEIS DOES NOT COMPLY WITH THE ESA 

1. Draft SEIS Fails to Analyze Cumulative Impacts on Endangered Species: 

tli~.Io};) I?£@ s}3i$ •.#~fst(},coillp1y witll.tl1e :EitdaiJ.ger~4 $li~~re•s.AiF(~~~$.A.''Y~§faJ.14lg MIT-48 
td ade 'lliit¢}; aria!···~ the d.lillhiaHve im acts.of .. <tSt.,• reseD.t, ~d futili-e.o' efati6ficii1! 'ra.fu·Yoh·th€. . q . L . yz . . .......·.................. P P . P ... · ..i) ...... P.......... . ... 

$riCl;i.l;.~t~fali~ o~lJ.~t'~Il.~a:rlgerecfspeCies. Neither the Corps, nor FWS, adequately analyzed the 
cumulative impacts that past deviations (including ISOP), coupled with the estimated eight years of 
IOP will have on the Wood Stork, Snail Kite and Snail Kite's and other endangered species in a 
biological opinion that should be included in the Draft SEIS but is not. Thus, there is absolutely no 
support for the statement in the SEIS that the " Corps has not identified any adverse effects on the 
species or thc:ir critical habitats resulting from water management operations during the period from 
August 2, 2002, to the present. Draft SEIS at p. 77-78. Indeed, the Draft SEIS contains evidence to 
the contrary that shows that lOP has caused alarmingly high water levels in WCA 3A that has 
resulted in a 50% decline in the Endangered Snail Kite population and degraded and modified its 
there. SEIS at 69 and Attachment A at p. 19. The fact that neither FWS, nor the Corps, has shown 
that the terms and conditions of the Incidental Take Statement for the Snail Kite can be met under 
the lOP, using alternative 7R modeling, jeopardizes its very existence. 

The Corps' refusal to even mention how they plan to meet the non-discretionary 
requirements of the FWS Incidental Take Statement for the Snail Kite in the Draft SEIS is a 
continuation of the violation of the ESA that has been well documented in Tribal correspondence 
with the Corps. The Tribe sent a 60 day Notice ofintent to Sue on March 16, 1998, informing the 
relevant agencies, including the Corps, about violations of the ESA that were occurring on Tribal 
lands as a result of their deviations from the regulation schedule - deviations that have occurred 
every year since 1998. (See Tribe's Comments on Draft EIS: composite exhibit F). !Jl:t~.QQrp~i: MIT-49 
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•Gai11e and Fres~ Water Fish Commissi~n, •express~Ci; ~~YC, ~o~{;em aho1.1t.theiadverse impz.td~ ;~(} cont. 
YfQA.-3A, andthyep~ang~red 'J.Iood Stork and $millJ(iteth~ti11h~bifit, c.apsedby roaJntaiillng high 
water:'leyelshithls.areaoftheEver~lades.•Despite;th~sewCihTings,t1ieCo1fs;c<?litm~estos1lpp:og· 
~.l!~~~!iy~7~Ih.~t)'YiHBt8S,e.~y~ctil[~~.•~lo~g.I~l:ll,i~};~~.Lf§.~;fB#R~~:~J,;l~~~~f~11:hre~tep llie, 
·~11<lil·J(iteang d.~S.il:oXtll9 SnagKite cri,t,ic.a1•.h'!bitat.ol1}):i[>~ ~Y~r:~~~q~s•Jl1"\¥9A pJ\.. Th~}§oip~.·
.is•i:eqliitea t~r;cn1str(id!aheilvironffieiliai·~a;.eiitie•~a¢(jE~~qi•ih.~.~~iysisj.9H~t\hitiati1e •iillti~C:ts•· 
of ·the ptop.<)se.d · •actions ·:iequired •under J)o'1:l.1\ :NE.i>.A. arid the 'ESA. 

4. Du-aft SEIS Does Not Contained the Required FWS BOor ITS Analysis: 

The ESA requires that biological opinions be prepared as part ofthe interagency consultation 
process to analyze whether proposed actions are likely to jeopardize the continued existence of 
endangered species. The Corps should have reinitiated consultation with FWS on the Draft SEIS 
immediately upon receiving the Court's March 14, 2006, Order mandating that an SEIS be 
conducted. Instead, the Corps waited until July 27, 2006, after the Tribe had sued the FWS and FWS 
required them to consult, to send a letter requesting consultation on the IOP SEIS. The Corps lmew 
at least since March 15,2002 that the IOP would adversely impact the endangered Snail Kite. The 
FWS has repeatedly stated that high water in WCA 3A could adversely impact the Snail Kite and 
Wood Stork, but conveniently closed their eyes to the fact that this is exactly what IOP has done for 
the past four years. The Draft SEIS can not rely on the faulty 2002 Amended Biological Opinion that 
was not based on Alternative 7R modeling or the new information on the decline ofWCA 3A and 
the Snail Kite. The faulty FWS BO also fails to assess the cumulative impacts that the past eight 
years of sparrow operations, coupled with four more years of lOP, will have on the endangered 
species in VlCA 3A, including the Snail Kite. The Draft SEIS fails to discuss whether the Corps 
can meet the terms and conditions for the Snail Kite contained in the Incidental Take Statement 
("ITS") in the Amended BO and does not show modeling results for indicator regions 14 and 19. 

The Corps Draft SEIS should have contained a biological opinion that analyzed the impacts 

that Alternative 7R would have on the Snail Kite, Wood Stork , and even the Sparrow based on 

current information and 7R modeling. The Corps failure to do so violates both NEP A and the ESA. 


G. 	 DRAFT SEIS DOES NOT COMPLY WITH THE 5TH AMENDMENT 
The predetermined selection ofiOP Alternative 7R in the Draft SEIS, which increases water 


levels in WCA-3A, deprives the Tribe, whose members will be adversely affected, oflife, liberty or 

property without due process of law. 


H. 	 THE CORPS HAS NOT COMPLIED WITH THE INDIAN TRUST DOCTRINE AS 

REFLECTED IN THE INDIAN LAND CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT 


The Corps owes the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians a Ttust obligation and fiduciary duty to 

protect tribal lands, resources, and assets pursuant to the federal Indian Trust Doctrine. This Trust 

obligation and fiduciary responsibility under the Indian Trust Doctrine extends protection to tribal 

lands, resources and assets recognized in the Florida Indian Land Claims Settlement Act, P .L. 97339. 
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This law established a federal Miccosukee Indian Reservation and a perpetual lease in the area of 
the Everglades adversely impacted by the TOP. As shown in the Draft SETS, Tribal lands within 
WCA-3 A are being degraded and destroyed by the Corps' lOP Alternative 7R, which will once again 
begin closing the S-12 structures on November 1, 2006, and cause further ineversible destruction. 
The Corps has failed to conduct meaningful consultation with the Tribe on Alternative 7R. 
Moreover, the Corps' predetermined selection and construction of Alternative 7R, and the Draft 
SElS 's rubber stamping ofit, the failure to include the Alternative 7R modeling results for WCA 3A 
in the document, has harmed the Tribe and will continue and escalate the destruction ofthese lands 
that are vital to the culture and way of life of the Tribe, and which the Corps has a solemn 
responsibility to protect. 

CONCLUSION 

Th~.Corps' ..·[)faftSElS.fails··to goillply~itliNI?:Pt..;·t~~:J;:$.1\.~'tlJ.~:A;f'~~N~.·Irldifultfrust MIT-50 

I~?9ctrlfici,'ru1.¢ih.e&t1liAmenilinen1: to 1:lieU:s,:consti1:U.H9nFi The Corps' legally insufficient and 
fundamentally flawed Draft SElS is nothing more than a rubber stamp for a preordained decision 
and does not cure the Corps' past NEPA or other violations. Moreover, it does not comply with the 
Court's Order to include lOP Alternative 7R modeling results so that the public can review the 
impacts and provide meaningful comments. The Corps has a duty under NEP A to fully divulge all 
ofthese modeling results to the public in a mmmer that can be understood. Nor does the Draft SEIS 
contain the required analysis ofiOP Alternative 7R's's impact on the endangered Snail Kite using 
7R modeling, or an analysis of the decline of this highly endangered species. 

For more 1than eight yem·s, the Corps draconian water management actions, which have never 
been the subject of a legally adequate NEP A document, has caused and will continue to cause, 
irreversible damage to Tribal lands in WCA-3A. These actions, not only endanger the Snail Kite 
and its critical habitat in WCA 3A, but the Tribe's entire culture and way of life, as well. There is 
now evidence that the FWS' sand the Corps' playing God with the Everglades has caused both WCA 
3A and the endm1gered Snail Kite to progressively and dramatically decline. Not just Tribal lands, 
but Lake Okeechobee and the estuaries have all suffered as a result of these draconian water 
management actions. The Corps and FWS has decided which endangered species and habitat will 
be protected and which will be sacrificed. Today, the Corps continues to do so in blissful disregard 
of the requirements of NEP A and other federal law, despite a federal Court Order to comply. 

The Corps has a Trust responsibility to the Miccosukee Tribe to protect its lands from further 
destruction. It also has a duty under the ESA to stop the downward spiral ofthe endangered Snail 
Kite. The Corps must take immediate steps to analyze other reasonable alternatives; issue an EIS 
that complies with NEP A and the ESA; a11d implement a new alternative as soon as possible. The 
Corps should also expedite the Mod Waters Project and CSOP. Completion of both the MWD and 
C-111 projects will protect numerous threatened and endangered species, along with urban and 
agricultural areas. The Corps' failure to complete Mod Waters has resulted in environmentally 
harmful plans, such as lOP, through which people's rights are violated and laws to protect the 
environment are ignored. 
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The Corps' fundamentally flawed perfunctory Draft SEIS fails to comply with NEP A and 
other federal law, that will result in continuing an lOP that violates people's rights, endangers the 
public health and safety, and 1 ensure the continued destruction of large portions of the 
Everglades (including Miccosukee Tribal Everglades) and threaten the future ofEverglades 
Restoration. This madness must be stopped before there is no Everglades left to restore. 

Sincerely, 

rAA~ ;J~j_-(dy' I 
Dexter W. Lehtinen, Esquire 
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PREFACE 


This document is not intended as a definitive stand alone and completed piece of · 

work. We strongly recommend the 1997 report (entitled: Movement and demography ofthe 

Snail Kite in Florida) and the publication from Dreitz et al. (2002), for more complete 

explanations about the protocol employed. We also included two articles relevant to the 

conservation and habitat management of snail kites. These two articles should not be 

distributed, until printed copies are made available from the peer reviewed journals. 

This report is intended as an annual progress report informing funding and interested 

agencies regarding the status of our snail kite monitoring study. 

This monitoring effort is long tenn. It should be noted that our field personnel are 

monitoring the snail kite throughout its range on a year-round basis. 

This progress report allows investigators to highlight significant progress in the fonn 

of both analytical and personal observations. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report presents demographic data on snail kites in Florida. It concentrates on data 

collected in 2005, but also synthesizes data collected since 1992. 

Recent demographic results show alarming trends concerning the snail kite population in 

Florida. First we found that kite abundance drastically declined between 1999 and 2003. This 

decline coincides with a multiregional drought that affected survival ofjuveniles and adults. 

Survival of both juveniles and adults rebounded shortly after the drought. On the other hand, 

the number ofyoung produced has not recovered from a sharp decrease that preceded the 

drought. The estimate of population size for 2005 does not indicate any significant recovery. 

In fact, reproduction was exceptionally low in 2005. No kites were observed fledging out of 

the Water Conservations Areas (WCA's). For the period 1992-2005, statewide reproductive 

success was at its lowest in 2005. In this report we also make specific recommendations that 

may helJP managers plan management actions aimed at increasing snail kite population 

growth. 



INTRODUCTION 

The snail kite (Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus) is an endangered raptor that inhabits 

flooded freshwater areas and shallow lakes in peninsular Florida and Cuba (Sykes 1984, 

Sykes et al. 1995). The historical range of the snail kite once covered over 3.6 million ha in 

Florida (Davis and Ogden, 1994 ), but is now restricted mainly to the watersheds ofthe 

Everglades, Lake Okeechobee, Loxahatchee Slough, the Kissimmee River, and the Upper St. 

Johns River. 

The snail kite is unique in that it is the only avian species whose population in the U.S. 

is restricted to freshwater wetlands in central and south Florida. The snail kite in addition to 

being endangered is considered by many to be an excellent barometer of the success ofthe 

restoration effmts currently underway. 

Snail kite habitats in south and central Florida exhibit considerable variation in their 

physiographic and vegetative characteristics, which include graminoid marshes (wet prairies, 

sloughs), cypress swamps, lake littoral shorelines, and even some highly disturbed areas such 

as agricultural ditches and retention ponds (Bennetts and Kitchens 1997a). Three features that 

remain constant within the selected habitats are the presence of apple snails, sparsely 

distributed emergent vegetation (Sykes 1983b, 1987a), and suitable nesting substrates. 

Snail kites are dietary specialists, feeding almost exclusively on the freshwater apple 

snail, Pomacea paludosa (Sykes 1987a, Sykes et al. 1995). They use two visual foraging 

methods, either flying above the water surface or hunting from a perch (Sykes 1987a), and 

both require open water and sparse vegetation. In the Water Conservations Areas, kites 

typically nest in woody vegetation over water, such as willows, bald cypress, pond apple, wax 

myrtle, etc. (Beissinger 1988, Bennetts et al. 1988, see also Appendix 1). On the other hand, 
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kites use predominantly herbaceous nesting substrate when nesting in the Kissimmee Chain of 

Lakes (see Appendix 1). The snail kite's survival depends on maintaining hydrologic 

conditions that support these specific vegetative communities and subsequent apple snail 

availabi!lity in at least a subset of critical size wetlands across the region each year (Bennetts 

et al. 201[)2). 

Wetland habitats throughout central and southern Florida are constantly fluctuating in 

response to climatic or management influences, resulting in a mosaic ofhydrologic regimes. 

Snail kites respond to these fluctuations through movements between wetlands. (Bennetts and 

Kitchens, 1997a, 1997b ). Developing a thorough understanding ofkites' ability to move 

between wetlands, their resistance and resilience to disturbance events (e.g. droughts and high 

water events) or changes in habitat is essential to optimizing the management ofthe systems 

inhabited by the snail kite in Florida. 

This report presents information on the current demography of snaii kites throughout 

central and southern Florida. It concentrates on demographic data collected in 2005, but will 

also synthesize data collected since 1992. 
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METHODS 


Study Area 

The Florida population of snail kites is best viewed as a single spatially structured 

population, distributed among a network of heterogeneous wetland units in central and 

southern Florida (Bennetts and Kitchens 1997a, 1997b). Kites utilize the entire spatial extent 

of their range, exhibiting interchange among wetland units (Bennetts and Kitchens 1997a, 

1997b, Martinet al. 2006). The study area includes a large portion ofthese different wetland 

units use:d by snail kites throughout peninsular Florida (Figure 1 ). 

Monitoring protocol 

Survey method 

Multiple consecutive surveys were conducted throughout the designated wetland units 

(Figure l) from March to June at 2-3 week intervals of each year since 1992. This time period 

coincides with the occurrence of peak nesting (Bennetts and Kitchens 1997a). The surveys 

followed a format similar to the quasi-systematic transects conducted by airboat for the annual 

count (Sykes 1979, 1982; Bennetts et al. 1994). During each survey we inspected every 

sighted kite using both binoculars and spotting scopes. We categorized each observed 

individual as follows: (1) "marked" if the kite carried a band that could be uniquely identified; 

(2) "unmarked" if the sighted kite did not carry an identifiable band; or (3) ''unknown" 

whenever the banding status ofthe kite could not be determined (see Martinet al. in review). 
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Nest monitoring 

Nests were checked with a telescoping mirror pole to determine their status. Water 

depths at certain nests were determined by placing a meter stick vertically into the water 

column until it rested on the sediment. GPS (Global Positioning System) locations ofthe nest, 

nesting substrate and height were also recorded. We also assigned the status of each nest 

failure to one of four categories: 

1-Predation or post scavenging event with no nest collapse: any nest that included 

scattered remains ofyoung or adults kites (e.g., wing; conglomerate of feathers etc.), 

broken egg shells, or no eggs where a full clutch was present before. 

2:-Predation or post scavenging event associated with nest collapse: any nest built on 

robust substrate (e.g. shrubs), whose collapse was likely to have been caused by a land 

predator (e.g., raccoons). This category only included nests with a reasonable access to 

land predator (i.e., water depth< 50 em and/or relatively close to land < 50m) 

3-Nest collapse: any nest failure associated to the falling ofthe nest out of its original 

location. 

t:.~-Unable to determine reason ofnest failure: any nest that contained an incomplete 

egg clutch on subsequent monitoring visits (possibly due to abandonment or adult 

mortality) or any nest that that could not be relocated. 

Afark-resighting 

Snail kites were banded during fledging time (approximately 25 days old) with alpha

numeric bands. During each ofthe surveys we reported the number of unmarked and marked 

kites. Individually marked birds were identified using a spotting scope. 
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Radiotelemetry 

In March 2003 we initiated a radio telemetry study, with a sampling design similar to 

the 1992··1995 study (Bennetts and Kitchens, 1997). Birds were located by aircraft and airboat 

monthly. This protocol was designed to estimate movement among wetlands (Martin et al. 

2006); and survival (see also "Data analysis"). 

Data reported and statistical analysis 

Nest Success 

We calculated nest success for the period of record using the following estimator: 

NS =x!n 

-Where NS is the maximum likelihood estimate of the probability of nest survival (or nest 

success):, x is the number of nests which produced at least one fledgling, and n is the number 

of nests initially observed with at least one egg (Williams et al. 2002). 

Survival 

The Cormack-Jolly-Seber model (CJS, Cormack 1964, Jolly 1965), implemented in 

program MARK (White and Burnham 1999), was used to estimate survival probability 

(denoted! ~).The Aikaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to select the best model 

describing survival (Bumham and Anderson 1998). The protocol and previous survival 

estimates (up to 1999) have been published elsewhere (Bennetts and Kitchens 1997a, 

Bennetts et al. 2002). CJS models were also used to estimate detection probability (i.e., the 

probability of detecting a snail kite given that it is present in the study area during the period 

of sampling). We also reported this calculated detection probability (denoted p). 
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Total population size 

We used the superpopulation approach described in detail by Dreitz et al. (2002) to 

estimate jpopulation size of snail kites between 1997 and 2005. 

Number ofyoung produced 

Starting in 2004, we recorded the number of banded and unhanded young- snail kites. 

Using the superpopulation approach, we were then able to estimate the number ofyoung 

produced! (Martinet al. in review). However, because of the small sample size of young 

marked, we could not estimate detection probabilities that were specific to young kites. 

Instead we used detection probability estimated for adults. 

Bird movement 

Using a multistate modeling framework, we conducted a movement analysis at two 

temporal scales (month and year) and two spatial scales (wetlands and regions) (see Martinet 

al. 2006). 

Juvenile survival using radio~telemetry 

Preliminary survival estimates based on radiotelemetry information were obtained 

using the following estimator: 

S=y/u 

Where :§ is the maximum likelihood estimate ofthe probability of surviving, y is the number 

of snail kites alive that were located, and u is the number of individuals that were marked 

initially (Williams et al. 2002). 
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RESULTS 


Reproduction 

Number ofnests counted. 

Ten percent ofthe total number of nests were found in the WCAs. No nests were 

observed in WCA2B, IA, 2A, 3B, Everglades National Park and Big Cypress (Table 1). 

Thirty-eight percent ofthe nests were found in Lake Tohopekaliga in 2005 (Table 1). Thirty

five perc.ent of the total number of nests were found throughout the remainder ofthe range in 

Lake Okeechobee, West Palm Beach Water Catchment Area, Lake Istopoga and St Johns 

River Marsh. 

Number ofjuveniles banded. 

Out of 117 nests that were monitored in 2005, 39 young were fledged (but only 30 

kites we:re banded). Nineteen kites were banded during the typical study period (March 1 to 

June 30). An additional II kites were fledged between August 22 and October 17. 

The total number ofyoung fledged throughout the entire state dropped substantially 

after 1998, but was particularly low in 2005 (Figure 5). Prior to 1998, the number ofyoung 

fledged annually for the entire state varied between 117 and 306. From 1999 to 2003, the 

mmual number varied between 26 and 97. Proportionally, the large majority ofbirds fledged 

over time have been generated from the Water Conservation Areas, principally WCA3A, 

however in 2005 no young were fledged out ofWCA3A. This trend of lowered reproduction 

raises concerns regarding the population sustainability. Using the superpopulation approach 

we estimated that 55 young were produced in 2005 (Martinet al. in review). 
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Nest success 

In 2005, the estimate of nest success for the entire population was 0.17 ( SE(Ns) = 

0.04). Average nest success statewide between 1992 and 2005 was 0.31 (SE(S) = 0.04). 

Estimates of nest success between 1992 and 2005 are presented in Fig. 2. Nest success in 

2005 was lower than during any other years between the interval 1992 and 2005. Using direct 

and indirect evidence, we note that 36% of the nests in Lake Tohopekaliga (particularly those 

iniated early in the nesting season) showed signs of predation or post-scavenging events 

Table 1 summarizes the number ofnests that were predated (or alternatively, that were 

scavenged after nest failure) for the entire study area. 
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Table 1. Snail kite nests by study area in 2005 and their production/fate 

Active Successful Young Intact Non- Collapsed Other 

Study Area Nestsa Nestsb Fledgedc Depredated Intact Nestl Failed 

Nests d Nests e Nestsg 

West Palm Beach (WPB) 14 1 1 9 1 1 3 

Lake Kissimmee (KISS) 9 1 2 4 1 2 1 

Lake E. Toho. (ETOHO) 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Lake Okeechobee 23 3 3 14 0 1 5 

St Johns Marsh 9 2 3 4 1 0 

Lake Tohopekaliga 47 12 21 20 5 5 5 

Lake Istopoga 4 4 9 0 0 0 0 

WCA2B 0 

WCA2A 0 

WCA3A 12 0 0 10 0 0 2 

WCA 1 A (Loxahatchee) 0 

Big Cypress Nat. Pres. 0 

Everglades Nat;ional Park 0 

WCA3B 0 

a: number ofnests found containing at least one egg or young 

b: number ofnests fledging at least one young 

c: number ofyoung successfully fledged 

d: potential nest depredations as evidenced by missing eggs/broken egg shells and/or snail kite 

feathers/parts (predation cannot be separated from post scavenging events) 

e: potential nest depredations as evidenced by collapsed/overturned nests that were sturdy and unlikely to 

have coHapsed without predator disturbance (predation cannot be separated from post scavenging events) 

f: collapsed nests due to substrate failure/inclement weather 

g. other failled nests (unable to determine cause; however, possibilities include abandonment, adult 

mortali~y, etc.) 
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Survivml 

During non~drought years adult survival has remained constant over time (Fig. 3a). 

However, survival dropped substantially between 2000 and 2001, and to its minimum value 

between 2001 and 2002, in response to the regional drought of2000-2001. This drop 

represented a decrease of 16% in adult survival (see Mmtin et al. 2006). Juvenile survival has 

varied widely over time, but also reached a record low between2000 and 2001 (Fig. 3, from 

Martinet al. 2006). Juvenile survival decreased by 86% in 2000 through 2002, when 

compared to its average over the non-drought years (1992- 1999 and 2003 - 2004). 

Population Size 

The snail kite population in Florida progressively and dramatically decreased between 

1999 andl 2002 (Figure 4) from approximately 3400 to 1700 birds. Population size estimates 

of abundance between 2002 and 2003 suggest a possible stabilization at approximatley1500

1600 birds. Although the population size estimates (approximately 1700) for 2004 and 2005 

are slightly higher than both 2002 and 2003, the confidence intervals of these estimates are 

overlapping indicating that the population has not shown clear signs of recovery. Appendix 2 

summarizes capture data used in the estimation procedure. 

Radio telemetry 

Out of 68 young kites equipped with radios in 2004, only 5 survived until the period 

January- March 2005. This corresponds to a survival rate of 0.073. This estimate is less than 

the survival estimate of§ = 0.55 for juveniles radiotracked in 2003. In fact, values this low 
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have only been recorded previously during the recent drought event of2000-2001. These 

estimates do not consider detection probabilities, therefore theoretically they could 

underestimate true survival. However, given the high detection probability obtained with our 

radiotracking protocol we believe detection probabilities to be approaching 1.0 for both of 

these estimates (Martin et al. 2006). 
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DISCUSSION 

Our recent demographic studies point toward alanning trends in the s11ail kite 

population in Florida. First, we have found that kite numbers have drastically declined since 

1999 (Fig. 4). Concurrent with the population decline there is a corresponding decline in 

nesting attempts, nest success and the number of young fledged (Fig. 5). A number of factors 

have likely contributed to these observed declines. Lake Okeechobee, which from 1985 to 

1995 was a productive breeding site, has become only a minor contributing unit (in tenns of 

reproduction) since 1996. In 2000 and 2001 South Florida experienced a major drought that 

affected nearly the entire habitat network ofthe kite (although the Kissimmee Chain ofLakes 

(KCL) appeared to be less affected) (Martinet al. 2006). Survival ofboth adults and juveniles 

was strongly affected by this natural disturbance, especially in the Water Conservation Areas 

and Lake Okeechobee (Martin et al. 2006). The KCL appeared to serve as refugia to this 

drought perhaps because these more northem lacustrine wetlands were less affected by the 

drought than the palustrine wetlands located in the south. As a consequence survival ofkites 

that occupied KCL in 2001 did not decrease substantially (Martinet al. 2006). Following this 

drought there was also an intensive draw down of the Upper Kissimmee Chain ofLakes 

(2004) along with extensive aquatic weed control activities in the littoral zone (managed draw 

down with mechanical scraping and herbiciding) of the littoral reach ofLake Tohopekaliga. 

This drawdown had the equivalent impact of a sub regional drought in terms of lake stages 

and no doubt influenced the production ofkites from the KCL for that year (Figure 5). 

"\Vhile adult survival declined temporarily during the 2000-2001 drought (Fig.3.a), we 

are particularly concerned about an apparent continuing lack ofrecruitment ofjuveniles 

which appears to be currently limiting population growth. A preliminary population viability 
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analysis (PV A, see 2003 annual report), predicts high probability of extinction in the next 50 

years if survival and reproduction as well as drought frequency maintain the same rates as per 

the last 10 years (Martinet al. in preparation). 

Given the perennial contribution of the WCA's to the annual production of kites (Fig. 

5) there is little doubt at this point in time that the persistence ofkites in Florida depends 

principally on the habitat quality within these wetlands. Current water regulation schedules in 

the WCA's have the potential to drastically shorten the window during which kites can breed 

successfully (Mooij et al. in review) (see "Recommendations"). In addition, rapid water level 

recession rates from the elevated stage schedule between February and July can present 

enormous foraging difficulties to both juvenile and even adult kites (Mooij et al. in review). 

During low precipitation regimes the current regulation schedule increases the likelihood of 

localizedl drought, which may reduce kite survival if other habitats are not available in close 

proximity (Mmtin et al2006). In 2004 for instance, we estimated that 430 juveniles were 

produced (the water levels in the WCA's were fairly high during the initial part ofthe 

breeding season, see 2004 annual report). Out of68 birds that we radioed, only 7% were re-

o bserved between January and March 2005 (indicating that the recruitment was minimal). We 

attribute this mass mortality to the prolonged drying of the WCA's (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). In 

addition,, this drying event occurred at the same time as the managed draw down ofthe entire 

Kissimmee Chain of Lakes, which reduced the potential for this area to serve both as a refuge 

and as an alternate source of recruitment. In 2005, only 30 fledglings were observed and 

marked which is a record low since 2001. No fledglings were observed in the WCA's which 

typically is the most productive area. This absence of reproduction is particularly disi11rbing 

given that the WCA's did not dry down in 2005.lt is possible that part ofthe problem is due 
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to the prolonged drying ofthe WCA's that occurred in 2004 (which may have substantially 

affected the apple snail population). However we note that over 80 kites were fledged and 

marked in 2002 (which followed the 2001 drought). Therefore other factors may be involved 

(see recommendations). 

Interestingly, Figure 7 shows that during the period of study (I 992-2005), whenever 

water stages in WCA3A remained above 9 feet at station 3AS3Wl, juvenile survival 

remained high(> 37%; we note that in 1992 water stages fell below 9 feet, however few birds 

were marked in WCA3A during that year, and therefore the high survival in Fig. 3.a did not 

accurately reflect juvenile survival that prevailed in WCA3A in 1992; on the other hand after 

1992 most birds marked statewide were marked in WCA3A). Conversely, whenever water 

stages fell below 9 feet, juvenile survival was substantially reduced(< 36%). Prolonged 

drying events appeared to be particularly harmful to juveniles. Indeed, any drying event 

(water stage below 9 feet at station 3AS3Wl) that lasted more than 3.5 months, caused a 

dramatic decrease in juvenile survival ( <10%), and even severely reduced adult survival. 

Concerning the effect of hurricanes on snail kites, hurricanes certainly have the 

potential to affect nesting and foraging habitat ofkites, by altering the vegetation through 

wind effects but also through the effect of flooding. Hurricanes could also directly affect kite 

survival, but we currently do not have any quantitative measures ofthe direct or indirect 

effect of hurricanes on kites because too few radio-tagged individuals were present in areas 

recently impacted by hurricanes. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

A recent radio telemetry study showed that although kites move extensively among 

contiguous wetlands (i.e. KCL or WCA's) most kites do not move as freely as previously 

thought among wetlands which are isolated by extensive areas of unsuitable habitats (Martin 

et al. 2006). This may actually impede a significant proportion of birds from moving 

success:fiJlly to refuge habitats during drying events. 

"This observation is of particular importance to management ofthe Everglades Ecosystem, 

given the paradigm that the persistence of good natural habitats requires occasional drying 

events" (Bennetts et al., 1998; Kitchens et al., 2002). Restoration projects that involve 

wholesale dry downs of an entire region (e.g., restoration of Lake Tohopekaliga) (Welch, 

2004) may want to consider the option ofconserving water in at least some local patches 

within the region to be affected, to serve as refuge for snail kites. The draw downs oflocal 

patches should occur sequentially, allowing a sufficient recovery period for previously dried 

areas to retum to a productive level. Moreover, the pattern of d1ying and inundation should 

optimally attempt to mimic as closely as possible the hydrology of the Everglades under a 

more natural landscape (Fennema et al., 1994)" (Martin and Kitchens in prep). 

Because WCA3A is currently so critical to kites persistence, we propose a 

management plan for that wetland unit using a modification to the existing regulation 

schedules. Whenever dry conditions (drier than the 10 year average) are predicted (e.g. La 

Nina events etc.) for the period April to July, managers may want to follow "Zone E 

regulation" for the period January to September of the same year (in any case water stages at 

3AS3Wl should not fall below 9 feet for any prolonged period oftime (< 3 weeks)), in order 

to mitigate negative effects of dry conditions on snail availability to kites. Doing so would 
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probably prevent the catastrophic mortality that was observed in 2004 and 2001. By contrast, 

when conditions are "normal" or "wetter" than average "Zone El ISOP regulation" could be 

adopted for that same period oftime. This would possibly allow for better apple snail 

productivity (Darby et al. 2005). In fact, Darby et al. (2005) suggest that for the period 

February to April water depth should remain below 40 em (or equivalently 9.41 feet at station 

3AS3Wl, see Fig. 7) to allow for better snail production, but they warn that any prolonged 

drying event (especially if it occurs at a critical time during the snail's reproductive cycle) 

could be highly detrimental to snails. Therefore, our recommendations are compatible with 

Darby et al. (2005). We note that wet years and dry years could be predicted by examining 

climatological data. El Nino years for instance are good indicators ofwet conditions while La 

Nina years are good indicators of dry conditions in the wetlands used by kites (Martin et al. in 

prep.). Several researchers (e.g., Mooij et al. in review; Kitchens et al2002; Darby et al. 

2005) have raised their concerns about potentially adverse effects offlooding in WCA3A. In 

recent years water levels in WCA3A have been maintained at alarmingly high levels (in part 

due to recent hurricanes) for the period September to January. We suggest that water levels in 

WCA3A should be maintained around Zone E regulation for the period September to January 

(more specifically, water stages at 3AS3Wl should not go above 10.5 feet for any prolonged 

period o:ftime (<3 months)) in order to mitigate negative effects of prolonged hydroperiod 

(or/and greater water depth) on vegetation communities and apple snail production (Kitchens 

et al. in prep and Darby et al. 2005). 

We also would like to reiterate the importance maintaining a monitoring program to 

document snail kite population changes, apple snail densities, habitat shifts and quality 

relative to kite usage. 
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Figure 1. Study area, with the number indicating the area sampled during the surveys. 
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Figure 2. Nest success between 1992 and 2005 (estimates from 1992 and 1997 were taken 
from Dreitz et al2001). Error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 3. (a) Model averaged Estimates of adult (black squares) and juvenile (white dots) 

survival ( ~) between 1992 and 2005; (b) estimates of detection probability ( p). Error bars 

correspond to 95% confidence intervals. Red star correspond to juvenile survival estimated 
using radiotelemetry data. 
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Figure 4. Population size of snail kites estimated using the superpopulation approach (Dreitz 
et al. 2002; Martinet al. in review). 
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Figure 5. Number of young detected and banded: in the BCMC, Water Conservation Areas 
(WCA), Kissimmee Chain ofLakes (KCL), Lake Okeechobee, and all areas combined (total), 
between 1992 and 2005 (Martinet al. in review). 
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Figure 6. Water regulation schedule for WCA3A. 
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Substrate type 
Region "Woody"(%) "Herbaceous"(%) Region 

E 97 3 E 
KCL 30 70 KCL 
SJM 77 23 SJM 

OKEE 83 17 OKEE 
WPB 88 12 WPB 

Appendix 1. Proportion of nest substrate type (categorized either as "woody" or 
"herbaceous") used by the snail kite in the five major wetland complexes occupied by the kite 
in Florida between 1995 and 2004. Data prior to 1995 was not included because only a subset 
of the nest data was available (therefore including data from 1994 to 2005 would have biased 
estimates presented in Appendix 1). Regions E includes the Water Conservation Areas, Big 
Cypress National Preserve, and Everglades National Park; region KCL includes Lake 
Tohopekaliga, Lake East Tohopekaliga and Lake Kissimmee; region Okee corresponds to 
Lake Okeechobee; region SJM corresponds to St Johns Marsh; region WPB corresponds to 
West Palm Beach Water Catchments Area. 
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Total Total Total 
dates banded unhand Unknown Total 
25/02 - 20/03 44 357 62 463 
21/03 - 10/04 45 363 57 465 
10/04 - 27/04 41 283 48 372 
01/05- 14/05 35 237 49 321 
18/05 - 06/08 51 247 22 320 
11/06-27/06 30 175 17 222 

Appendix 2. Number of banded birds identified (total banded id); number of banded birds 
(total band, include birds whose bands have been both identified and not identified); number 
ofunbanded birds (total unhand); number of birds whose bands have not been identified (total 
band unid); number of birds whose legs could not be examined and therefore could not be 
classified as either banded or unhanded (total unknown). This table includes both adults and 
juveniles (from Martin et al. in review) 
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Total Total 
dates banded id unband Total 

01/03-21/03 0 0 0 

24/03 - 11104 0 0 0 

16/04 - 06/05 0 0 0 

06/05 - 28/05 0 4 4 

03/06- 18/06 6 5 11 
20/06 - 30/06 6 8 14 

Appendix 3. Number of banded birds identified (total banded id); number of unhanded birds 
(total unhand); number ofbirds whose bands have not been identified (total band unid); 
number of birds whose legs could not be examined and therefore could not be classified as 
either banded or unhanded (total unknown). This table includes only juveniles (from Martinet 
al. in review). 
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Appendiix 4. Map of gauging stations W7 and W3 (green numbers) described in Figure 7. 
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Mr. Paul Linton, P .E. Chief Consulting Engineer 
South Florida Water Management District 
3301 Gtm Clu1b Road 
West Palm Beach, Florida, 33408 
Office 561-682-2871 
Mobile 561-718-2830 
Facsimile 561--682-0100 
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Memorandum 


TO: Florida State Clearinghouse 

THROUGH: Greg Knecht, Administrator 
Water Quality Standards & Special Projects Program 

FROM: Inger Hansen and John Outland 

DATE: August 4, 2006 

SUBJECT: Draft Supplemental EIS, Interim Operational Plan for Protection of the Cape 
Sable Seaside Sparrow, Everglades National Park 

SAl#: FL06-2302 

The Department has reviewed the referenced document and offers the following comments: 

Background! 

The Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) provides a final recommended 
plan, Alternative 7R to be implemented as the Interim Operational Plan (lOP) for the Protection 
of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow. A final EIS on the lOP was issued on June 3, 2002, 
Alternative 7R was selected, and the Record of Decision on lOP was signed in July 2002. 
Alternative 7R was implemented. However, a subsequent Order issued by the U.S. District 
County in Miami required the Corps to prepare a Supplemental EIS. 

The EIS includes an analysis of previously authorized features described in the 1992 Modified 
Water Deliveries to Everglades National Park report and the 1994 C-111 reports that, if 
incorporated into Alternative 7R, will provide for increased flood control and water management 
capability. These include adding S-332C and seepage reservoirs along the L-31N Canal. The S
356 structure is also included to capture water from the northern reaches ofthe L-31N Canal and 
return it to Northeast Shark River Slough. A second seepage reservoir associated with S-332B 
and the removal of the southern four miles of L-67 Extension and canal is also proposed for 
incorporation into Alternative 7R. 

Comments 

The following suggestions are offered for consideration in project planning: 

:'f6~•·s~t~,·~~~£~~si·~() ..6.ci;;~:~c;~eifuc()11s1stel1.cie~.··iil~ili~ ~~~ti~11()6;9fi1mp:a~t~~:i§~tli~·;g:y~!l?,iades·. 
rP:te>tepti()g;1fee~. (E.~!\:).<'[He 12X.:~c:p~iyeSumnwry·cP.ag,eiy)'.~fat~sitli(lt'iJ11pa~}~:,tg y~~~tc,ttiol,l· wrd.e!' 0 E p-1 
·the•r~cwJ1m~ncJ.~~;al~ewative•·are• .si~ilar'\~p·.·.~p~~;Rfct§~!J>\\'11~~e·''ll)Iilqf·:~~ectsial1e:to·.••. rai~eci.• 
wat~rJevels 11:1C1Y !}ave occurred in the vicinity .ofth£ islands ih<the sout1J.ef11 portiorr gf WCA 
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'M94ifi.~c1 W<it~ffl2.~!iy~q~s,?toj~c;~H~;r~q"Lf11-~(:l,pfi9~ t() ()p~rati(.)~·· ()f the .• existing $~~55 s#hg@es) 
'ancrthe.s~35(5pilirlfistation.• 

t0!Jop····~()}hptetibnl..8(•detaiiea····ae~igh,,.':Jws;•,IJ~§l~~i ·wi1I···require•··· a•·.. ·camprdieilsive.· Evergia4e~l 
~~estorationi·J:>l(l~··~~gWa~i()ll,;Axrl~I;W~).I'ei"Ini(pursua!lt'to, SediO,I1}73.:J?02; Flqt,idal DEP-S 
~tatute,§.• ··•••'fhe.• ~t9j;~ct.111~Y. r¢~U~~~'£t.·~p~J3§,g~P.e~~s.·,· J>ennit fm,Storm~~te~:I)i~9h~rge.. fro!TII 
·~arge.i~d.iSln.£tll1;%ol1s11-Usti011'i.f\.9t~~iti~~}in{C1~~ordance with. Rule•·•,62""621:3op(4); ~lori~al 
\J:.:c@i.1'1f~FI(lt~;r.~.:~2H~:.,•.•.. f:?th~.r:.4~R~~n!.~~BR,i,t§f§~Y.. P.~,..Ie,qpir~.a ·awing•·l~~··R9H§gp2~~9AJ?R~~.~.1 

\ofthis:J)xojyst;.~(ls:~pJi}fc;~lile:: ,~e::r~s9!11iit~llcl;thatthe T).S:.Af!TIY Corp~·. of§pgin~er~ ~cl!tlJ.e, 
'sol1th florici:~',W~t~J:?J\tfan~geJJi~#ti'Ri~trl9t96ot4il1a,.te•· ¢losely•• with··the)D~pcn-tJ:h,~nt:il1: 9rd¢f::to; 
rfacilitatep~fullt;i'#_~£Iil-te. •, 

If you have any questions regarding these comments, please feel free to contact Inger Hansen at 
(561) 681-6709. 

cc: 	 John Outland ( cc) 

Inger Hansen ( cc) 

Frank Nearhoof(cc) 

Shelley Y aun ( cc) 

Tim Gray ( cc) 
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SOUTH FWRIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 

3301 Gun Club Road, West Palm Beach, Florida 33406 • (561) 686-8800 • FL WATS 1-800-432-2045 • TDD (561) 697-2574 
Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 24680, West Palm Beach, FL 33416-4680 • www.sfwmd.gov 

August 1, :2006 

Ms. Lauren Milligan, Coordinator 
Florida Sta~te Clearinghouse 
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, MS-47 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-3000 

Dear Ms. Milligan: 

Subject: 	 South Florida Water Management District Comments on the Draft 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Interim 
Operational Plan for Protection of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow 
(June 2006) 

Clearinghouse Number No. FL200605152302C 

Below are the South Florida Water Management District's (SFWMD's) comments on the 
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for the Interim 
Operational Plan (lOP) for Protection of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow (CSSS) dated 
June 2006. Please note that the lack of comments on the level of flood protection 
provided by the lOP for Protection of the CSSS in no way reduces the concerns 
expressed previously by the SFWMD. Since this SEIS does not propose operational 
changes the SFWMD is not restating those comments as it is hoped that they will be 
resolved through CSOP. Specifically, the SFWMD Governing Board has given direction 
that for the~ C-111 canal basin the minimum level of flood protection acceptable shall 
equal or exceed ISOP 2001 and that the 8.5 Square Mile Area (SMA) shall be provide 
drainage equal to or superior than the performance identified in the 8.5 SMA 2000 GRR. 

Comments 

1. 	 Description·of the $~356 ()per~tion~,h~ed~,t§ ac:~rowledge that water pumped by 
the S-356. pump, is seepGig~.qoll~ct(3d.1Jyth.~0t..~1N canal and seepage collected , WM D-1 
by the L-30 canal discharged·y,iaJ~~ ·~~~3p'strllcturl3,into the L""31 N canal. . The 
seepage .. into the .• L:.3o·.C9nal:·ar@3,s:pr,ill)ai"i.ly)f~q[n \!V.CA+3B• and the··· Pennsuco· 
Wetlands. Seepag~ •.. int6. tfie;p-.3,1.J'l'.y~pal':~ris~s.pre,d()rninately from the ··West· 
(WC.A-38 and Nqrthe,a§t §h~rk $1Q:u9htc:tllc.l.~econc.ICirHyJrom the. East. 

2. 	 Description .. ofthe•mo(Jellngshou.fd;ni~ke ifql~ci[}heAET7R run assumes· thatille 
WMD-2land· swar:>··.·.or .. approxifl1at~ly,•1, 1.()oo; ~c(~s; .9e,tvveen ,SFJVMD and.• Everglades 

National.···.·.·.Park.(ENP}··•.occurred',C.ahpz! ttiat ra cpr1tinu ous:~ .. detention.· .area vyas 
constructed f[()mS""33213 Nbrthtcitb~f=rog.p()Ji~. Jhe IC3nd swap increases the. 

GOVERNING BOARD 	 EXECUTIVE OFFICE 

Kevin McCarty, Chair Alice}. Carlson Lennart E. Lindahl, P.E. Carol Ann Wehle, Exemtiue Director 
Irela M. Bague, Vice-Chair Michael Collins Harkley R Thornton 
Miya Burt-Stewart Nicolas J. Gutierrez, Jr., Esq. Malcolm S. Wade, Jr. 

http:swar:>��.�.or
mailto:L:.3o�.C9nal:�ar@3,s:pr,ill)ai"i.ly)f~q[n
http:www.sfwmd.gov
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dete~ntion area .tronltheapproxirnately?OO.acres provided by S;.332B North, s"' 
'3321E4vvest,.·and $i~3,gqtqccippr()ximately),zooacres. · · · ··· 

3. 	 Jhe text (section.~4-4.T.,p~ge,i.5$) ~e$dribing the SUrf(ibe water' di9chcir9~ 
·(oVC:J!rfl9ws) shoqld f'lal<e it ?le~rJhatthe·•c6nstruction •.required. to tacilitaterthis · WM D-3 
·requirem.e~t has<g?tJ:>§en com~lete.ci.• Eyen·.though the·.partiid, connector. is,ll()t 
·Compl~te{and···thE).I/V~s~emileveerh~s notbeen.raised; theSf\/IJMD•.hC18/td'the' 
··extent·te~t:)ible,.el.irl1Jn~ted •. sllr1acewaJerctischarges. into ·ENP.via 8.;3328 'J'l~st.' 
Jhe faCtors limitipg,;the SF\Nr.JlD ability. to., effectively 'eliminate·. surface{ water 
discharge from $~33gi3;Westintc> E,NP ?re listed below: · ··· · ··· · · ·· 

., 	 The additional capacity provided by S-3328 North has been limited due to 
the private ownership of adjacent land. Currently pumping operations are 
generally limited to about half of the available capacity (125 cfs of the 250 
cfs capacity). 

•· 	 The small elevation difference between the overflow crest height of 
approximately 2.4 feet above ground surface and the normal maximum 
depth of 2 feet. 

• 	 Initially, the lack of tail water (detention area) telemetry and subsequent 
problem with telemetry thereafter. 

• 	 Until this year land ownership prevented the use of the North Partial 
Connector and South Partial Connector which together provide an 
additional 160 acres of detention area and reduces the North South gap 
between S-3328 West and S-332C from two miles to a little over a half a 
mile. 

• 	 The unconstructed central section of the partial connect would primarily 
close the approximately halt mile long remaining gap and secondarily 
provide an additional 70 acres of detention area. The central section of 
the partial connector is scheduled to be constructed by the U. S. Corps of 
Engineers (USAGE) by June 2007. 

• 	 Construction of the continuous final detention area covering approximately 
1 , 700 acres including the land received from ENP in the land swap would 
more than double the detention area. The continuous detention area from 
S-3328 North to the Frog Pond will be constructed by the USAGE by June 
2007 now that the land swap between ENP and the SFWMD has been 
completed. 

http:com~lete.ci
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From Table ES-1 (S-3328, S-3328 West Seepage Reservoir) 

There will be no overflow into the Park when the project (i.e., the S
3328 north seepage reservoir and the partial S-332B/S-332C 
connector) is complete and when it is practical to do the 
construction necessary to raise the western levee. There may be 
overflow during emergency events until the project is complete and 
the western levee is raised. 

4. 	 T:heJext. d~scribing th~ overtl()w should provide. a more cpfuptet~ qescriptiqo·()f 
f1qv{tQe C1St~C11.oyel"flo\IV Y91urn~~:'IJe~e·.caiculated.. Jhe.cljrren~)1Ytrl~~r?·iflr§ ..• WMD-4 
gveJriWPtePJ~¢ ..9ivgrrthe un?e,~atntles,.lnthe seepagerajes.andtJ:l.extC1~iJ1g g,urye•: 
tfof'.1:he;J,700!Ior'lg fl~t.t)rol;lc:fGre§~ed •• vveir,.·· PrecisiOn.onJti~ 0rd,erG4Q';~q(e~f~et 
hitflerthaQtl'l.e 36.46acre;feet used are. more.justifiable.• l··r~po~m~nd a~si.JrniJig. 
•a;•cc,nseryativ§ly.1.6'N·~eep~gelq~sqf•~bout 125 cts.duringfh~sE:rciveitlow:p~ri()ds: 
r~t~eF' ~hC:Hi·)r}ling .• •.t(} calqlllat~·· a~ di~qharge. rate···frorn:•th~ .;weiri:·.·· ii~~·(125: Cf? 
(seeiPager~te •i~r :c6~serv~~ive;and•• st~pported. by··considerab.leOP~ratio.l)~l it:J?tcr' 
'sf1o1~i119.,th~t{tg§ pfs 9t••s~.epageoscllrs at. stages.·belowth~.•qv~rfiQ\ftj..ll:)yf}I.H.Cfhe·· 
~V~I·age!pup;(Pir19.• rat~ duripg.·th§.. overtlow·p~riod.·•s.hpu(d•be·~stiffi~t~p:'(~.:g~l,?Qp·. 
cf$)·1beot~~t~§SUIJled ~eepc:t99.rc:ttE(.of .125;cts·wouh:l be•.§(Jbtra~teq)tg•.pai~I.Jiqte·• 
•.tlle\~\l~t~9eiO\/~gl()w·•rate .•\ It tl"le•.nollrly···dettcr is availetble tl1e,·Cis?~rJ1ed.'§~.epagg; 
:·r~'e:;of:i12~:cfs ..·C()ll19.be subtrC1ct(3d.cm·•an.hourly basis .•• Jhe.12S.cfs,nun,p~r·~?lll?·· 

tl!lt~l~ll~i~ritfl~~tl~~~~~;~l~ttti~i&ii~;
·r-.JGVDilfO:rJ afpurilRihg iat€rot:12:5" cfir res.ults: in aseepc;ig~· rel8;tiqn$11ip·:Qt!1.125.Ecf~ •• 

r~~~~~~~r~:~~~~~~{1~~~~xl[~~Y~J,~~~(aro:~~ci}i*jr~~gc~~~r:tl9w!6.~Ht:Jfi.~:·§~'~ri~9~··•· 
5. ·~f~r~i~~-~~~~~~~1~~gv$r~~~sea ..•·•$~35s·.··wet. •seasqn•··••te~t?·flf!§•.. ~~~-5~•·~~J?~?!~•~·•··· wM 0 _ 5 

6. 

• 	 S-3320 August 1999 (575 cfs) with a detention area of 2,089 acres 
• 	 S-3328 West April 2002 (575 cfs) with a detention area of 160 acres 
• 	 S-332C August 2002 (574 cfs) with a detention area of 240 acres 
• 	 S-3328 North (250 cfs) and S-3328 West (325 cfs) April 30, 2003 

providing a 240 and 160 acre of detention area respectively and total 
detention area of 400 acres 

http:C()ll19.be
http:eepc:t99.rc:ttE(.of
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7. 	 The.,d~scriptiOn ()f ,n"Jarsry opgr,ati9n needs_ to, _clarify that marsh·.. ()Pemtions 
.deveJopt;cj·:;n :tfr~ ;;Com.bigeq i ~tru¢tllral a11d Operation Plan> (CSOP)·. tor·the WM D-7 
.•Moc~ifi(3d'A,l~~et,[)eJiy$rit?$~~tp;,gvJ~rgl~qes ... Nati()oai.•f'ark··(MV\fP'.ENP)_proj~ctand· 
the· ..cr,1 :1.19af:!(.il .~ pr§je~t,j 'Wa$i. cjey~l9ped(;lft¢r. ·. imptementati9D-'qf. •·•t~~··~··' nte;rirn··· 
·Opeira,tiqpa,l;·. gl~p 'f(jr'R.~e>t~qfiQtif()ftbe• Qa,pe.•.·sabl¢ ··Seaside· Sp(i:rrovv•(JQ)p·· for, 
•.Prqit?Ctig[Jo6th? G~§S):.: 

s. 	 .·.r·t18i$E·,·$·•shoLJid'~i~9u'~stb?t·•d,.~riR~··the,aeveJapment•ot•·the••'RPJ9fProiectiOf1•ot· 
'the 'G$$Sth~t prq'li$ioll~lw~t~t;quality (jata which wa.sla~er•t9und to 6erlo'ri' WM D-8 
r~pre~~llta(iv$S)W~si.;tH~,;.l;>rlm~rY jl1$titi9atte>n. Jor•••tne·/·d~sigo .o(~·toer. ,JQP ·itoi.• 
·Prqit~Q~i9D_<?ft6~~Q§§§f1~·~~~P~9~a.rea•vvithout·direct•sur:face(wf1t~tqy~r-fl9\f'J~;.• 

9. 	 1The••·l{;:)J?::I~h9ulct.c,le.arly'sf~t'er' tnatjthe Jocompl~te•_•c()nditi06~·ot•·thr;~&f&6fi§l)_: 
·sys1~fl1~is.(juetoth~.·dt;jl~y~i.h th~· land ~wap between·Evergl(id~s·NatiorJalR~(K' WM D-9 
fin(1th~r§f'J'/f\J10p;i.J"h'~·iQQOIJ'P,I$tei(:letr:Htion•••are,tcju~.tothisdela~"~eyf3~~~y.Jifuit~:: 
the•·a.bilifY,oJIPf?;f(jr Ptqtep~iqr]'pf·the 9$~$. tdprecisely··an(t ey~nfy:'affeqtwi:itE}r.
•le\re!l 	 aiOri \!thefieasterrl'.tbot.inda·.:··:>of.•.••.·ENP.• ·We•·· ex· ected •••·tnaP·ohce'the
.cdh:str6&1;&~;'.;$:tc9mpl~t~'ib~t;iJhe:·~t~htionsystem·w;,,. ~ovid~6enetici~I'!Wat~F'~ 
leve!ls'toENi?•s<'ea$ter'nrb'ouhda· ···.' ft'lela'n·•··d·•swa···•·h·a···s·•·b·e·e··ne'·x'e··c·u··fe<a·• 'a···n.''d'',fhei , ••. ' ..: ., .. ,, ••.•.•••.••..•.. ,,c:•.·: ,.., .......................,. ,.,,,. '"">-~······:·:·: ...." : .... , .., . P,. , ........ · ...... ,, ... , ....................... ,.... ··:. ......, 
·.cqn:s.trl1.91'9?':Qf,Jh€)·spmtif:1.4b~§ q~t~ntion c:trea i!:) scheduled··forcompletie>r1 t;>~tore·• 
·.th§ ;goQ~bWE:lti'$e8,s()i): •.• 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DSEIS lOP. Again, we request that 
these comments be included in the Corps' formal administrative record. 

SinC;q~ 

Paul Ferguson Linton 
Chief Consulting· Engineer 
Watershed Management Department 
South Florida Water Management District 

PUbg 

c: Dr. Jon Moulding, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

http:cqn:s.trl1.91'9?':Qf,Jh�)�spmtif:1.4b
http:1.19af:!(.il
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be: 	 Luna Phillips 
Paul Linton 



Florida Department of Transportation 

DENVER J, STUTLER, JR. 1000 Northwest 111 th AvenueJEB BUSH SECRETARY • 

GOVERNOR Miami, Florida 33172-5800 '" 

August 16, 2006 

Ms. Barbara Cintron 

Department of the Army 

Jacksonville District Corps of Engineers 

P .0. Box 4970 

Jacksonville, Fl 32232-0019 


Re: I C.P.R.# FL 2006 05152302C; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Draft Envirot.V.nental 
Impact Statement, Interim Operational Plan (IOP) for Protection of the Cape Sable 
Seaside Sparrow June 2006. 

Dear Ms. Cintron: 

We are in receipt of the above referenced Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), 
IOP for Protection ofthe Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow, June 2006. 

The Modified Water Deliveries Project (MODWATERS) is an integral part oflOP and 
will require that the portion ofTamiami Trail (US 41) between Krome Avenue and Levee 
67 A/Extended to be reconstructed. The DEIS notes that under the preferred alternative 
7R, wat~:r elevation constraints for the L-29 Canal will be 9.0 feet. 
\~~ctl,)~~f?J:?R~}~~,B~~~loli~.!Y:s1:~~ed,a\v4terelev~~ion·C>(1.5··.feet)if11~:~f2,;?i$b~.~l\~fu-~fy'• 

FDOT-1tlJX?yjp~s'aa~9~(},tepiQtectionfQr"~OIT1e .Ofthe existiJ1g,secti.O~ of;th~aa,jace~t''D~Wifll).fl 
~Tr,~iug~~41."1;b~refoie,•"VIf~te!i: elev(ltions•in.the.L-29Cat1ai·sh.~#ld;nM1_17 1<¥lq~~~tq:'.1(e~~e.~~:~;:~~:f~~~l1htii (lft~fJ11~};lfue1ltly·planned·recons.tni.ction·.ef/Eafuf~i}(I'r£li(is\ 

(:e2ffii>I~t~. 


Should you have any questions in this regard, please contact me at (305) 470-5201. 

Sincere!~~ 
Alice~avo. P.E. 

District Planning and Environmental Management Engineer 


Cc: Bob Crim, FDOT 

Barbara Culhane, FDOT 

Mrudorie Bixby, FDOT 

Janet Seitlin, FDOT 

Lauren Milligan, FDEP State Clearinghouse 


Wvvvv.dot.state.f!.us ® RECYCLED PI'F~R 

http:Wvvvv.dot.state.f!.us
http:of;th~aa,jace~t''D~Wifll).fl


Florida Department ofAgriculture & Consumer Services 
CHARLES H. BRONSON, Commissioner 

Please Respond to: 
Office of Agricultural Water Policy 

P.O. 24680 
3301 Gun Club Road 

West Palm Beach, FL 33416 

RECEIVED 
August 3, 2006 

AUG 0 7 Z006 
Ms. Lauren MilHgan, Coordinator 
Florida State Clearinghouse OIP I OLGA 
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, MS-47 SAl# FL200605152302C 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 

Dear Ms. Milligen: 

The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (FDACS) appreciates the 
opportunity to provide comments on the Corps' June 2006 Draft Supplemental EIS for the Interim 
Operational Plant (lOP) for Protection of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow. 

FDACS has previously submitted comments through the Florida State Clearinghouse on the 
February 2001 Draft lOP ElS, the October 2001 Supplemental lOP EIS and the May 2002 Final 
EIS that have not been adequately addressed in this document. As stated in previous letters, the 
Department remains concerned about the type of flood protection analyses that has been done in 
for this project. 

iThelvla§.~9~~X§~i§"~if.~!~s}li~f;,}f~l~()~1!1-gifJ:hJ«~f~"tg}~s14entiai •. an4·agricl1liu~all~l1d~,~b()v~) 
:.currentlevels',.w<Jl.ll<lriot1ikely~occ(ii' withthere.cornmended.altemative':·(p-vi)..Thepre~stotm~ FDA-1 

:~~~filfifilllili!lfllfll{~~it~~~~~\ii~J'
'r()()t!:r.~n<i2Cl.~§~;~i,i§~'.l§~,~lJ.W()roeatl1.gf:th~ .• trees;/I'l1e:tropica}fruit'tree crgps~~.·•p'!Jt•·•ill.d~()pciJ:'dy 
'by tiieioi' 6P'~t~ti9.~~·; 

The additional f1lood storage capacity and structures that have been added could address the 
concerns with changes to the L-31N canal level operations. In order to reduce flooding impacts, 
and meet the ecological objectives, we support the implementation of Alternative 1. We are 
strongly opposed to the adoption ofAlternative 7R. 

Page 1 



If you have any questions or I can assist in any way, please feel free to call me at 561- 682-2845. 
We would be happy to participate in any future collaborative efforts to develop operational plans in 
this region. 

Sincerely, 

CHARLES H. BRONSON 
COMMISSIONER of AGRICULTURE 

r/~IM~ 
Linda J. McCarthy 
Water Policy Liaison 

cc: 	Chuck AlleJr, FDACS 
Tom Mac Vicar 

Page2 



rrLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE 

i:ENNETH D. HADDAD, Executive Director 
'ICTOR J. HELLER, Assistant Executive Director 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 


RODNEY BARRETO SANDRA T. KAUPE H.A. "HERKY'' HUFFMAN DAVID K MEEHAN 
Miami Palm Beach Enterprise St. Petersburg 

KATHY BARCO RICHARD A CORBETT BRIAN S. YABLONSKI 
Jacksonville Tampa Tallahassee 

MARY ANN POOLE, DIRECTOR 
OFFICE OF POLICY AND STAKEHOLDER COORDINATION 

(850)488·6661 TDD (850)488·9542 
FAX (850)922·5679 

July 27, 2006 

RECEIVED 
Ms. Lauren Milligan JUL 2 8 2005 
Florida State Clearinghouse 
Department ofEnvironmental Protection OIP /OLGA
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, MS-47 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 

Re: 	 SAI #FL200605152302C, Miami
Dade County, Draft Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement on 
the Interim Operational Plan for the 
Protection ofthe Cape Sable Seaside 
Sparrow 

Dear Ms. Milligan: 

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) has reviewed the referenced 
document and provide the following comments in accordance with the Coastal Zone 
Management Act/Florida Coastal Management Program, National Environmental Policy Act, and 
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has issued the draft Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement (DSEIS) on the Interim Operational Plan (lOP) for the Protection of the Cape Sable 
Seaside Sparrow in response to an order by the U.S. District Court for the Southeastern District 
of Florida, Miami Division, to include hydrologic modeling results that were not available at the 
time that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for lOP was originally produced in 2002. 
The 2002 EIS was developed to document the potential impacts of operating the Central and 
Southern Florida Project in such a way as to avoid jeopardizing the Cape Sable seaside sparrow, 
which is both federally and state listed as endangered. Those operations, which were 
documented as Alternative 7R, have been in place since the summer of 2002, and we understand 
that they are expected to continue until the implementation of the Combined Structural and 
Operational Plan (CSOP) next year. 

620 South Meridian Street • Tallahassee • FL • 32399·1600 
Visit MyFWC.com 
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The FWC continues to support lOP as an interim operation, recognizing that structural and legal 
limitations currently do not allow for a longer-term solution that moves more towards restoration 
of the south Florida ecosystem. At this point we have the following recommendations and 
questions that we would like to see addressed in the final SEIS. 

1.'.. 	 Yf~·~lpte.!ha.t.t11e$}):ElS.includes.uJ?dated·ii1fo.tpl~ti()i1,()11'?{atefql!*litY.?J:I<ttJppd.col1trol 
}Jerf~·l1-fl~P.ce<}ftQJ?1nthe2662 2oo6}:leriocf(ppL55.tfu-a.~g~$§Jt,··tEw9~I~s.e~m' FFWCC-1 
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:J3~o.I9!ils~I b}Jil1fo~·t0••m.onitorvegei~tive'.§hif1s'iHsiia1ligi~. liai>'ii~t\.: 

2. 	 .rh~JJ$gl$ill.eiii19!1stl1e•aniid}Jatedstafi9f'¢$9?:a~·zgqz;wltli~9flm}JJ~n~P:~ii~9I9..· 
FFWCC-2·~9W~H8~.8~.~h~.9i>~ratlonal'pla11•linti120fO; ()!;o/:#l.tl1.eJ~I~'fc;)l" §~()!>~ pgx~~~op~ratio.l}s· 

,,{].@11ig that interim? 

We understand that this is also an opportunity to call to the attention ofthe U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service any new biological information that has been 
discovered since lOP was implemented. In this regard, we note a final report by Darby, 
Karunaratne, and Bennets (2005) submitted to the U.S. Geological Survey in which they indicate 
that water temperature appears to play a key role in determining when apple snails, the primary 
food item of the snail kite, lay their eggs. They state, "We have concerns that relatively high 
water levels and associated cooler temperahires delays [sic Jpeak production in egg clusters. 
This would be problematic in that shifts in peak production into the rainy season may result in an 
increased frequency of eggs being flooded." They also note that work by others has showed that 
submerged eggs do not hatch, thereby negatively affecting recruitment and abundance of snail. 
At the time that lOP was originally reviewed, much of the concern about effects on the snail kite 
in Water Conservation Area 3A revolved around potential changes in vegetation structure in snail 
kite habitat due to deeper water levels; however, it appears that deeper water levels also can 
affect the availability and abundance of their primary prey item, as well. 

Based on the information that we have at this time, we do not find this project inconsistent with 
Chapters 370 or 372, Florida Statutes, as included under the Florida Coastal Management 
Program. If you or your staff would like to coordinate further on the recommendations contained 
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in this report, please feel free to contact me at 850-488-6661 or e-mail me at 
maryann.poole@MyFWC.com, and I will be glad to help make the necessary arrangements. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Poole, Director 

Office ofPolicy and Stakeholder Coord. 


map 
ENV 1-3-2 
Seaside Sparrow _316 

CC: 	 Stu Appelbaum, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville 
Jon Moulding, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville 
Paul Souza, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Vero Beach 
Dan Nehler, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Vero Beach 
Chuck Collins, FWC, West Palm Beach 
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associated habitat structure on spatial and temporal patterns of apple snail abundance and 
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313.259.7110 


Fax 313.259.7926 


August 14, 2006 

Ms. Barbara Cintron 
U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers 
Jacksonville District 
P.O. Box 4970 
Jacksonville, FL 32232-0019 

Re: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement: 
Interim Operational Plan (lOP) for Protection of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow 
("Supplemental EIS") 

Dear Ms. Cintron: 

Radio One, Inc. is in receipt of the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement: Interim Operational Plan ("lOP") for Protection of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow 
dated June 2006. It is our understanding that the Corps will be evaluating Alternative 7R with 
hydrologic modeling. Radio One owns an approximately 80 acre parcel within the Northeast 
Shark River Slough ("NESRS") area upon which it operates 8 radio towers and one transmitter 
building. The towers broadcast to the Miami area on 1080 kHz (WVCG) pursuant to a FCC 
license and serve diverse segments of the community with programming that is not otherwise 
available in the area. 1 

I have attached for your convenience Radio One's prior comments that it 
submitted on June 16, 2006 and April 9, 2001. Radio One appreciates the opportunity to 
comment, and trusts that its comments and concerns will be considered and accommodated in the 
Supplemental EIS and the final lOP, with appropriate mitigating actions being included within 
the scope and costs of the lOP. 

Radio One requests that it be kept on the mailing list for any further materials that 
are generated for the lOP and associated EIS. Finally, please keep us advised as to any public 
meetings scheduled for this project. 

The property previously was owned by AMFM Operating, Inc. 
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Please send all such mailings to my attention at the above address. You also 
should feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this correspondence. 

~Todd C. Fracassi 

TCF:erw 

cc: 	 John Moulding (via telecopier) 
John Mathews (Radio One) 
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June 16, 2006 

Ms. Barbara Cintron 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Jacksonville District 
P.O. Box 4970 
Jacksonville, FL 32232-0019 

Re: Supplement to the 2002 Final Environmental Impact Statement: 
ln~erim Operational Plan ClOP) for Protection of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow 
("Supplemental EIS") 

Dear Ms. Cintron: 

Radio One, Inc. is in receipt of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps") letter 
dated May 10, 2006, regarding the above-referenced matter. It is our understanding that the 
Corps is updating its analysis of Alternative 7R with hydrologic modeling. Radio One continues 
to be concerned with the potential impact to the approximately 80 acre parcel that it owns within 
the Northeast Shark River Slough ("NESRS") area upon which it operates 7 radio towers and 
one transmitter building. The towers broadcast to the Miami area on 1080 kHz (WVCG) 
pursuant to a FCC license and serve diverse segments of the community with programming that 
is not otherwise available in the area. 1 

I have attached for your convenience Radio One's prior comments that it 
submitted on April 9, 200 I. Radio One appreciates the opportunity to comment, and trusts that 
its comments and concerns will be considered and accommodated in the Supplemental EIS and 
the final IOP, \\ith appropriate mitigating actions being included within the scope and costs of 
the lOP. 

Radio One requests that it be kept on the mailing list tbr any further materials that 
are generated for the lOP and associated ElS. Finally, please keep us advised as to any public 
meetings scheduled for this project. 

Dcrrui.: t'i1t:.burgh 

B~rwyn tbrrisburg 

mailto:wilczakt@pepperlaw.com
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Please send all such mailings to my attention at the above address. You also 
should feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this correspondence. 

Thomas P. Wilczak 

TPW:lmf 

cc: 	 John Moulding (via telecopier) 
John Mathews (Radio One) 
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April9, 2001 

VIA EMAIL AND FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Elmar Kurzbach 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Jacksonville District 
P.O. Box 4970 
Jacksonville, FL 32232-0019 

Re: 	 Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Interim Operational Plan (lOP) 
for Protection of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow ("Draft EIS ") 

Dear Mr. Kurzbach: 

This letter contains the public comments of Radio One, Inc. to the above
referenced Draft EIS. Pursuant to a telephone conversation on April 4, 200 I with my legal 
assistant, Ellen Zapalski, you indicated that comments would be accepted if submitted via email 
by the April 9, 2001 due date as long as a copy was mailed on the same day. 

Radio One understands that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps") 
proposes to implement the lOP that is the subject of the E!S to attempt to provide protection of 
the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow ("CSSS"), while also continuing to provide flood protection 
through the project. 

Radio One, however, is concerned that the EIS failed to adequately consider the 
impacts of the project, particularly of the Phase II operations, on property in the study area, 
particularly properties within the Northeast Shark River Slough ("NESRS"). Radio One owns a 
parcel of approximately 80 acres within that area upon which it operates 7 radio towers and one 
transmitter building. The towers broadcast to the Miami area on 1080kHz (WVCG) pursuant to 
a FCC license and serve diverse segments of the community with programmmg that is not 
otherwise availahle in the area" 1 

Specifically, the Radio One property is located adjacent to and immediately south 
of Tamiami Trail (U.S. Hwy 41) in Section 8, T54S, R38E (N. Latitude: 25° 44' 53": and W. 

Ntw York Pittsburgh 

Berwyn Ch~rry Bill 	 Tyw.n~ Corner 
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Longitude: 80° 32' 47"), approximately four miles west of the L-31 N Canal, and about five 
miles west of Krome Avenue (SR997). The towers and structures, which were constructed in 
!980 are situated on fill pads and access from Tamiami Trail is provided along a filled road bed. 

The pads and road bed were intentionally constructed above the 100 year flood 
level to assure access. As a result, Radio One has not had any problem with flooding or access, 
seasonal or otherwise. Radio One, however, is concerned that the lOP will create problems for 
Radio One's operations that were not considered or addressed in the draft EIS. 

Based upon a review of the anticipated increased water levels in the area of the 
Radio One property, as determined by Corps IOP project modeling (which modeling appears to 
have failed to fully and adequately address all hydrologic parameters and effects in the area). it 
appears that the lOP project likely may result in: 

• 	 A loss of access to Radio One's property via its existing access road, at least 
on a seasonal basis 

• 	 Flooding of the pads upon which its towers and structures are situated, at least 
on a seasonal basis 

• 	 Difficulty in servicing its towers and structures during such resulting high 
water conditions, and possible total loss of such service during those time 
periods 

• 	 Disruption, distortion or elimination of a public service to diverse segments of 
the Miami area community, which service is not otherwise available to such 
communities. 

Additionally, the increased water levels likely may result in erosion damage to the 
road beds and tower pads, which could threaten the tower's structural integrity, and result in 
increased maintenance and upkeep costs, and cause an environmental sedimentation impact upon 
the local ecosystem if the pads and road beds are eroded. Moreover, it may become necessary to 
access the towers via a motor boat, which in tum may result in environmental impacts that were 
not addressed in the EIS The increased water levels also could result in signal disruption or 
distortJOn interfering with Radio One's broadcast capabilities. 

A,s a result of such effects, Radio One likely may incur significant costs to 
miligate the impacts, such as, re-building or raising the grade of the access road and the tower 
pads, amending its FCC license or loss of value of such license, and possibly needing w 
reconfigure the signa! from its tower or, in the worst ca<;.e, relocate its towers altogether 
(assurning a suitable alternative location is even available). Radio One believes that the drat'! 
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EIS is Hawed, and that these socio-economic, economic and environmental impacts and costs 
must be considered in the final EIS for the lOP project. 

If such adverse impacts are not planned for and mitigated with the lOP for the 
project, Radio One's property interest likely may be significantly reduced, or completely taken in 
the worst case, as a result of the government's actions. In such case, Radio One will look to the 
government for appropriate compensation. 

Radio One has been further informed that a related project entailing physical 
modifications to Tamiami Trail in the area of its property is being planned. Radio One is 
concerned about the potential impacts, and associated costs, that might result to its continuing 
access to its property via its access road off of Tamiami Trail. 

Radio One appreciates the opportunity to comment, and trusts that its comments 
and concerns will be considered and accommodated in the final draft EIS and the final lOP, with 
appropriate mitigating actions being included within the scope and costs of the lOP. 

Radio One requests that it be kept on the mailing list for any further materials that 
are generated for the lOP and associated EIS, including the response to these commems, the draft 
final ElS and the anticipated future Combined Structural and Operations Plan (''CSOP), along 
with the draft EIS for the CSOP. Radio One further requests being placed on the mailing list for 
all plans, including the draft EIS, for the Tamiami Trail modification project. Finally, please 
keep us advised as to any public meetings scheduled for these projects. 

Please send all such mailings to my attention at the above address. You also 
should feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this correspondence. 

lmf 
c: John !vfou1ding (via tdecopier) 

Linda Eckard Vilardo, Esq. (Radio One) 
John Mathews (Radio One) 
Brian Considine
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VIA EMAIL AND FEDERAL EXPRESS 

Elmar Kurzbach 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Jacksonville District 
P.O. Box 4970 
Jacksonville. FL 32232-0019 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Interim Operational Plan (lOP) 
for Protection of the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow ("Draft EIS") 

Dear Mr. Kurzbach: 

This letter contai ns the public comments of Radio One, Inc . to the above
referenced Draft EIS. Pursuant to a telephone conversation on April 4, 2001 with my Iegai 
assistant, Ellen Zapalski, you indicated that comments would be accepted if submitted via email 
by the April 9, 2001 due date as long as a copy was mailed on the same day. 

Radio One unde rstands that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps") 
proposes to implement the IOP that is the subject of the EIS to attempt to provide protection of 
the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow ("CSSS"), while also continuing to provide flood protection 
through the project. 

Radio One, however, is concerned that the EIS failed to adequately consider the 
impacts of the project, particularly of the Phase II operations, on property in the study area, 
particularly properties within the Northeast Shark River Slough ("NESRS"). Radio One owns a 
parcel of approximately 80 acres within that area upo n which it operates 7 radio tow ers and one 
transmitter building. The towers broadcast to the Miami area on 1080kHz (WVCG) pursuant to 
a FCC license and serve diverse segments of the community with programming that is not 
otherwise available in the area. ' 

Specifically, the Radio One property is located adjacent to and immediately south 
of Tamiami Trail (U.S. Hwy 41) in Section 8, T54S, R38E (N. Latitude: 25° 44' 53"; and W. 

--- ·-------------------~-~~ 

1 I'l1c property previously was <Ywned by AMHvl Opcral!ng, lnc. 
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Longitude: 80° 32' 47"), approximately four miles west of the L-31N Canal, and about five 
miles west of Krome A venue (SR997). The towers and structures, which were constructed in 
1980 are situated on fill pads and access from Tarniami Trail is provided along a filled road bed. 

The pads and road bed were intentionally constructed above the 100 year flood 
level to assure access. As a result, Radio One has not had any problem with flooding or access, 
seasonal or otherwise. Radio One, however, is concerned that the lOP will create problems for 
Radio One's operations that were not considered or addressed in the draft EIS. 

Based upon a review of the anticipated increased water levels in the area of the 
Radio One property, as determined by Corps lOP project modeling (which modeling appears to 
have failed to fully and adequately address all hydrologic parameters and effects in the area), it 
appears that the lOP project likely may result in: 

• 	 A loss of access to Radio One's property via its existing access road, at least 
on a seasonal basis 

• 	 Flooding of the pads upon which its towers and structures are situated, at least 
on a seasonal basis 

• 	 Difficulty in servicing its towers and structures during such resulting high 
water conditions, and possible total loss of such service during those time 
periods 

• 	 Disruption, distortion or elimination of a public service to diverse segments of 
the Miami area commnnity, which service is not otherwise available to such 
communities. 

Additionally, the increased water levels likely may result in erosion damage to the 
road beds and tower pads, which could threaten the tower's structural integrity, and result in 
increased maintenance and upkeep costs, and cause an environmental sedimentation impact upon 
the local ecosystem if the pads and road beds are eroded. Moreover, it may become necessary to 
access the towers via a motor boat, which in turn may result in environmental impacts that were 
not addressed in the EIS The increased water levels also could result in signal disruption or 
distortion interfering with Radio One's broadcast capabilities. 

As a result of such effects, Radio One likely may mcur significant costs to 
mitigate the impacts, such as, re-building or raising the grade of the access road and the tower 
pads, amending its FCC license or loss of value of such license, and possibly needing to 
reconfigure the signal from its tower or, in the worst case, relocate its towers altogether 
(assmning a suitable alternative location is even available). Radio One believes that the draft 
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EIS is flawed, and that these socio-economic, economic and environmental impacts and costs 
must be considered in the final EIS for the lOP project. 

If such adverse impacts are not planned for and mitigated with the lOP for the 
project, Radio One's property interest likely may be significantly reduced, or completely taken in 
the worst case, as a result of the govemment's actions. In such case, Radio One will look to the 
government for appropriate compensation. 

Radio One has been further informed that a related project entailing physical 
modifications to Tamiami Trail in the area of its property is being planned. Radio One is 
concerned about the potential impacts, and associated costs, that might result to its continuing 
access to its property via its access road off of Tamiami Trail. 

Radio One appreciates the opportunity to comment, and trusts that its comments 
and concerns will be considered and accommodated in the final draft EIS and the final lOP, with 
appropriate mitigating actions being included within the scope and costs of the lOP. 

Radio One requests that it be kept on the maiiing list for any further materials that 
are generated for the lOP and associated EIS, including the response to these comments, the draft 
final EIS and the anticipated future Combined Structural and Operations Plan ("CSOP). along 
with the draft EIS for the CSOP. Radio One further requests being placed on the mailing list for 
all plans, including the draft EIS, for the Tamiami Trail modification project. Finally, please 
keep us advised as to any public meetings scheduled for these projects. 

Please send all such mailings to my attention at the above address. You also 
should feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding this correspondence. 

lmf 
c: John Iv1oulding (via telecopier) 

Linda Eckard Vilardo, Esq. (Radio One) 
John Mathews (Radio One) 
Brian Considine 



 

 

 

List of Comments on the DSEIS 

Comment 
Number 

Organization/ 
Agency 

Comment Response 

EPA -1 US 
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency 

The water quality monitoring should include mercury 
and pesticides that are currently in use in the 
agricultural watershed. It is critical that data of known 
and documented quality be produced. 

Mercury and pesticides are included in all monitoring 
programs the Corps is involved within this project 
area. The SFWMD has an extensive monitoring 
network and has developed special low detection 
methods (“ultratrace”) for pesticides with the 
cooperation of the FDEP. FDEP is in the process of 
getting these methods approved by the EPA. The 
SFWMD monitors the entire basin for pesticides and 
has an expert staff that is familiar with the pesticides 
used in this water management district. Any 
detections of an unexpected substance or atypical 
concentration are traced upstream to determine the 
origin and determine if remedial actions or BMP’s 
need adjustment. The Corps works closely with the 
FDEP and the SFWMD to determine the appropriate 
monitoring regime for mercury and pesticides for any 
project in this area. Currently there is an agreed upon 
protocol (mercury CGM) that is the basis for mercury 
monitoring. All data collected has all the appropriate 
and agreed upon quality controls in place for any 
monitoring regime to ensure the data is of acceptable 
quality 

EPA-2 Are there plans for post-construction WQ monitoring as 
requested by FWS and FFWCC? 

Yes. Water quality monitoring is planned and is a 
normal condition of the FDEP operations permit for 
any operable features. FDEP coordinates any permit 
with the other state agencies, to include the FFWCC, 
to solicit their comments. Any concerns of the FWS 
for WQ will be addressed but ENP is the entity more 
directly involved in discussion related to WQ 
monitoring. ENP is directly involved in any 
monitoring regime for operations that involve 
structures that are adjacent to the ENP. Loxahatchee 
DOI staff is directly involved in the development or 
alteration of any monitoring plan for inflows into WCA 
1. Any features that are presently built and being 
operated are being monitoring in compliance with a 
water quality monitoring plan that has been 
coordinated with and approved by FDEP. In addition 
for ENP and WCA inflows the TOC is involved in 
adjustments or modifications of those monitoring 
regimes. Any operable features that are not presently 
being operated or are not yet built will also have water 
quality monitoring that is coordinated with and 
approved by FDEP. 

EPA-3 How would compliance with National and State Criteria 
and standards be measured without any background 
data or estimated loadings? 

The canal system in this project area adjacent to the 
ENP is an extensively monitored area with a very 
large amount of background data. Any new 
discharges areas into the ENP will be appropriately 
monitored. All monitoring plans are fully coordinated 
and open to comment from the public. Compliance 
with the settlement agreement into the NESRS and 
the Taylor Slough/Coastal Basin is clearly defined and 
the associated monitoring to determine compliance is 
ongoing and is expected to continue. 
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EPA-4 If there are storm water discharges with measurable 
concentrations of Hg, Cd or BOD, are these likely to 
causing or contributing to the exceedance of a WQS? 

Presently, Cd and BOD are not the primary focus for 
WQ concerns in this project area. Storm water 
discharges associated with this project area are not 
expected to cause Hg, Cd or BOD problems. Hg is of 
concern and is monitored extensively. The exact 
mechanism of mecury methlyation is not completely 
understood but sulfur soil amendments may be a 
contributing factor to the methylation rate. Sulfur 
compounds are therefore included in WQ monitoring 
regimes. Changes in upstream land use patterns and 
acid rain are other factors to be considered that are 
outside of the control of the Corps in this project area. 
The SFWMD and the FDEP are involved in evaluating 
and implementing any necessary BMPs to address 
the sulfur amendments and upstream land use 
patterns that could be part of the mercury 
methylyation problem. As new information becomes 
available in the mercury methylyation area, operations 
may have to be adjusted to address this issue but it is 
very likely that any mercury problems are outside of 
the control of anything that can be implemented at the 
operational level of this project. 

EPA-5 If so would a NPDES permit or CWA, Section 401 
Certification be needed? 

The Corps will apply for the 401 certification(s) from 
the FDEP for any new operable features that the 
Corps constructs. If the Corps does not apply for 401 
certification for a particular feature, the SFWMD will. 
Presently the operation of the C111 project features is 
authorized by Emergency Order No. 9, issued by 
FDEP. Either way there will be a FDEP 401 
certification to either the Corps or the SFWMD for all 
operable features associated with this project. Some 
of the features will be turned over to the local sponsor 
and the 401 certification (in the form of the FDEP 
permit) will be transferred to the SFWMD. The 
remainder of the features will remain under the control 
of the Corps and the permit will not be transferred for 
those features. 

EPA-6 We could not find pre-EIS monitoring data for many of 
the Fl WQS…..compliance with all of the Fl narrative 
and numeric water quality standards at F.A.C. 62-
302.500, was not evident in the DEIS. 

The inflows into the EPA , the NESRS and the Taylor 
Slough/Coastal Basins are some of the most 
intensely monitored (water quality) areas in the US. If 
the comment is intended to ensure that a baseline is 
established for the inflows to those areas, that is 
indeed the case. New inflow points in the EPA and 
ENP will be monitored as necessary if additional 
baseline is determined necessary. All appropriate 
resource agencies will be coordinated with if 
additional baseline is determined necessary for these 
areas. The preliminary discussions on these areas 
has taken place with the FDEP, SFWMD and ENP 
and monitoring transects for new inflow points for 
WCA 3B and the ENP NESRS are part of the 
monitoring strawman for CSOP. This monitoring 
regime has not been finalized. 
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EPA-7 We could not find compliance steps for the Stormwater 
discharges associated with construction and operation 
of new equipment, or the removal of four miles of the 
levee at the south end of the L67 Extension and Canal. 
We assume that COE…… 

The Corps received 401 certification from the FDEP 
for the removal of the lower section (4miles) of the 
L67 extension levee. The Corps had turbidity control 
measures (BMPs) and a compliance turbidity 
monitoring program that was coordinated with and 
approved by the FDEP. The BMPs were 
incorporated into the contract specs and had to be 
adjusted during construction to control turbidity. All 
construction activity associated with the removal of 
this levee section was closely coordinated with the 
FDEP during the field work phase. Progress reports 
were provided at least weekly to the FDEP staff during 
the construction phase of this job. All concerns of the 
FDEP were fully addressed during this job. 

EPA-8 With regards to all parameters, but especially total 
phosphorus, it is critical that data of known and 
documented quality be produced. 

Corps only uses labs that successfully meet the 
phosphorus quality standard recommended by the 
University staff performing the statistical analysis for 
the State Phosphorus Round Robin results. 
Whenever possible, splits of key analytes are 
provided to the SFWMD and or FDEP lab. It should 
be noted that if data is produced from a Corps 
monitoring project that is detrimental to the State 
interests, conflicts can arise that are expressed 
through data quality being questioned. Corps staff is 
aware of this potential and make all reasonable efforts 
to reduce the potential for discussion about data 
quality to ensure the discussion focuses on data 
results, by using standard collection methods and 
approved labs. 

DOI-1 US DOI Office of 
the Secretary 

In, general, the Department's interest is to resolve the 
IOP issues quickly and move to implementation of the 
Combined Structural and Operating Plan (CSOP) as 
soon as possible. We have no specific comments on 
the DSEIS at this time, but the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service will provide additional input as part of its 
Section 7 consultation for the project. 

Comment noted. 

MIT-1 Lehtinen, Vargas 
& Reiner 

The Tribe incorporates its comments on the Final 
Supplemental EIS and Draft Supplemental EIS (SEIS) 
dated November 26, 2001, the Draft EIS dated April 9, 
2001, along with the comments attached to those 
filings on the Interim and Structural Operation Plan 
(ISOP), and the public comments made at the January 
11, 2000 public meeting, the May 21, 2002 meeting 
and all other public meetings concerning the IOP, 
including the May 21, 2002 meeting. 

ISOP EA comments/responses were incorporated into 
the IOP with assistance of the IECR process in early 
2001. The ISOP evaluation concluded that an EIS 
would be required. The IOP Final EIS was responsive 
to all previous comments, including comments from 
the Tribe on the Draft and Supplemental Draft IOP 
EIS. 

MIT-2 The Corps should disclose to the public that it was the 
Court's finding of a NEPA violation that resulted in a 
mandate to the Corps to prepare an SEIS. The Court 
found, "It is clear to the Court that the Corps violated 
NEPA by failing to issue an SEIS after adopting 
Alternative 7R." and ordered the Corps to issue an 
SEIS on IOP." 

Language has been added to the introduction to show 
why the Court required supplementation of the FEIS: 
namely, that modeling results of Alt 7R were not 
published in the FEIS, and that in the Court's view the 
description of the "R" components of Alt 7R (pump 
stations and impoundments) was insufficient. 
The Court found a flaw in that a second draft EIS 
introducing Alternative 7R should have been 
coordinated prior to finalizing the IOP EIS. The Corps 
also included additional description and discussion of 
the IOP structural features authorized under the 1992 
MWD GDM and the C-111 GRR. 
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MIT-3 The Tribe contends that the Corps' failure to follow the 
requirements of NEPA, the ESA and other federal law 
for the last eight years has resulted in the dire situation 
that exists today on Tribal Everglades in Water 
Conservation Area 3A ("WCA 3A), which is also the 
critical habitat for the endangered Snail Kite the 
population of which has declined an alarming 50% 
under these unanalyzed water management actions. A 
review of the Draft SEIS at page 68-69 is proof of the 
agency's ongoing failure to conduct the analysis 
required under NEPA and the ESA. The Draft SEIS 
confirms that WCA 3A, which the government 
promised the Tribe would be preserved in its natural 
state in perpetuity, has severely deteriorated under 
IOP operations. 

Pages 68-69 contain new information and analysis on 
snail kite reproduction in the years 2003-2005. These 
years were characterized by heavy rainfall in the late 
wet season and by direct impact of multiple 
hurricanes. A low point in snail kite reproduction in 3-
A was reached prior to IOP implementation; then 
reproduction appeared to rebound until the 2004-2005 
hurricane years. For the record, the Corps has 
followed all determinations and requirements of FWS 
regarding the sparrow, snail kite and other listed 
species subject to this consultation. On June 30, 2006 
the Corps re-initiated consultation, and the FWS 
issued a BO on IOP on November 17, 2006 in which 
the FWS determined that continued operation of IOP 
would not jeopardize the snail kite. 

MIT-4 There is NO hydrograph anywhere in the SEIS that 
shows the impacts that Alternative 7R, using 7R 
modeling, will have on WCA 3A or the high water 
criterion areas in indicator regions 14 and 19 specified 
in the Incidental Take Statement for the Snail Kite as 
compared to Test 7 and ISOP. 

The hydrographs and discussion are included in 
Appendix D in the Final SEIS. The results are 
discussed in the section on hydrology. 

MIT-5 The Corps is well aware that the temporary S-356-like 
pump was NOT constructed in the exact location 
specified by the Mod Waters 1992 GDM. Draft SEIS at 
p. 13. 

Pump station S-356 was installed in approximately the 
location described in the 1992 GDM. The pump 
station was was adjusted to reduce impacts to 
wetlands and avoid a fiber optics cable. 

MIT-6 Moreover, nowhere in the Draft SEIS does it show the 
modeling of Alternative 7R using these structures 
impacts on the Water Conservation Areas or other 
areas. 

The S-356 structure was modeled in Alternative 7R.  
The public website shows a special sensitivity run with 
and without the S-356 structure. There is virtually no 
difference in WCA stages as a result of S-356 
operations which are primarily limited by high stages 
at G-3273 and in L-29. 

MIT-7 Nowhere in the document does it explain which model 
run was used. 

The hydrologic model used in the analyses was 
SFWMM ver3.4 and it is now identified in the 
document text. 

MIT-8 the Corps makes the same unsupported statement 
borrowed from the FEIS that Alternative 7R showed no 
significant increase over existing conditions in WCA 
3A. Draft SEIS at p. 54. Even more incredibly, and in 
direct contradiction to page 69 of the Draft SEIS which 
discusses the downward spiral in WCA 3A, the 
document bizarrely claims that Alternative 7R, "would 
not have adverse effects on vegetation throughout 
WCA 3A." Id. at. p. 61. 

The Corps believes the data support our statement. 
The opinion expresses on page 69 of the draft SEIS 
was provided by Dr. Kitchens.  Dr. Kitchen's study will 
be continued to, among other things, enable 
meteorological effects, such as hurricanes, to be 
sorted out from IOP effects. 

MIT-9 The record gathered over the last four years of IOP 
operations openly contradicts these unfounded 
statements in the Draft SEIS concerning Alternative 7R 
and shows that the Draft SEIS is an arbitrary and 
capricious document that fails to provide the 
Alternative 7R modeling results to the public in a 
manner in which they can review the impacts that the 
sustained high water levels caused by IOP have 
caused to WCA 3A and other areas of the Everglades. 

The modeling results have been posted on the Corps' 
website for public review since they were developed. 
The Alt 7R model runs for indicator regions 14 and 19, 
which are pertinent to WCA 3A are now included in 
the Final SEIS. More important than model runs, 
however, are the actual stage data for the sparrow 
habitat and WCA-3A. They show that operations are 
flexible enough under the WCA 3A operational 
schedule to allow releases into L-29 and around the 
"eastern loop" to offset closure of the s-12 structures, 
except during extraordinary rainfall periods. Such 
periods occurred in 2004 and 2005, as is well 
known. 

MIT-10 There is no proof for the unfounded statement that 
Alternative 7R would not have adverse effects on WCA 
3A or that impacts to tree islands there have been 
minimized. 

The Corps believes that Alt 7R has minimized impacts 
to WCA 3A and tree islands to the best of our ability 
and still meet the RPA requirements. 
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MIT-11 Additionally, the new information on WCA 3A and the 
Snail Kite contradicts the arbitrary and capricious 
finding in the faulty FWS 2002 Amended Biological 
Opinion that the degradation of 88,300 acres and/or 
10.5% of Snail Kite in WCA-3A caused by Alternative 
7R would not result in the destruction or adverse 
modification of its critical habitat 

The Corps disagrees. The heavy rainfall events 
within WCA 3A and south Florida in general during 
IOP years 2004 and 2005 as well as the hurricane 
events of the recent years have been responsible for 
higher water levels in WCA 3A. We cannot address 
comments on the FWS BO. We followed FWS 
requirements requirements for endangered species 
survival monitoring as required under Federal law. 

MIT-12 The Draft SEIS on SOP is faulty because it is based on 
the equally faulty February 1999 and 2002 Biological 
Opinions of the FWS. 

The Corps legally is required to meet requirements in 
the 1999 and 2002 Biological Opinions of FWS. 

MIT-13 The Corps was required to reinitiate consultation with 
FWS under Section 7 of the ESA on the SOP Draft 
SEIS, because it knew that IOP Alternative 7R 
modeling showed more weeks of sustained high water 
in Snail Kite critical habitat. Yet, the Corps failed to 
reinitiate the required consultation until four months 
after the Court's Order and after the Draft SEIS went 
out for public comment. 

On issuance of the Court’s order, the Corps initiated 
informal coordination with the FWS. Initially the 
agencies contemplated informal consultation. When 
the FWS decided that formal consultation was 
appropriate and sent the Corps a list of information 
needs, the Corps began assembling the information 
and submitted it to the FWS by email on June 30 th , 
followed by a formal letter submittal on July 7th . 

MIT-14 Both the Corps and the FWS have violated the ESA by 
failing to use Alternative 7R modeling to predict IOP's 
impacts on the endangered Snail Kite and its critical 
habitat in the Draft SEIS 

Disagree. The Corps and FWS used the best 
available information in the selection process. The Alt 
7R modeling has been available since autumn of 
2002 to FWS. Modeling cannot show adaptive 
management actions to offset unseasonable high 
water, nor would it necessarily indicate effects of 
extraordinarily high wind and rainfall in WCA-3. 

MIT-15 and by failing to reinitiate Section 7 consultation Disagree. The data show that nesting in the WCA 
immediately when the 2003 Snail Kite Report showed has increased between 2001 and 2004, although the 
an alarming 50% decline in the Snail Kite population. isolated heavy rainfall and hurricane events of 2004 

and 2005 may have led to a drop in nesting in 2005. 
Preliminary results indicate that nesting has been 
successful in 2006. 

MIT-16 The Corps should not rely on FWS's selective use of 
science and/or their "reasonable and prudent 
alternatives" (RPAs) that violate the ESA. 

By law the Corps must consult with FWS and abide by 
any RPAs determined by FWS. 

MIT-17 The Corps also continues to refuse to take an 
independent hard look at the Sparrow science and 
refuses to analyze reasonable alternatives suggested 
by Sparrow expers such as captive rearing, predator 
control and other localized actions that would not 
rresult in massive changes to the water management 
system, threaten private and public property and cause 
irreversible destruction to other parts of the 
Everglades, including WCA-3A. 

The Tribe has urged wildlife stewardship agencies to 
investigate these options previously. The Corps is not 
authorized to violate the ESA by ignoring FWS RPAs. 
We note that captive breeding was unable to save the 
dusky seaside sparrow, a close relative of the CSSS, 
and that most experts did not agree with Dr. Post's 
comments. 

MIT-18 The data in the Draft SEIS shows that the both ISOP 
and IOP have not helped sub-population A of the 
sparrow. 

Although the survey numbers for CSSS sub-
population A have not increased, the Corps' water 
management met the RPA requirements specified in 
the FWS BO to the best practical level. 

MIT-19 Nowhere in the Draft SEIS does it contain hydrographs 
of WCA 3A, and other areas of the Everglades, that 
show Alternative 7R modeling compared to Test 7 and 
ISOP. While there are a few charts on the L-3 1 Canal 
and sparrow habitat, these are not adequate. There 
should be hydrographs and stage duration curves for 
all the WCA s, Lake Okeechobee and the estuaries. 
Even though the Corps was forced to report the 
damage that IOP has caused, it incredibly continues to 
recommend Alternative 7R rather than analyze other 
reasonable alternatives, as required by NEPA. Draft 
SEIS at pp. 68-69. 

Hydrographs of Indicator Regions (IR) 14 and 19 have 
been added for the IOP years 2002-2006. Lake 
Okeechobee levels are not driven by IOP. The WCA-
3A Water Regulation Schedule, which has not 
changed, limits times when Lake Okeechobee water 
can be routed to WCA 3. Water quality concerns 
also play a part since adoption of the 10ppb total 
Phosphorus standard for the Everglades Protection 
Area. Neither water deliveries to the estuaries nor 
deliveries from Lake Okeechobee are expected to 
change until more of the system is 
decompartmentalized, with construction of the 
Tamiami Trail bridge and conveyance of water from 
WCA-3A into WCA-3B and across the Trail into ENP. 
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MIT-20 The Corps' Draft SEIS does not even discuss 
mitigation except to say the S-12D gate, which is 
required to be kept open, will be kept open. 

IOP, along with the various Restudy components, will 
restore wetlands and natural habitat to the greatest 
practical extext. Therefore, no mitigation is 
warrented. With regard to the S-12D structure, IOP 
was designed to compensate for potential higher 
canal stages by initiating storm operations, when 
appropriate. 

MIT-21 ….[The Corps] directly under the President's Order to 
treat Indian Tribes on a government-to-government 
basis would ignore their duty to meaningfully consult 
with the Tribe on matters that would adversely impact 
their land and culture. 

The Corps has coordinated with the Tribe with regards 
to this and other projects that may affect the 
Miccosukee Tribe and their tribal lands. The Corps 
initiated formal goverment-to-government cooperation 
with the Tribe on September 6, 2006 (letter and 
response are included in Appendix G). The draft 
SEIS is replete with references to coordination with 
the Tribe. Coordination with the Tribe is specifically 
mentioned in the notes to the Operations Table for 
Alternative 7R: Operations for other than named 
events. SFWMD will monitor antecedent conditions, 
groundwater levels, canal levels and rainfall. If these 
conditions indicate a strong likelihood of flooding, 
SFWMD will make a recommendation to the Corps to 
initiate pre-storm operations. The Corps will review 
the data, advise ENP, FWS of the conditions, consult 
with the Miccosukee Tribe and make a decision 
whether to implement pre-storm drawdown or 
otherwise alter systemwide operations from those 
contained in the table. 

MIT-22 The Tribe continues to contend that these new 
temporary pumps and structures cannot be analyzed 
apart from the IOP project and that these structures 
are not MWD or C-111 Project components, as the 
Corps improperly suggests. 

The new structures were analyzed in both the 2002 
IOP FEIS and the 2006 DSEIS. These structures are 
functionally equivalent to those previously described 
in the 1992 MWD GDM and the 1994 C-111 GRR. 
Additional segments of the C-111 "hydraulic ridge" will 
be built now that a land swap has occurred with ENP. 
While direct culvert flow from these impoundments 
into the Park is no longer a part of the plan, they will 
be operated to maximize restoration of the seasonal 
wetlands along the eastern Park boundary. 
Monitoring wells with telemetry have been installed 
inside ENP as planned. The S-356 pump is located 
directly N of S-334, as shown in the 1992 GDM. 
While it is less massive than the 1992 GDM drawing it 
is functionally equivalent. It may be enlarged as 
suggested by ongoing CSOP modeling. 

MIT-23 Even if the operation of the S-356-like pump- was 
properly analyzed, which it has not been, that analysis 
would show that the pump is pulling tremendous 
amounts of ground water and discharging it in violation 
of Florida's Water Quality Standards. Under the Mod 
Waters Project, the permanent S-356 pump is 
designed, and to be operated, to capture seepage out 
of Everglades National Park and WCA 3B and then 
return it to the Park, not to cause greater seepage and 
excessive ground water draw down. 

The operation of S-356 was properly analyzed. The 
pump operations limit pumping to stages of 5.5 to 5.8 
ft in L-31N. Also, the pumping was limited to the 
amount of seepage from the ENP. These two 
operations prevent overpumping of groundwater. The 
return of seepage would not result in violations of 
Florida's Water Quality Standards. The primary 
concerns that have been discussed involve the risk of 
pulling undesirable water from the area East (potential 
WQ problems as that is urban/agricultural area) of 
the pump station or from the North (Lake Okeechobee 
source water with high phosphorus levels) during 
water supply deliveries to the lower East Coast. The 
proposed operational plan was amended to address 
those concerns. The plan was amended to reflect 
that no pumping can occur when water supply 
deliveries to the LEC or any discharges from Lake O 
are being routed to the pump station via the L30N 
canal. The other change was that all coastal 
structures downstream of the S356 Pump Station 
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MIT-23 cont. intake will be closed during pump operations.This will 
restrict surface water flows from the East. One 
specific concern/scenario associated with this pump 
station was the potential for overpumping during the 
wet season and pulling water of an undesirable nature 
via the ground water path from the east. More 
information is needed on that scenario to ensure the 
operational plan does not allow that to happen. A 
series of limited duration pump tests to include 
operations during the wet season needs to be 
conducted to address the known concerns and 
determine if there are any other undesirable potential 
consequences that need to controlled in the 
operations plan. The Corps will coordinate these 
pump tests with all stakeholders and obtain 
authorization from the FDEP prior to conducting these 
tests. These tests will include water quality monitoring 
for all events. Stream gaging, tracking the response 
of nearby GW monitoring stage wells and other 
methods will be used during these pump tests to gain 
more information on the impacts of operating the 
pump under different condition. 

MIT-24 It is improper to use Alternative 7R, which is the 
current plan in effect, and was implemented without the 
analysis required under NEPA, as the No Action 
alternative. Alternative 7R cannot be the 
Recommended Alternative and also the No Action 
Alternative against which impacts are measured. This 
is nonsensical and turns NEPA on its head. The No 
Action alternative should be the last lawful Water 
Control Plan and regulation schedule that has gone 
through the reviews required by law. 

While the Court agreed with the Miccosukee Tribe 
that the Corps violated NEPA, it did not impose 
injunctive relief but instead allowed the Corps to 
continue operations under IOP while preparing a 
SEIS. The Tribe proposes that the Corps use last 
“lawful Water Control Plan” as the no action 
alternative, but, excluding IOP, the last otherwise 
lawful Water Control Plan was contrary to the 
Endangered Species Act. The Court explicitly 
recognized that enjoining IOP would risk returning the 
sparrow to its jeopardy status. Because the Corps 
continues to operate under IOP, it identified IOP as 
the No Action Alternative in its alternatives analysis in 
the draft SEIS. The draft SEIS includes the full array 
of alternatives previously considered. 

MIT-25 The Draft SEIS contains NO ANALYSIS of the 
combined impacts of the 1999, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 
and 2002 deviations, the four years of IOP operations, 
and predicted four more years of IOP on the human 
environment. 

Disagree. The DSEIS as well as the previous FEIS 
relied on the available data during this time frame to 
determine impacts to the affected resources.Among 
impacts discussed are: flood mitigation to residents 
and agriculture east of L-31; impacts to tree islands 
based on best judgment of scientist of the WMD, 
FWS and Corps; flooding of residential areas. The 
discussion of cumulative impacts of operations since 
the first ISOP operations has been added to the FEIS. 
Again, it is important to distinguish between model 
predictions assuming average climate and the effects 
of actual meteorological events. 

MIT-26 the Draft SElS continues to rely on the faulty FWS 
CAR that was not based on Alternative 7R modeling 
and does not contain an adequate environmental 
baseline, nor attempt to analyze the effects that the 
past, present, and future deviations will have on the 
Wood Stork, Snail Kite and Snail Kite as required 
under both NEPA and the ESA. 

See MIT-14 and MIT-16 responses. The FWS 
Coordination Act Report (CAR) is a document that 
provides Service recommendations(pursuant to the 
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, not the 
Endangered Species Act) to the Corps regarding all 
fish and wildlife resources in the area that would be 
affected by the recommended plan. It is in the BO (a 
separate document prepared under the Endangered 
Species Act) that FWS provides determinations 
regarding listed species, unless other arrangements 
are made. There are both a final CAR and an 
Amended BO in the 2002 IOP Final EIS. 
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MIT-27 The Corps' IOP is a major federal action that 
significantly affects the physical environment, 
including, but not limited to, destruction of natural 
resources, flooding and degradation of the central 
Everglades in WCA-3A, decrease in Everglades 
biodiversity, destruction of Everglades tree islands, 
injury to wildlife and increased flood risk. 

The Corps agrees that IOP is a major federal action, 
but disagrees with the Miccosukee Tribe's 
assessment of the effects. This sweeping statement 
mixes operational effects with weather phenomena 
and historic problems regarding operations of WCA-
3A. The IOP primarily addresses changes to 
operations of the South Dade Conveyance System, 
and counts on flexibility in the WCP for WCA-3A to 
adjust and offset the effects of S-12 closures for the 
sparrow's nesting season. It is difficul to move large 
amounts of water out of WCA-3A when heavy rains 
occur late in the year, because it is a large impounded 
area that stores a large volume of water, and the 
outlet capacity is relatively small. These difficulties 
are not new. The 1992 "Mod Waters" report also 
recognized the need for additional conveyance of 
water into WCA-3B from WCA 3-A, as well as 
additional outlets south to L-29 and into the Park.They 
were recognized in the C&SF Restudy  in 1997-99, 
and led to creation of the "Decompartmentalization" 
element of the CERP plan. 

The years 1999, 2000, 2004 and 2005 were years of 
heavy late-season rain. This rain led to very high 
stages in WCA-3A. The years 2004 and 2005 were so 
abnormal in terms of hurricane impacts that they 
probably should not be used to draw conclusions 
about management measures. There were many 
direct damages caused by high winds that must surely 
have affected water management (inlcuding loss of 
telemetry), tree islands and recently fledged birds 
(probably some direct mortality). 

MIT-28 The IOP Draft SEIS, like the FEIS before it, also 
continues to remain silent on the public health and 
safety aspects that were addressed in the Final EA on 
the 1998 so-called emergency. The Corps does so 
despite the fact that it knows that IOP backs up water 
in the system and that it bas come under fire lately 
about concerns for the integrity of the dike surrounding 
Lake Okeechobee caused by high water conditions. 

IOP does not affect water levels in Lake Okeechobee. 
It would be more correct to say that management of 
stages in Lake Okeechobee would affect the water 
available for delivery to the WCAs. When Lake 
Okeechobee is too high water is discharged primarily 
to tide. The Corps has just published a new 
proposed regulation schedule study for Lake 
Okeechobee that would lower average and peak Lake 
levels for public safety 

MIT-29 The 2002 Alternative 7R modeling, which the Corps 
failed to use in the IOP FEIS and was subsequently 
ordered to use by the Court, showed that 7 R would 
cause many more weeks of sustained high water in 
WCA 3A. Draft SEIS at 79. See, Attachment B. Now 
despite the Court's Order to conduct its analysis in the 
SEIS using such modeling, the document contains no 
actual modeling results for WCA 3A or other areas of 
the Everglades for public to review. 

Disagree. The Tribe compared Alt 7R to 95Base, 
which is not valid due to the jeopardy opinion on the 
CSSS. When compared to Alt 1, IOP would result in 
less than a 1% increase in water levels >2.5 feet at 
indicator region 14. 
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MIT-30 The statement in the FEIS that "minor adverse effects 
due to raised water levels could occur in the vicinity of 
the tree islands in the southern portions of WCA 3A 
and 3B is not supported by the record . It is also 
contradicted by another statement on the next page 
that says "increased flood duration could lead to loss of 
some wetland vegetation in WCA2A and 3A as well as 
upland vegetation (including tree islands) in the 
southern Part of the areas." Id at p. vi. The FEIS also 
attests to the fact that one of the "most significant 
causes of habitat degradation in WCA 3A are flood 
damage to tree islands in the northeastern and 
southwestern Part of the WCA." Id. at p. 61. On page 
69, the Draft SEIS states, "Habitat quality in WCA 3A is 
changing progressively and dramatically to less 
desirable habitat in this critical area, and this 
conversion is rapid, with changes even after a year." It 
further admits that, "The principal concern is that the 
habitat quality, and thus the carrying capacity of WCA 
3A, is already seriously degraded." 

The Corps does not agree that operations under IOP 
are the likely cause of habitat deterioration in WCA 
3A. It would be more accurate to say that until 
additional conveyance capacity is built into the system 
(out of WCA-3A and into 3B, across Tamiami Trail, 
with additional seepage control to the east of 3B), the 
problem of sustaining tree islands and avoiding 
prolonged high stages will not be resolved. "Fixing" 
WCA-3A and WCA-3B was a major focus of the 
Restudy . It is known that WCA-3A has suffered a 
gradual loss of tree islands, and it appears that there 
is a scientific consensus that prolonged high water 
stages are at least in part to blame. However, this 
deterioration was underway before ISOP or IOP were 
implemented. An examination of the hydrograph for 
IRs 14 and 19, comparing several different 
operational schemes, including Phase I of the 
Experimental Program, shows very little difference 
among alternatives when the stages they generate 
are compared to the "natural systems model." 

Id. at p. 69. Despite these statements, the Corps 
continues to make the unsupported assertion that 
Alternative 7R, which closes the S-12A, S-12B and S-
12C structures that release water from WCA 3A, would 
not have adverse effect on vegetation throughout WCA 
3A. Id. at p. 61. 

Only after the CERP decompartmentalization 
elements, currently under study, are authorized and 
completed does the Corps expect the problem to be 
resolved. 

MIT-31 FEIS Fails to Adequately Assess Impact on Snail Kite 
and Its Critical Habitat 

Disagree. The Final SEIS includes the evaluation 
conducted by the FWS and includes the FWS opinion 
that although the continued operation of IOP may 
have an adverse effect on the snail kite, it will not 
jeopardize the species' continued existence. 

MIT-32 Nor does it contain a new amended biological opinion 
using 7R modeling, as required under the ESA. 

The Corps has remained in close coordination with 
the FWS on the species subject to consultation since 
2002. Monitoring is underway as required under the 
Amended Biological Opinion of April 2002.  The Corps 
has not identified any adverse effects on species or 
their critical habitats resulting from water management 
operations during the period between August 2, 2002, 
when operations under IOP began, and the present. 
In conjunction with this supplemental NEPA 
documentation, the Corps has re-initiated consultation 
under Section 7 of the ESA with the FWS for species 
including the snail kite and CSSS and the BO is 
included in this document. . 

MIT-33 Third, the Draft SEIS does not address how the Corps 
is meeting the non-discretionary terms and conditions 
of the FWS Incidental Take Statement in light of the 
alarming information on the Snail Kite. 

The Corps has funded Dr. Kitchens and Dr. 
Frederick's studys every year since the initial 
"jeopardy" opinion was issued by the Service in 1999. 
We have attempted to manage water under the WCA-
3A schedule to avoid adverse foraging and nesting 
conditions for the snail kites in WCA-3A. A major new 
paper on Snail kite reproduction was published last 
year; it is cited in the FEIS text. In addition, the Corps 
has been coordinating with the SFWMD regarding 
removal of nuisance vegetation south of S-12D. 

MIT-34 The Corps, which has the ultimate responsibility for its 
actions under the ESA, had the duty to reinitiate 
consultation with FWS on IOP Alternative 7R, and the 
Incidental Take Statement terms and conditions, 
immediate after the Court's March 14, 2006 Order and 
prior to issuing its Draft SEIS but failed to do so. 

The Tribe did not prevail on its ESA claim. 
Nevertheless, as part of the supplemental NEPA 
process, the Corps reinitiated formal consultation with 
the FWS (see Appendix F for ESA consultation 
documents including the 2006 BO). 
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MIT-35 Corps must ask FWS to reopen the biological opinion 
to analyze the new Snail Kite information and the 
cumulative impacts that the previous deviations and 
the IOP will have on this and other endangered 
species in the action area. The Corps must also 
conduct a review of whether they are complying with 
the Incidental Take Statement on the Snail Kite in the 
SEIS, including through modeling results that analyze 
the indicator regions 14 and 19, in light of the alarming 
decline of this endangered species. 

The Corps reinitiated formal consultation with the 
FWS (see Appendix F for ESA consultation 
documents including the 2006 BO). 

MIT-36 The Draft SEIS fails to adequately analyze the adverse 
impacts that raising the canal levels in L-31 as required 
under Alternative 7R will have on urban and 
agricultural areas in Miami-Dade County. 

Disagree. These impacts were analyzed in section 
4.5 of the DSEIS (see Figures 10 and 11 of that 
document). 

MIT-37 There is also no evidence in the record to support the 
Corps' blanket statement in the FEIS that "potential 
impacts to tree islands have been minimized" and that 
"Alternative 7R would not have adverse impacts on 
vegetation throughout WCA 3A. 

Disagree. The efforts to minimize adverse impacts to 
resources including tree islands in WCA 3A include 
keeping S-12D open and routing additional water to 
minimize ponding. It should be noted that heavy 
localized railfall has been primarily responsible for 
flooding in WCA 3A which has led to adverse impacts 
to vegetation. Alternative 7R modeling has 
demonstrated that less than 1 % water level 
exceedences over the desired 2.5 feet would occur 
over the previous water management plan. 

MIT-38 The Draft SEIS fails to analyze reasonable alternatives 
that would protect the Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow 
with far less impact on the rest of the Everglades and 
the endangered Snail Kite. 

The FWS BO specifically directs the Corps to meet 
certain RPAs by managing water deliveries to 
maintain habitat conditions in breeding CSSS 
populations. The FWS may determine to implement 
other measures suggested by the Tribe, not within the 
Corps' jurisdiction. 

MIT-39 The Draft SEIS not only neglects to divulge the multi-
million dollar expenditure for the structural components 
of Alternative 7R, it does not divulge the source of the 
money. Nor does the Draft SEIS discuss whether using 
this money for "temporary" IOP project features will 
cause the Corps to exceed their project budgets and 
delay the completion of the permanent Modified Water 
Deliveries and C-111 projects. The IOP cost 
information for each alternative must be provided 
under the full disclosure and cost benefit analysis 
requirements of NEPA. 

The MWD and C-111 components are authorized 
federal projects whose budgets and costs are public 
record. The Corps fully expects to continue 
constructing the C-111 project until the entire 
hydraulic ridge of impoundments is complete. This in 
turn will conect, to the north, to the STA for the 8.5 
SMA, part of Mod Waters which is also authorized. 
(See Figure 2 FSEIS). The 8.5 SMA is currently 
under construction. Construction on the next phase 
of the C-111 Project is expected to begin in 2007. 

MIT-40 The Corps' statement in the Draft SEIS that keeping-
12D open as part of Alternative 7R will provide 
hydrologic relief to WCA 3A is absurd. Opening one S-
12 structure when all four are supposed to be open in 
high water conditions does not qualify as mitigation. 
Additionally, in light of the fact that the closing of the 
gates under ISOP and IOP has caused an alarming 
decline in the Snail Kite population proves that this is 
not mitigation. 

See MIT-18 response. 

MIT-41 The Corps incorrectly claims that "the detention of 
excess water in the WCAs could also occur with the 
alternatives, and would likely continue in the future 
without the full implementation of the Modified Water 
Deliveries Project." Draft SEIS at 74. The Corps can 
stop this detention of excess water now. The Tribe 
agrees that the implementation of the MWD project is 
the ultimate solution, but contends that it is misleading 
for the Corps to state that the detention of excess 
water would occur without the completion of MWD, 
when they know that it can be relieved by the opening 
of the S-12 structures, which could be accomplished by 
assessing another reasonable alternative in the IOP 
Draft SEIS. 

The western population of the Cape Sable Seaside 
Sparrow can be impacted by releases from WCA 3A. 
Therefore, the S-12s have been limited in agreement 
with USFWL. Furthermore, the S-12s have reduced 
capacity due to growth of downsteam vegetation. 
MWD can be a solution to the problem by removing 
the constraint in NESRS and allowing more water into 
that area. 
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MIT-42 Nor does it even address the fact that the Everglades 
in WCA 3A are Tribal lands. Instead, it erroneously 
concludes that IOP has caused no impacts to cultural 
resources or environmental justice impacts. Draft SEIS 
at pp.73 and 80. It fails to acknowledge that the Tribe, 
an Indian Tribe, is bearing the disproportionate 
adverse consequences of the Corps' IOP operations 
which are adversely impacting WCA 3A and the Tribe's 
culture and way of life. 

The Tribe implies that its interests in WCA have been 
largely ignored, which is not the case. The draft SEIS 
is replete with references to coordination with the 
Tribe. Coordination with the Tribe is specifically 
mentioned in the notes to the Operations Table for 
Alternative 7R: Operations 
for other than named events. SFWMD will monitor 
antecedent conditions, groundwater levels, canal 
levels and rainfall. If these conditions indicate a strong 
likelihood of flooding, SFWMD will make a 
recommendation to the Corps to initiate pre-storm 
operations. The Corps will review the data, advise 
ENP, FWS of the conditions, consult with the 
Miccosukee Tribe and make a decision whether to 
implement pre-storm drawdown or otherwise alter 
systemwide operations from those contained in the 
table. 

MIT-42 cont. Note: The Chairman of the Miccosukee Tribe of 
Indians of South Florida or his designated 
representatives, will monitor the conditions in WCA3A 
and other tribal lands and predicted rainfall. If the 
Tribe determines these conditions indicate jeopardy to 
the health or safety of the Tribe, the Chairman will 
make a recommendation to the Corps to change the 
operations of the S12 structures or other parts of the 
system. The Corps will review the data, advise 
appropriate agencies of the conditions, and the 
District Commander will personally consult with the 
Chairman prior to making a decision whether to 
implement changes to the S12 operations. 

MIT-43 The Draft SEIS makes it clear that in the eyes of the 
Corps and FWS, some parts of the Everglades, and 
certain species, are more equal than others. The Corps 
and FWS are willing to see 88,300 acres of designated 
Snail Kite be destroyed, and Snail Kites injured and 
killed, in return for the "alleged" protection of the 
western non-designated habitat of the Cape Sable 
seaside sparrow, which has declined under these 
operations. This is not only Animal Fair Equality for the 
Everglades, this single species management and 
selective protection is detrimental to Everglades 
restoration and must be stopped. The Everglades is an 
ecosystem and must be treated as such under both 
NEPA and the ESA. 

The Corps is required to follow directions specified in 
the FWS BO. IOP was developed first to meet the 
RPA in the 1999 BO, and secondly to minimize the 
effects to other resources including flood control, 
agricultural lands, tribal lands, and other protected 
species. 

MIT-44 Section 4.23 of the Draft SEIS erroneously states that 
the commitment of resources would be "temporary in 
nature, and the irreversible and irretrievable 
commitment of resources would be minimal." Draft 
SEIS at p. 74. A review of pages 68-69 of the Draft 
SEIS, which details the alarming decline of the Tribal 
Everglades in WCA 3A and the endangered Snail Kite 
shows that this statement is ludicrous. 

Once MWD is complete, snail kite habitat will 
improve. The snail kite is a wide-ranging species and 
extensive pouplations exist elsewhere in Florida and 
the Americas, and population numbers are expected 
to increase with improved habitat conditions. 

MIT-45 The Draft SEIS fails to adequately analyze the impact 
that IOP is having on water quality both in WCA 3A 
and Everglades National Park, including whether it is 
interfering with the Settlement Agreement requirements 
in the Everglades case before Judge Moreno. 

There is no evidence that IOP is having an adverse 
effect on water quality. 
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MIT-46 The operation of IOP Alternative 7R is contrary to 
current rules and regulations for the operation of the 
Central and Southern Florida Project (C&SF) and 
constitutes an amendment to the rules and regulations 
for operating the project. This amendment of rules and 
regulations violates the APA because the Corps has 
never complied with the required rulemaking 
procedures, including notice and the opportunity to he 
heard, pursuant to APA. The Draft SEIS does not state 
that the Corps plans to comply with the rulemaking 
requirements of the APA. 

This argument was previously dismissed by Judge 
Moore. The Court found that the Water Control Plan 
for WCA-3A provides sufficient flexibility to adjust 
operations to account for meteorological anomalies 
and temporary needs. 

MIT-47 The Corps has failed to follow the Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination Act (FWCA) of 1973, that requires an 
agency whose actions are likely to have adverse 
impacts on the environment and endangered species 
to enter into consultation with the Florida Fish and 
Wildlife Conservation Commission ("FFWCC") as part 
of the IOP Draft SEIS process. 

Disagree. The Corps coordinated with the FFWCC 
during the previous and current NEPA process. For 
the record we coordinate all eligible actions with FWC. 
FWC comments have been received and are 
incorporated into this comment-response matrix. 

MIT-48 The IOP Draft SEIS fails to comply with the 
Endangered Species Act ("ESP) by failing to 
adequately analyze the cumulative impacts of past, 
present, and future operational plans on the Snail Kite 
and other endangered species. 

The Corps reinitiated formal consultation with the 
FWS (see Appendix F for ESA consultation 
documents including the 2006 BO). 

MIT-49 The Corps' failure to analyze past, present and future 
cumulative impacts of their previous deviations, 
coupled with the IOP, is a continuing violation of the 
ESA that has been ongoing since 1998. Indeed, the 
Corps never conducted the after-the-fact biological 
assessment on the Wood Stork, the Snail Kite and the 
Snail Kite's critical habitat that they promised to 
conduct in 1998. The Biological Opinion and numerous 
other letters from the FWS, ENP, and the Florida 
Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission, expressed 
grave concern about the adverse impacts to WCA-3A, 
and the endangered Wood Stork and Snail Kite that 
inhabit it, caused by maintaining high water levels in 
this area of the Everglades. Despite these warnings, 
the Corps continues to support Alternative 7R that will 
close structures along Tamiami Trail and further 
endanger and threaten the Snail Kite and destroy the 
Snail Kite critical habitat on Tribal Everglades in WCA 
3A. 

The Corps is required to construct an environmental 
baseline and conduct the analysis on cumulative 
impacts of the proposed actions required under both 
NEPA and the ESA. 

The Corps has not knowingly violated the ESA by 
failing to incorporate all RPAs and other actions 
required by FWS. As part of this 2006 SEIS 
procedure, the Corps re-initiated consultation with 
FWS, providing all information on habitat and nesting 
currently available from researchers contracted by the 
Corps. The FWS has since issued a new BO on 
November 17, 2006, and concluded that continued 
operations of IOP will not jeopardize any threatened 
or endangered species. Therefore, IOP is in 
compliance with the ESA. 

MIT-50 The Corps' Draft SEIS fails to comply with NEPA, the 
ESA, the APA, the Indian Trust Doctrine, and the 5th 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

This SEIS has been prepared in compliance with 
NEPA and the Judge's order and remains in 
compliance with all state and federal laws. The 
requirement called for a re-assessment after five 
years. These studies are ongoing and final reports 
from Corps contractors have not yet been received. 
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DEP-1 Florida Dept. of 
Environmental 
Protection 

The SEIS appears to have some inconsistencies in the 
evaluation of impacts to the Everglades Protection 
Area (EPA). The Executive Summary (page v) states 
that impacts to vegetation under the recommended 
alternative are similar to those of ISOP where "minor 
effects due to raised water levels may have occurred in 
the vicinity of tree islands in the southern portion of 
WCA and 3B." However, Page 58, Section 4.6, 
Wetlands, states that "Wetlands in NESRS, the Rocky 
Glades, and the western marl prairies are expected to 
benefit from the restoration of more natural 
hydroperiods with Alternative 7R, whereas increased 
flooding in southern WCA 3B and WCA 2A may 
contribute to negative wetlands impacts." 
Nevertheless, Page 61, under Section 4.7, Vegetation 
concludes that Alternatives 7 and 7R will not have 
adverse effects on vegetation through out WCA 3A 
and 3B. Impacts to WCA 2A are expected to be 
similar to Alternative 1, with less ponding than with the 
other alternative but vegetation could be adversely 
affected. 

Comment noted. Text has been amended to correct 
inconsistencies. 

DEP-2 Section 4.21 says that the detention of excess water in 
the WCAs could also occur with Alternative 7R, and 
would likely continue in the future without full 
implementation on the Modified Water Deliveries 
project. The impacts of the detention could include 
loss of tree island vegetation and associated wildlife, 
adverse impacts to snail kite nesting and critical habitat 
and adverse impacts to wood stork. As part of the 
impact analysis, the Alt7R alternative should not only 
be compared to the 1995 base condition, but also to 
the ISOP 2001 conditions, as this was the condition 
that existed prior to IOP being implemented. The 
updated EIS does not attempt to quantify these 
impacts. Prior to the Department authorizing 
operations outside of those allowed under the existing 
emergency order, an evaluation of the alternatives to 
the pre-project conditions (i.e., ISOP 2001 & 1995 
base) using the most recent version of the SFWMM 
should be performed. 

Alternative 7R was compared to the 1995 Base and to 
the ISOP operations (as Alt1Cur). Alt1Cur included 
other opertations that were not in the 1995 Base such 
as WSE and operations for new STAs. The increase 
of highwater stages in WCA-3A, due to IOP, was not 
significant (566 weeks compared to 563 weeks for the 
31-year period). Current conditions, which includes 
IOP, are shown as part of the CSOP modeling effort. 
The updated modeling, with new version and updated 
36-yr period of record, shows only 462 weeks of 
highwater in WCA-3A. 

DEP-3 The SEIS does not include any new hydrologic 
modeling results but does provide a reference to the 
existing webpage that was set up by the Corps of 
Engineers to desseminate information regarding IOP. 
This site provides a link to the South Florida Water 
Management District 2 by 2 modeling results that were 
posted a few years ago. What is referred to as the 
"new" modeling results on the ISOP webpage were 
implemented using the version 4.4 of the SFWMM. 
Since these results were posed, there have been 
numersous updates to the SFWMM that will likely 
affect the performance of the modeled scenarios and 
the Department therefore recommends using the latest 
updates when providing a supplemental post 
implementation report to analyze the performance of 
IOP. 

Noted. New hydrologic modeling results for Alt 7R 
have been included. However, the SFWMM ver.3.4 
was used to allow comparison to previous model runs. 
Future projects will use the District's 2 by 2 model. 
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DEP-4 The Department has issued a number of emergency 
orders to allow portions of the C-111 project and IOP to 
move forward. Some of the project features which 
include the S-356 pump station and the S-355 have 
been constructed, but do not have permits to operate. 
The supplemental EIS addresses the water quality 
issues associated with the S-356 pump station, but 
does not provide any information regarding potential 
water quality issues associated with discharging Miami 
Canal waqter into WCA 3B by allowing flow through 
using the proposed S-355 structures. Please note that 
the Department is concerned about water qualtity 
issues associated with the proposed flow through WCA 
3B using the Northern Gaps and the S-355 A and B 
structure as the water quality in the Miami Canal does 
not currently meet the current water quality standards 
for discharges into the Everglades Protection Area. 

Noted. Modifications to the existing MWD permit 
must be obtained to routinely operate the S355 A/B 
and the S356 Pump Station. Operational tests of 
limited duration for these features will continue to 
require FDEP authorization following the guidelines in 
the current MWD permit. 
Response specific to the S355 A/B : The Corps will 
either 1) demonstrate that the Miami Canal Gaps flow 
into WCA 3B, during IOP, will not increase above 
present conditions when the S355 A/B structures are 
operated or will demonstrate to the FDEP that 
operations will be adjusted (during the IOP period) to 
ensure no flow increase occurs from the Miami Canal 
Gaps into WCA 3B ,above present conditions, during 
the IOP period. The Corps understands that this will 
be necessary for FDEP to issue operational 
authorization to operate these structures (S355A/B) 
during the IOP period. 

DEP-4 cont. The proposed S-355 A and B operation may not be 
allowable until water quality in the regional system has 
improved so that the proposed flow through will not 
adversely impact WCA 3B. A modification of the 
CERP permit for the Modified Water Deliveries Project 
is required prior to operation of the existing S-355 
structures and the S-356 pump station. 

Response specific to the S356 Pump station: The 
Corps current approach to resolve the concerns 
associated with the operations of the S356 pump 
station, is to run a series of pump tests, particularly 
during the wet season. The Corps will acquire 
authorization for these limited duration pump tests per 
the guidance in the existing MWD permit. The Corps 
went through this process for the most recent pump 
test and received FDEP authorization for that limited 
duration (2 week) test. The information gained from 
these tests will provide the necessary practical 
knowledge to develop a suitable operating plan for the 
S356 pump station. This operating plan must be 
demonstrated to provide reasonable assurance that 
the WQ will not be degraded as a result of operating 
this pump station. 

DEP-5 Upon completion of detailed design, this project will 
require a Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan 
Regulation Act (CERPRA) permit pursuant to Section 
373.1502, Florida Statutes. The project may require a 
NPDES Generic Permit for Stormwater Discharge from 
Large and Small Construction Activities in accordance 
with Rule 62-621.300(4), Florida Administrative Code. 
Other department permits may be required during the 
construction phase of this project, as applicable. We 
recommend that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
and the South Florida Water Management District 
coordinate closely with the Department in order to 
facilitate permit issuance. 

Noted. The Corps will apply for the necessary permits 
at the appropriate time. 

WMD-1 South Florida 
Water 
Management 
District 

Description of the C-356 operations needs to 
acknowledge that water pumped by the S-356 pump is 
seepage collected by the L-31N canal and seepage 
collected by the L-30 canal discharged via the S-335 
structure into the L-31N canal. The seepage into the L-
30 canal arises primarily from WCA-3B and the 
Pennsuco Wetlands. Seepage into the L-31N canal 
arises predominately from the West (WCA-3B and 
Northeast Shark Slough) and secondarily from the 
East. 

Noted. The information has been included in the text. 

WMD-2 Description of the modeling should make it clear the 
ALT7R run assumes that the land swap of 
approximately 1,000 acres between SFWMD and 
Everglades National Park (ENP) occurred and that a 
continuous detention area was constructed from S-
332B North to the Frog Pond. The land swap 
increases the detention area from the approximately 
700 acres provided by S-332B North, S-332B West, 
and S-332C to approximately 1,700 acres. 

Noted. The information has been included in the text. 
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WMD-3 The text (section 4.4, page 55) describing the surface 
water discharge (overflows) should make it clear that 
the construction required to facilitate this requirement 
has not been completed. Even though the partial 
connector is not complete and the western levee has 
not been raised, the SFWMD has, to the extent 
feasible, eliminated surface water discharges into ENP 
via S-332B West. The factors limiting the SFWMD 
ability to effectively eliminate surface water discharge 
from S-332B West into ENP are provided. 

Noted. The information has been included in the text. 

WMD-4 The text describing the overflow should provide a more 
complete description of how the actual overflow 
volumes were calculated. The current numbers are 
overly precise given the uncertainties in the seepage 
rates and the rating curve for the 1,700 long flat broad 
crested weir. Precision on the order 40 acre-feet 
rather than the 36.46 acre-feet used are more 
justifiable. I recommend assuming a conservatively 
low seepage loss of about 125 cfs during these 
overflow periods rather than trying to caluclate a 
discharge rate from the weir. The 125 cfs seepage 
rate is conservative and supported by considerable 
operational data showing that 125 cfs of seepage 
occurs at stages below the overflow level. The 
average pumping rate during the overflow period 
should be estimated (e.g. 200 cfs) then the assumed 
sepage rate of 125 cfs would be subtracted on an 
hourly basis. The 125 cfs number could be refined by 
looking at the pumping rate and water levels 
immediately before or after the overflow events. 
Specifically, the head difference for a pump rate which 
did not cause overflow could be used to determine a 
seepage relationship. Tor example, a dtention area 
stage of 8.0 feet NGVD and a canal stage of 5.0 feet 
NGVD for a pumping rate of 125 cfs results in a 
seepage relationship of 125 cfs per 3 feet of head. If 
the water level is 8.5 feet during over flow then the 
seepage rate would be aobut 145 cfs ([{8.5-5.}/{8.0-
5.0}]*125 cfs). 

Overflows volumes were calculated by using the 
broad crested weir equation. Agree that there are 
other factors affecting the accuracy of the numbers. 
Therefore, estimates will be rounded. 

Agree. However, the difference in flow is not 
significant due to a maximum head differential of 
approximately 5 feet between the canal and the 
detention area. 

WMD-5 The text describing the proposed S-356 wet season 
test has been updated. Please use the current 
version. 

Agree. Text will be updated to include the latest 
version. 

WMD-6 The project descirption should include a history of 
when each facility became operation. 

Noted. The information has been included in the text. 

WMD-7 The description of marsh operation needs to clarify that 
marsh operations developed in the Combined 
Structural and Operation Plan (CSOP) for the Modified 
Water Deliveries to Everglades National Park (WMD 
ENP) project and the C-111 Canal project, was 
developed after impementation of the Interim 
Operational Plan for Protection of the Cape Sable 
Seaside Sparrow (IOP for Protection of the CSSS). 

Noted. The information has been included in the text. 
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WMD-8 The SEIS should discuss that during the development 
of the IOP for Protection of the CSSS that provisional 
water quality data which was later found to be non 
representative was the primary justification for the 
design of the IOP for Protection of the CSSS as 
seepage area withou direct surface water overflows. 

Disagree that the Corps collected data was non 
representative for the C111 project area. The Corps 
data was in general agreement with the SFWMD in 
that for the majority of the recent time period, there is 
no generally no problem with phosphorus levels in the 
Taylor Slough/Coastal Basin monitoring area. The 
short term phosphorus spiking event that occured in 
the Oct 2000 timeframe was confirmed by splits of 
samples, obtained by the Corps contractor, analysed 
by the FDEP and SFWMD labs. SFWMD sampling 
and analysis also confirmed there were high levels in 
the L31N canal system during that time period. 
However that was a unusual event that has never 
been repeated since then and may never occur again. 
The Corps position is that the potential for settlement 
agreement violations in the Taylor Slough/Coastal 
Basins is presently low and does not presently justify 
the expenditure of additional funding for water quality 
treatment to those areas. The reality of the matter is 
that the ENP is not willing to take even limited risks in 
regards to additional phosphorus loading into this area 

If the water quality situation continues to be 
maintained as it presently exists (meeting settlement 
agreement long term targets) for the inflows to the 
Taylor Slough/Coastal Basins and the potential for 
mobilization of nutrients from the former agricultural 
lands that are being incorporated into the C111 
detention can be proved to the FDEP/ENP as not 
happening, we can practically discuss whether 
surface water from the S332B and S33C detention 
areas can be discharged into the ENP. Until that 
time, direct surface water discharges from the S-
332Band C detention areas onto ENP lands will be 
highly disputed. Current modeling indicates (CSOP 
Alt 5R) that with the proposed levee system features, 
surface water discharges into the ENP will not occur 
from the S332B and C detention areas even during 
the wet season with a very significant storm. 

WMD-9 The IOP should clearly state that the incomplete 
condition of the detention systems is due to the delays 
in the land swap between Everglades National Park 
and the SFWMD. The incomplete detention area due 
to this delay severely limits the ability of IOP for 
Protection of the CSSS to precisely and evely affect 
water level along the eastern boundary of ENP. We 
expected that once the construction is complete that 
the detention system will provide beneficial water levels 
to ENP's eastern boundary. The land swap has been 
executed and the construction of the continuous 
detention area is scheduled for completion before the 
2007 

Noted. The information has been included in the text. 

FDOT-1 Florida Dept. of 
Transportation 

As the FDOT has previously stated, a water elevation 
of 7.5 feet in the L-29 Canal barely provides adequate 
protection for some of the existing section of the 
adjacent Tamiami Trail/US41. Therefore, water 
elevations in the L-29 Canal should not be allowed to 
exceed 7.5 feet until after the currently planned 
reconstruction of Tamiami Trail is complete. 

Although IOP establishes a constraint of 9.0 feet-
NGVD in L-29, the 6.8 foot level at G-3273 tends to 
override the L-29 constraint. The highest level 
reached in the canal was 7.92 feet NGVD on June 20, 
2005 and was mainly associated with heavy rainfall in 
the area. 
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FDA-1 Florida Dept. of 
Agriculture & 
Consumer 
Services 

The May 2006 SEIS states that: "Flooding impacts to 
residential and agricultural lands above current levels 
would not likely occur with the recommended 
alternative" (p-vi). The pre-storm operations proposed 
may prevent additional surface flooding from occurring 
in the study area. However, the modeling indicates 
that the proposed operations will elevate the ground 
water table by 0.25 to 0.50 ft. in the southern Dade 
agricultural area. The Corps' analyses of the L-31N 
canal during IOP operations confirm the model output 
(p58). A high groundwater table will harm tree roots 
and cause disease and/or death of the trees. The 
tropical fruit tree crops are put in jeopardy by the IOP 

One SFWMM cell, R13C25, shows a predicted 
increase (about 0.3 ft) in stage with a predicted 
increase in root zone percentage. An evaluation of 
real-time data has shown no evidence of stage 
increases in that area as a result of IOP operations 
with the current structures and seepage reservoir 
configuration. It should be noted that this area will be 
monitored as newer and larger seepage reserovoirs 
are built and operated. Additionally, newer marsh 
operations are yet to be determined. 

FFWCC-1 Florida Fish and 
Wildlife 
Conservation 
Commission 

We note that the SDEIS includes updated information 
on water quality and flood control performance of IOP 
in the 2002 - 2006 period (pp. 55 through 58). It would 
seem reasonable to include information has been 
collected on changes to the habitat of the snail kite in 
Water Conservation Area 3A and other pertinent 
biological data in the final SEIS, and recommend that it 
include, at a minimum, the information that was 
required under the Terms and Conditions of the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service's 2002 Amended Biological 
Opinion to monitor vegetative shifts in snail kite 
habitat. 

In accordance with the 2002 BO, the Corps has 
contracted with Dr. Wiley kitchens of USGS to monitor 
vegetative shifts in prime snail kite foraging habitat in 
WCA 3A. The final report is due later this year. 
Preliminary conclusions from the study are that the 
habitat quality in WCA3A is changing progressively 
and dramatically to less desirable habitat in this 
critical area, and that this conversion from emergent 
prairies/sloughs to deep water sloughs is rapid, with 
changes evident even after a year. This description is 
included in the DSEIS and FSEIS Section 4.9, 
Protected Species, Snail Kite, Monitoring Efforts. 

FFWCC-2 The DSEIS mentions the anticipated start of CSOP as 
21007, with completion in 2010. Would IOP be the 
operational plan until 2010, or will the EIS for CSOP 
cover operations during that interim? 

CSOP will provide certain guidelines for interim 
operations while IOP will continue to be adjusted until 
CSOP is fully implemented 

SHPO-1 Florida State 
Clearinghouse 

No Comment 
No Comment/Consistent 

Noted. 

PH-1 Pepper Hamilton 
LLP. 

I have attached for your convenience Radio One's prior 
comments that it submitted on June 16, 2006 and April 
9, 2001. Radio One appreciates the opportunity to 
comment, and trusts that its comments and concerns 
will be considered and accomodated in the 
Supplemental EIS and the final IOP, with appropriate 
mitigating actions being included within the scope and 
costs of the IOP. 

Comment noted. The project has not changed and 
our previous responses to the comments are 
incorporated by reference. 
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